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exceptional
Acorn

A7000+ Peak Performer

The Acorn A7000+ Peak Performer

is a special offer system which

combines legendary build quality,

low cost of ownership and high

performance to provide the

ultimate choice for modern

computing (ICT) in Education,

Home and Business.

FREE £200 of quality software-

32x CD-ROM drive

8MB RAM (max 136MB)

2GB hard drive

14" monitor + 80W speakers

I year on-site warranty

Acorn (k
order now by phone on 0990 32 90 70

All Itadc marks acknowledged. E40E. All Acorn products arc promoted and distributed by: CTL Ore Trading Estate Woodbridge Road Framlingham Suffolk IP13 9LL
Email:acorn@castle-tecbnology.co.uk Web: bttp.7Avww.acom.com
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Java

It's the hottest thing since the Web,
even more on how to brew your own

Speakers
Another selection of multimedia

speaker systems for your machine

Acorn Shows

The ones that have passed and the
ones to come, what can we expect?
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regulars
News

There's hope for the Acorn market,
we reveal all plus the rest of the news

Graphics
More on Cerilica's Vantage, plus views
on layers in Spacetech's Photodesk

Comms

Speed-testing with Javascript; Using
mailing lists and Red Nose Silliness

Public Domain
Reviews of Monopoly and Infestation
plus Phoenix rising from Java's flames

Portables
Testing out the Psion 3mx, PsiWin 2.2,
a look at the Peanut and Geofox down

Business

Why Acorn couldn't survive in this
throw-away world of PCs and coke cans

Cover disc

Using the latest Replay technology we
present amazing film trailers

Game show
Heroes of Might and Magic II put
under the spotlight and tested

Subscriptions page
Take advantage of our fantastic new
offers - subscribe today

Letters

The chance for you to have your say
about the goings on in the Acorn world

The Regan Files
An interview with Peter Bondar

about Acorn and the Phoenix

hands on
*INFO

More mind-blowing stuff from the
Double Dave's and their prolific pals

Run the Rise

Mike Cook drives the PIC scrolling
display using some very nifty software

Rambles through Acorn Wood
Mike Cook hikes through the misty
glades of more Acorn difficulties

January1999

reviews
Rhapsody 4
We review this application with a
fine vintage, how has it progressed?

45
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Vigil
Another venerable application that
really can help you to program faster

Typography 2100
More fonts and more font software

for you to use, how does it stand up?

Addresslt
Real business applications are few and
far between, how good is this one?

On the Brink...
\

Year 2000 video offer Page 14
Two Programmer's Toolkits Page 60
Advertisers Index Page 56
Back issues Page 70
Free Ads Page 56

V J

• education
Editorial

Get up-to-date on education news

and matters in the Acorn market

Maths Circus
Looking at the educational maths fun
to be had under 4Mation's big top

PictureBase

Using resources covering 250 years
of UK history in words and pictures

1-2-3 CD

Nine years on Animated Numbers
are renewed and revised

Subscription Offers
Take advantage of our

fantastic offers on page 78

Next month
in Acorn User

The Revelation Demo competition
plus a CD packed with demos and

all the best games; a new series on
using Ovation Pro macros plus we

look at the new RiscBlaster

On sale 21 January 1999

January 1999 Acorn User
http://www.acoiTiusci.com/



CTA DIRECT ARE NOW

INTERNET SERVICE

PROVIDERS

We can otter Domain names.

registration and maintenance, web
design, virtual server, secure server,

Web server housing.Weh & FTP space.

Introductory special offers
***£25.00 Voucher ***

*** wj(|, .,|| packs ***

I years unlimited access for £99inc vat

33K Modem and l yr. for £99 (£116.33)

56K V90 Modem + lyr £125 (£146.88)

Desktop FAX MODEMS
33600 VoiceBABTapproved
56k x2 / V90 3Com USR

56k Flex/V90 (Rockwell)
ISDN modem (external)
High speed serial cards from

£40.00 £47.00

£118.30 £129.00

£58.72 £69.00

£169M £169.00
£78.30 £92.00

Internet & Modem Software

Ant Internet Browser
ArcFAX Fax software

WcbslirXl. Browser

£94.05 £11.51

£2638 £31.00

£21.28 25.00

233Mhz RiscPC Offers

e.g. RPC SA 2M+32Mb/2.1 G/32x CD
& 17" monitor for only £1125 + VAT

RPC SA base models from £854 inc VAT

AM) wo "ill match or beat vour best offci

A7000+ System Offers
A7000 + 16M / 2.IG / 32xCD/15" mon

& Stereo Spk for only £749 ex. VAT
Please askfor oilier combinations

MONITORS Sale now on
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

14" SVGA 0.28 (3yron-siic) £89.00 £104.58
14" SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media £110.00 £129.25

15"SVGA0.28 (3yr on-site) £110.00 £129.25
15" SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media £129.00 £151.57

17" SVGA Home Multimedia £150.00 £176.25
17" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site) £200.00 £235.(10
17" SVGA 0.25 (3yr on-site) £300.00 £352.50
17" Multisync (17" AKF50) £300.00 £352.50
IT'IiyamaPro £340.00 £399.5(
19"SVGA0.26 (3yr on-site) £400.00 £470.00
21" SVGA 0.25 (3yr on-silc) £595.00 £699.13
21" liyama Pro (A 101GT) £759.00 £891.83
21"liyamaPro(A102OT)
38" SVGA (lyr on-site)

AKIT8 Multisync
AKF53Multisync (14")
MCF50 Multi-sync (14")
Multisync A300/3000 cable

£820.00 £963.50

£1595.0011874.13

£115.00 £135.13

£165.00 £193.88
£199.00 £233.83

£8.50 £959

THE best! PRINTER prices
I Please ringfor latest prices | Ex.vat Inc.VAT
Canon BJC80Wportable col. £159.00 £186.83
Canon BJC 250 colour A4 £84.00 £98.70
CanonDJC4300colour*A4 £llo.oo £129.25
Canon BJC 4650 colour* A3 £22750 £266.73

Canon BJC 7000 colour* A4 £18950 £222.08

Epson .Stylus440 colour
ICpsmi Stylus 640 Colour
Epson Stylus 850 Colour
Epson Stylus 1520 Colour
Epson Stylus photo 700 «
Epson Stylus Photo EX #

111'420

HP670CColoui

HP 690C Colour
IIP 890C Colour

HP 895CXI Colour

HP LASERJET 6L
HPLASERJET 6P

Photo drivers for #
drivtri i "»PRCEA«

£115.00

£148.00

£230.00

£499.00

£180.00

£328.00

£75.00

£99.00
i 110.00
£217.00

£225.00

£230.00

£494.00

£58.72

£135.13

£173.90
£270.25

£563.87
£211.50
£385.40

£88.13

El 16.33
£129.25

£254.98
£26-1.38

£270.25

£580.-15

£69.00

See us at the Acorn South east Show

EMAIL: sa/es@cta.u-net.com http://www.cta.u-net.com Tel - 01942 797777 Fax - 01942 797711

Curriculum Training Associates
Dept.AUOl, 168 Elliott St.

Tyldesley
Gtr. Manchester

M29 8DS

***OFFER*** FREE Internet connection worth £99

inc 5mb webspace & 5 E-Mail accounts, on all new systems.

Casio OV100

Digital Camera
HARD DRIVES AND SUB-SYSTEMS WHYPAYMORE???

A3000/A3010 A3020 A4ooo/A5ooo/a4oo RPC/A7000

l.x. VA'l Inc. VAl

85/120 Mb £ 99 £116.33!
170 Mil CI09 £128.08

340 Mb £129 £151.58

512Mb £139 £163.33

810 Mb £149 £175.08! #£124

1Gb £159 £186.831#£134
2 Gb £169 £198.58! #£144
3 Gb £179 £210.33! #£154

A3000 version Includes CD ROM W which
in A3020 or A4000 For external A3000 add £

S includes pardoningsoftware

£49

£59

£79

£89

\T Lc.vaT

£57.58

£69.33

£92.83

£104.58

£175.08

£186.83

£198.58

£210.33

can be used

20.00 +VAT

IX.VAT Inc.VA'l

£76 £89.30

£85 £99.88

£93 £109.28

£115 £135.13

£125 £146.88

£135 £158.63

£145 £170.38
aWeHDA CI)

420MI) *

540Mb *

700Mb *

1.2Gb *

2.1Gb *

3.2Gb *

4.0Gb *
• inc. internal

ROM i'i Pi
only deduct

420M

512M

1.2G

2.IC;

3.2G

4.3G

6.4G

8.4(;

13.6G

16.8C

Ex. VAT

£49

£59

£70

£80

Inc. VAT

£57.58

£69.33

£82.25

£94.00

£90 £105.75

£99 £116.33

£1111 £129.25

£129 £151.58

£200 £235.00

£270 £317.25

'

PCs/h only £199.00 exc
v:it (£233.83)

Acorn & PC sAv

£280.00 (£329.00)
Qvlla/QvlOOs/wkit £96

(£112.80)

CD-ROMS

CB.00 t

ACORN

TRACKBALL

& MOUSE

£29.79 + VAT

IDE

40x £49.00 (£57.58) 32x

32x £45.00 (£52.88) 16x
24x £39.00 (£45.83) I2x

8x £30.00 (£35.25) 8x

SCSI

£70.00 (£82.25)

£40.00 (£47.00)

£34.00 (£39.95)

£30.00 (£35.25)

SCSI HARD DRIVES

540M (limited Slock) £60.00 (£70.50)
1,0Gb £70.00 (£82.25)
2Gb (7200rpm) £125.00 (£146.88)
4.3Gb (5400 or7200rpm)£ 150.00 (£ 176.25)
4.3Gb (lo.ooorpm) £229.00 (£269.08)
9.1Gb(72Q0rpm) £255.00 (£299.63)
18.6Gb 7,200rpm £510.00 (£599.25)

For EXTERNAL IDE or SCSI I add £50.00 + VAT

(3.5 IDE driver £15 + vat) IDE int. fitting kit £5 inc.
For external SCSI II add £55.00 + Vat.
Internal SCSI rutins! kits from £10 + vat

CD-ROM WRITERS
—

Prices Start

from

£175.00 +

2x6xWriter(Ide) £175.00 (£205.63)
4x2x6x Re-Writer £199.00 (£270.25)

CD-BURN £49.0(1 £57.58

CD-SCRIBE2 £49.00 £57.58

SCSI 8x

Autochanger
£85.00 + vai

(£99.88)

Removable Drive Media
Ex. VAT Inc.VAT

GbJazz £58.00 £68.15

.5GbSyquesl £58.00 £68.15
lOOmbZip
Zip 5 pack
l20tnbl.SI20

135Syqucst
230 Syquesl
270 Syquesl
650Mb Pan. PI)

750Mb Nomai

Ex. VAI

£8.45

£38.30

£7.50

£21.00

£19.90

£29.75

£19.00

£38.00

Inc.VAl

£9.93

£•15.00

£8,81

£24.68

£23.38

£34.96

£22.33
£4-1.65

CDR CD-ROM £1.28 £1.50

CDR 10 pack £10.00 £11.75
CDR 25 pack £21.28 £25.00
CDR/WCDROM £12.00 £14.10

CDR/W 10 pack £100.00£117.50

COLOUR SCSI SCANNERS
P'llel A4 600dpi inc Acorn s/w
Mustek A4 600 dpi inc Acorn s/w
Mustek A4 1200 dpi inc Acorn .s/w
Epson (J'1'5500 inc Acorn s/w
Epson GT7000 incAcorn s/w

£99.00 (£116.33)

£119.00 (£139.83)
£149.00 (£175.08)
£229.00 (£269.08)

£229.00 (£269.08)

Imagemaster & Twain available separately

IDE Removable Drives

Zip 100IDE £65.00 £76.38
Zip SCSI cxi £95.00 £111.63
Zip SCSI inl £85.00 £99.88

IDIidrivesrequiresuitabledrivers/hardware

Parallel Removable Drives
Zip Parallel * £110.00 £129.25
Jaz IG Parnllel*£189.00 £222.08

Jaz 20 Parallel*£3l5.00 £370.13
* «// drives include Acorn Soflntire

SCSI Removable

PD650/CD £139.00

Nomai750 £165.00

JazlGint £189,00

JazlGexl £199.00
Syjel 1.5Gini £199.00
Syjet 1.5Gext£199.00
Jaz 2G im £265.00

Jaz 2G exi £265.00

Drives

£163.33

£193.88

£222.08

£233.83

£233.83

£233.83

£311.38

£311.38

Interface Adapters
Storm SCSI 8 bil (A3()x() int) £88.00
Storm SCSI 16 bil (podulc) £96.00
Storm SCSI 32 bil (nodule) £ 128.00
Powcrtcc SCSI3 32 bit (Pod) £ 149.00

Simtec 8 bit (A3000/A3010) £55.00
Simtec 16 bit (AXOO/A5000/RPC) £45.00
APDL(ICS)l6bitDMA £45.00

RapDDE32 £119.00
Removable IDE or SCSI Housing Unit £20.00 (£23.50)

£103.40

£112.80

£150.40

£175.08

£64.63

£52.88

£52.88

£139.83

6 Drive CD-ROM

SCSI Towers

8x £299.00 exc.

32x £549.00 exc.

StrongARM Special
Offer

£259.00 inc VAT

(with any Hard Drive/
Memory purchase)

High Quality
Acorn

ERGO mouse

£12.00 +VAT

FLOPPY DISKS @20p!!
Ex. VAT Inc.VAT

DD Re-labclAcorn fmi 10 pk £2.00 £2.35
DD Re-label Acorn fmt 100 pk £17.02 £20.00
DD Branded box 10 pack £2.50 £2.94
DD Branded box lOx £21.28 £25.00

HD bulk Acorn or PC 10 pack £2.00 £2.35
HD bulk Acorn or PC 100 pack£l7.()2 £20.00
HD Branded 10 pack £3.50 £4.11
20 cap Disk Box £1.6!) £2.00
40 cap Disk Box £2.54 £2.98

100 cap Disk Box £2.98 £3.50
3.5" Floppy head cleaners £2.50 £2.94
CD-ROM cleaner £4.25 £4.99

Printer Ribbons. Inkjet Cartridges.
New/Recycled Laser Toner Carts

Pricesavailable (in request

Character Mouse Mats

Southpark Kenny £5.99
Southpark Cartman £5.99
Disney Mickey.Pooh.Donal.Uto. £5.99
X-files (four types) £5.99
Garfield £4.99

Various novelty £4.99

Switch Boxes

2-1 with cable £15.00 £17.63

2-1 Auto with cable £ 15.00 £ 17.63

4-1 with cable £19.00 £22.33

2-1 Monitor / Keyboard £29.79 £35.00

POWERED SPEAKERS
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

60 waits with PSU £16.98 £19.95

240 waits with PSU £24.68 t29M
Subwoofer system with PSU £42.00 £49.35
CommsSystemMic/Headphones £8.50 £9,99

We can repair/upgrade your machinc(s)
and monitors at competitive prices

please ask
All Acorn's including BBCs & PCs



3 yr Warranty on ALL Acorn MEMORY why Pay More??
ACORN MEMORY NEW PRICES

NETWORKING

ETHERNET INTERFACES
All cthcrncl i/ls etc arc ANT F.x. VAT Inc. VAT

A3000intl0base2orT,Access+ £89.00 £104.58
A400/A5000 IObasc2orTAee+ £89.00 £104.58

A400 / A5000 10base2 & T Acc+ £99.00 £ 116.33

A3020 K)lwse2Acccss+/c.\lMAU £99.00 £116.33

A3020 lObaseTAccess+/ext MAU £99.00 £116.33

RiscPC7A7000 10basc2 or T Acc+ £89.00 £104.58

RiscPC7A7()00 IQbase2 & T Acc+ £99.00 £ 116.33

Ant Access-*- ROM upgrade £10.00 £11.75

Cables
£4 £5.29

£6 £7.05

£7 £8.23

I0M £11 £12.93

20M £15 £17.63

State I0base2

or lObaseT
any size made to

order

RISC PC MEMORY 2M

3M

5M4-8 MB Up. (A310.440.3000*) U
4-8 MB Up. (A5000*) 11
♦rework for A3000/5000/25mhz

A3010 1-2 MB Upgrade U
A3010 2-4 MBUpgrade (exch) U
A3010 1-4 MB Upgrade U
A3020/40002-4 MB Upgrade U
A5000 2-4 MB Upgrade JJ
A3000 1-2 MB Non-Upgrade
A30002-4 upgrade (exchange) U
A3000 1-4MB Upgrade U
A3000 Serial Port Upgrade
A310 4Mb Upgrade- " U
A400/I IMb Upgrade per meg U
Rise OS Carrier Board (A310)

MEMC 1A upg (short supply)
*«NEW** A540 4Mb JJ

.VAT Inc. VAT

£99 £116.33

LI 19 £139.83

£25 £29.38

'£25 £29.38

£45 £52.88

£55 £64.03

£40 £47.00

£45 £52.88

£20 £23.50

£45 £52.88

£55 E64.63

£23 £27.03

£50 £58.75

£25 £29.38

£19 £22.33

£45 £52.88

£97 £113.98

Also FOR A7000

8Mb SIMM

16Mb SIMM

32Mb SIMM

32Mb High Clearance
64Mb SIMM

128Mb SIMM

I Mb VRAM

2Mb VRAM

1-2 Mb (exchange)

Ex. VAT

£ 11.00

Inc. VAT

£12.92

£27.03

£56.40

£62.28

£99.88

£199.75

£45.00

£89.30

£23.00

£48.00

£53.011

£85.00

£170.00
£38.30

£76.00 Premier Quality Ink Refills Network Hubs

exc Vat inc Vat

lObT 16+2(18) port £75.00 (£88.13)
100/10 Auto 16 port £249.0()(£292.58)

We supply and /or install all network
components please ring lor your requimients

Single refills (1x22ml) £6.00 ine
Twin refills (2x22ml) £10.00 inc

Triple refills (3x22ml) £14.00 inc
Tri-Colour (C.M.Y) £15.00 inc

Quad-Colour (C.M.Y.K) £20.00 inc
125 ml £21.00 inc

250ml £38.00 inc

500ml £50.00 inc

Mitre £70.00 inc
All sizes available in CM,Y.K

RiscPC PC Cards
DX2-bu 1145.00 inc VAT

DX4-100 £195.00 inc VAT
586-1 00 (Acorn) £290.00 inc VAT

586-133 (CJE 512) £325.00 inc VAT

MICE & KEYBOARDS

£66.00 £77.55

Pleasering for latestpric

33 Mhz Arm 3 upgrade
with FPA socket U£l 15.00 inc

with FPA 10 litted(25.Mhz) £165.00 inc

RiscOS 3.11 Rom upgrades
£25.00 exc Vat (£29.38)

NEW DEALS

r'i'

Acorn Trackball/Mouse 'NEW*
AcornOriginal Mouse
Acorn ERGO Mouse •NEW*
A7000Logltec Mouse
Ergo (Std) RiscPC Keyboard
Ergo curved RiscPC K/board
A400/A5000 replacement k/brd

lix. VAT Inc. VAT

£29.79 £35.00

£25.00 £29.38

£12.00 £14.10

E15.00 £17.62

£21.28 £25.00

£29.79 £35.00

£69.00 £81.08

ARCSHARE
Acorn networking for PCs

£29.95 exc Vat £35.19 inc Vat

see network section for Cards etc.

Acorn C/C++

Special Deal
£125 inc VAT

£106.38 exc

M £32.50

P®P!Jj inc.
FREE Doom Secrets book

ONLY from CTA

Replacement Floppys Drives
A3000/400/500 £29.00+vat (£34.08)

A30X074000/5000 floppy
allows cross -formatting Of HD and DD discs

£29.()()+vat (£34.08)

Special Winter Offers
Shuggy was £25.95 now £ 14.95 inc
T.A.N.K.S. was £25.95 £16.95 inc

RAMplil'y was £19.95 £17.95 inc
Childplay ( desktop) £ 17.95 inc

Only £26.00
INC VAT

Quake
£33.00

due now

(All Prices below include VAT) THE BARGAIN BASEMENT Most Items will be atAcorn Shows

Acorn Software Bin Acorn CD-ROM Software
A30I0 JoystickController Software £15.00 AcornReplayCD (backin StockI £5.00
Acorn Pockel »ook..Schedule LKI.(K) D'File PDCD 1.2.3 or 4 £5.00
Alone in the Dark £29.00 D'File PDCD 5 £10.00

ArmTceh Labcller £9.(X) Hutchinson Encyclopedia £39.00
ArmTechGraphics Clipart Disks 1-9 (ei ch)£ 10.00 Robert Duncan Cartoon KIT £39.00
Birds of War £20.00 Topic-Art CD £10.00
Boxing Manager £8.00 Tots TVABC £19.00
Calabash Pirates £24.00 HTM Electricity and magnetism £15.00
ClaresCard shop £22.00 YITM Elements £15.00
ColourSep(Colour Seperalion Software £8.00 VI I'M Materials £15.00
Creater 2 £25.00 YITM (nil three titles) £35.00
D'Pile Pont Pack (Academy) £10.00 More to be listed
D'File Font Pack (Balmoral)
DTilc Font Pack (FrceStylc Script)

£10.00

£10.00 1/2 price tot kssi Book Bargains
D'File Font Pack (Manhattan) £10.00 Dabhand Guide "Buget DTP" £3.00

D'File Font Pack (Old Towne 536) £12.00
Dabhand Guide "C" ver 3 £8.50

DeskTop Thesaurus £1-1.00 Dabhand Guide "C" ver 2 £3.00

Diary + £9.00 Dabhand "Graphics on the ARM £7.50
DOOMTrilogy(£32.50with book) £30.00 Dabhand Guide "Impression" £7.50

Dune2 £26.00 Various Hardware bargains
PikE and ICE £15.(Ml A3000 bases from £85 £99.88*

Font Pack 1 (2 Disc Set) £10.00 A3010 bases from £ioii £117.50*

Font Pack 2 (2 Disc Set) £10.00 A3020 bases from £125 £146.88*

PRAKdor RPCand A7000)NEW £14.00 A4000 bases from £150 £ 176.25*
Galactic Dan £10.00 A5000 bases from £250 £293.75"

GameON (for RPC) £15.00 RPC bases front £468 £549.90*

Global Effect £25.00 Monitors Various I'OA POA

Guile £ll).(K) Panasonic I'D scsi system in) £139.00 £163.33
HERO QUEST £15.00 Panasonic PD scsi system exl £199.00 £233.83
Imagers'Art Package £25.00 Pioneer SCSI 4x6x stack ext £169.00 £198.58

Impression Borders Discs 80 Chinese £10.00 Syquesl 230 tr/flver (parallel i £85.00 £99.88
Impression Borders DiscsSO Old Engl. £10.00 new items 12 months wtj -2nd user 90 days wtj

KV ( Platform Game) £8.00 Oddments
MyWorld .Support DiscAncient Egypt £12.00 Mouse pads front £0.85 £1.00
My WorldSupport Disc Ancient Greece £13.00 STAR LC10/20A100 colour ribbon £5.00
Nuclides li and Element* II (stive £5.00) £25.00 VIDC enhancer £25.00

Quest for GOLD £5.00 PC Utilities & Lanuuaces (on CD ROM (inc vatl
Revelation 2 £29.00

StartWrile (Talking) £25.00
Incontext Web Spider £10.00
LOTUSSMARTSUITE97 FOR WIN 95 £25.0(1

StrongGuard £25.00
MICROGRAFIX DESIGNER £25.00

Syndicate + £26.00
MS WORKS V2.0 (Win 3.1 or 95) £10.00

£45.00

Visual Backup
Wavelenth

£10.00

COREL DRAW V4.0 CD £20.00

ASK FOR FULL LIST DATA CAD V5.0 £20.00

Professor WINDOWS 95 (TUTOR) £10.00

CD Education/Multimedia/ Kids Titles for PC

3D Body adventure £10.00

FUN SCHOOL 5 (dreamland) £10.00

FUN SCHOOL vomit: scientist £10.00

GLOBAL FRENCH £10.00

OCSE maths 97/98 curriculum £15.(10

KIDS CAD £10.00

Kids Zoo iS: 3D Dinusaurs £10.01)

MATHS BY COLOURS £10.00

MS FINE ARTIST £10.00

SHOW & TELL (inc. free calculator) £15.00

CD Multimedia /Reference Titles for PC

£15.003D Garden Designer
Androute Roulei finder for UK £10.00

Atlasof Great Britain(Ordinance Survey £15.00

HOME GARDNER CD £10.00

MS BASKET BALL £10.00

MS BOOKSHELF 94 £8.00

MSCINEMANIA94 £8.00

MSCTNEMANIA95 £10.00
MS DANGEROUS CREATURES £15.00

MS ENCARTA 96 OEM £15.00

MS Encarta 98 Encyclopedia £40.00

MS JULIA CHILDS HOME COOKING £10.00

MS MUSIC CENTRAL £10.00

MS Magic School Bus £15.00

ROUTE 66 (UK and Ireland) £15.00

VISIONS OF MARS CD £10.00

CDAnelia Multimedia Reduced to da r

Nelson mid his Navv £15.00

Romans £15.00

Understanding the Body £15.00

CD General Resource Titles Ex. VAT nc. VAT

£20.0035.000 Clip Art (WMF)
75.000 Clip Art (WMF) & images £25.00

CORELARTSHOW5 £29.00

Alone in the dark £10.00

Angel Devoid (4 cd MEGA game) £15.00
DOOM li SECRETS book £10.00
EA COMPILATION CD (10GAMES) £10.00

HERETIC (shadow of theserpent riders) £10.00

LITTLE BIG ADVENTURE £10.00

LOOM £10.00

MAGIC CARPET £10.00

MS GOLFV2 £15.00

MS HIVE £10.00

NASCAR RACING £10.00

RAC Rally £12.00

REBEL ASSAULT (Star Wars) £10,00

SLIPSTREAM 5000 £10.00

STELLAR 7 CD £10.00

THEME Hospital £15.00

PC CD-ROMS Buy 2 get one free
20th Century Almanac
BusyTown,triple title
Critical Path (interalive game)
Dragon Lore (2 cd game)
GUS GOES TO CYBERTOWN

HYPERBACKGAMMON
Iron Helix

MANTIS

MARIOS EARLY YEARS

MINERVA SHAREWARE
NIGHT OWL 18 shareware

Quantum Gate (Interactive Game)
Quicken for Windows (personal Account:
RAILROAD TYCOON (Three games)
San Diego Zoo . The Animals
SOITKEY ENCYCLOPEDIA

Travel Companion
U.S. Interactive Alias

Windows 95 (Shareware CD)
WORLD ATLAS V5.0

£5.00

£5.0(1

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00
£5.00

PC CD-ROMS Buy 2 get one free
DUNE (the game of the nim) £10.00
PI I7A FLIGHT SIM/ Phantom of the Opera £10.00
FIFA SOCCER £10.00
FX FIGHTER £10.00

KINGS QUEST VII CD £10.00

Lord of the Rings . £10.00
MANTIS + Civilisation £10.00

MS GOLF £10.00

Readwith Me I&2/ Memphis Maths £10.00
SIM CITY £10.00

SIM ISLE £10.110

UNDERSEA ADV/SPEED/SPACE £10.00

Alternative PC Bases
Pentium from ONLY £249.00 +

riiiH for latest prices.

BY MAILor PHONE: Cheques or P.O.sshould be
made payable to 'CTA DIRECT'.

CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name.
address, (el. no. card no. expiry dale, issue no. if any.

BY EMAIL: salcs9cla.u-net.com

OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAIL or FAX

Carriage charges inc. ins. & packaging charged at cost
Small items (under 2Kg) no more than £6 + vat

One box of items totalling upto 25kg £6 +vat
Computer systems £12 + vat
All prices arc correct going to press. E&OE
All goods are guaranteed but not supplied on approval
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New killer app?
"It's another Sibelius," somebody said at
the official launch of Cerilica Vantage, the
new feature-packed vector drawing and
image enhancement package. Vantage is to
be marketed by Cerilica Ltd, a new
company born of Astute Graphics. The
package does indeed promise to be good
enough for some non-RISC OS users to
adopt the platform for this one application
when it's finished, which should be by the
end of February 1999.

From the demos we were shown, that
Sibelius description summed it up well.
Mere was a potentially world-beating
software package exclusively for the RISC
OS platform. It was like the launch of
Artworks all over again, except a whole lot
better. Collective excitement about Vantage
was tempered by the fact that we were only
looking at an early beta release, but the
company clearly knows its stuff and the
product was immensely impressive.

The important news is that for those
pining for an update to Computer
Concepts' Artworks, Vantage promises to
deliver that wish plus a great deal more.
Vantage is a completely new package and
its programmer set out to do everything
Artworks could do and then substantially
improve on it. Undoubtedly, we will be
reviewing Vantage in depth in the future -
beta copies were distributed at the launch
- but here are just a few tasters from the
feature list:

• Very comprehensive colour
modelling and support for colour
separations, including metallic
colour support.

• Accurate print preview - not just a
preview of the image, but an accurate
model to preview how the document
will look when it is printed: an ink
simulation. The attention to detail

extends to facilities to make it easier

to avoid the problem of mis
registration with an over-printing
mode when using separations.

• Unique select mode - styles and
other attributes can be applied to
objects in a powerful and flexible
manner.

• Comprehensive support of fonts,
including font weights. Text can be
entered over multiple lines in DTI'
fashion.

• All selected regions can have their
colour properties displayed and
manipulated using drag and drop.

• When a selected object is zoomed up
to a size larger than the screen and its
box handles disappear, you can
assign handle functions to the mouse
buttons.
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• There is provision for a shared
clipboard with other applications.

• Multiple pages are supported,
including the provision of a master
page and objects can be dragged onto
a page selector though Cerilica stress
that Vantage has no pretensions of
being a full-blown DTP package.

• Almost uniquely on any platform,
Vantage can mix spot colours with
others. There is a fully-corrected
colour shade gradation selector.
There is heavy support for multi
channel images.

• A unique Families function is
provided to expand on the
conventional layers metaphor -
while layers force things to be on top
of each other, Families can link layers
in a hierarchical manner. Families

can be made invisible, non-printable
and even non-selectable. Objects
belonging to a family can be on
multiple pages if necessary.

• There is also support for isometric
grids based on different polygons
apart form conventional squares and
these can have variable angles
deliberate skewing. A circular grid
option is planned as well.

• There will be slider control for real

lime sharpening and other image
processing functions are to be
implemented

• There is talk of collaboration with

Beebug to implement a Vantage
Tenderer for Ovation Pro.

Although it was easy to get punch drunk
on all the amazing features we were

shown, as of the end of November 1998,

Vantage did look a tad unfinished.
Transparency and anti-aliasing were not
yet implemented and a number of other
buttons and options during the demo
kicked in the increasingly familiar 'Not yet
implemented' error box. However, we were
assured that most of the missing bits and
pieces either existed already as discrete
code or were fairly straightforward to
create. We were shown unofficial Pantone

support, but this probably won't ship as
the licence to implement it commercially
is too expensive for the RISC OS market.

The target date to freeze the
development of the first release and ship
Vantage to customers is the end of
February 1999. The price will be £200 +
pcSip + VAT. Vantage will only be available
direct from Cerilica, apart from
distributors based in countries outside the

UK. Localised versions for the Netherlands

and Germany are planned. Vantage is not
specifically aimed at schools, but schools
and other organisations wishing to
negotiate large site licences will probably
be able to arrange some sort of deal with
Cerilica.

Previous versions of Vantage have
already been used for real world jobs - we
were shown a Mn/frtt'e-designed layout for
a British export manufacturing exhibition
guide in Jordan for 1999, for example.
Undoubtedly, Vantage will be a milestone
in RISC OS software when it is completed
next year. At a time when many doubt the
future of the Acorn platform, news of a
development like Cerilica Vantage is a
tremendous.

Cerilica Ltd, tel: 01989 567350, email:
cerilicate'astutegrfx.demon,co.uk



Phoenix turns to RISC OS
Having all but given up any hopes of
reviving Phoebe (see Millipede story), the
Phoenix Steering Group, now minus Peter
Bondar - see the interview with him in

this issue - has returned to the

negotiating table with Acorn, this time to
investigate the possibility of acquiring the
rights to RISC OS. Acorn is not apparently
using RISC OS in its digital TV products
and is not thought to be interested
in NC products, which do currently use

RISC OS derivatives, in the long term.
Therefore, like Phoebe and other

Acorn desktop computing products,
Acorn has no long term interest in
product development. The Steering
Group sees RISC OS as an essential part of
any strategy to maintain Acorn desktop
computing and would like to form a
company which would acquire the rights
to RISC OS and then maintain and

develop the operating system on a

commercial basis.

With Millipede offering to produce new
hardware to run RISC OS, plus desperate
need for maintenance and driver support
for existing users, the importance of
keeping RISC OS up to date is obvious. We
gather that preliminary talks with Acorn
have been positive, but the sticky issue of
how much RISC OS is worth still needs to

be resolved. More news, of a good nature
hopefully, next month.

Rise PC I developments
Acorn User's sources now indicate that

Phoebe is all but dead and buried.

Snippets of information filtering through
to us suggest that not only is Tulip, the
company originally associated with the
Phoenix group rescue bid, no longer
interested in Acorn technology, but there
are, after all, some significant hitches
with regard to the hardware which would
make production on an economical scale
difficult.

The Phoenix Steering Group is now
concentrating on acquiring RISC OS from
Acorn (see other story), but another
development has come from an
unexpected quarter- Millipede Llectronic
Graphics, the company best known for its
Acorn-based professional video effects
equipment.

According to Millipede, negotiations
have taken place with Acorn with regard
to the development of a brand new
motherboard to fit the existing Rise PC
case. Out would go Acorn's in-house
developed VIDC20 and lOMD chips to be
replaced by off the shelf alternatives. The
latest 100MHz bus and memory parts
used in PCs would be adopted for
optimum performance.

Flowever, Millipede says that using
alternative silicon they can build a RISC
OS system which could feature
StrongARM onboard plus two spare slots,
a display capable of up to 1920x1440
pixels in 16.7 million colours, plus
enhanced IDF hard disk support and a
built in 100MHz Ethernet interface.

The project would take about six
months to complete and Millipede would
supply boards for a next-generation Rise
PC Mkl. There seems to be little interest

in implementing the board in the Phoebe
case. Millipede would also like to part-
exchange the new boards with owners of
existing Rise PCs and re-cycle the old
boards as re-furbished machines - Rise PC

Classics, perhaps.
However, Millipede was very cautious

about the realistic possibility of any deal
with Acorn allowing this particular

arrangement. In fact as we went to press
there was no immediate sign of
agreement with Acorn on Millipede's
proposal to design and supply the new
board at all, but there was very cautious

optimism based on their preliminary
discussions. Another unknown is whether

or not Acorn will enable RISC OS to be

modified suitably for the new board. Let's
hope we can report success in the future.

Wakefield '99 announced
With Acorn World sidelined for the time

being, the non-commercial but highly
popular Wakefield Spring Acorn Show is
effectively the main Acorn platform show
of the year. Next year's event, organised
by the Wakefield Acorn Computer (User)
Group, will be held at the Thornes Park
Athletics Stadium in Wakefield for the

third year in succession.
The show, which is becoming

unofficially known as the "Acorn World
North" show, will take place over the
weekend of 15th and 16th May in 1999.
As usual, there will be a presentation
theatre as well as prize draws. Opening
times will from 10am to 5pm on the
Saturday and 10am to 4pm Sunday.

Advance ticket holders will be able to get
in 15 minutes early. Advanced tickets for
adults will cost £2.50, under 16s will be
charged £1.50. On the day, adult tickets
will be priced £3.50 and under 16s £2.50.
All children aged 5 and under are allowed
free entry.

Cheques or postal orders for advanced
tickets should be made out to "WACG

Show" and sent directly to the Wakefield
Acorn Computer (User) Group at:
Show99, 95 Cumbrian Way, Lupset Park,
Wakefield, West Yorks, WF2 8JT. Tickets
will be available from late January 1999.
The official show Web site will be at:

http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/wak
efield/show99.html

January 1999 Acorn User
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PowerPoint challenger
If there is one RISC OS application which
could potentially trounce PCs and
Windows on their home territory it has to
be presentation software. 'The two
Windows leaders are Microsoft PowerPoint

and Lotus Freelance and they both suffer
from the same basic problem: no anti
aliasing as standard. Font smoothing is
now available In Windows as an optional
extra, but it is very limited in effect and
flexibility compared with what RISC OS
can offer.

Projected presentations in board
rooms across the world - and in some

of the biggest companies - suffer badly
from nasty jagged graphics and
fonts because of this. Spacetech has
seen the opportunity and taken it:
Ol IP is their new package for creating
screen-based presentations quickly and
easily.

Previewed at the Glasgow show earlier
this year, OHP was officially launched at
the Acorn Midlands show at the end of

November. OHP lets the user compile

presentations made up from a number of
graphics object files. Presentations can
then be shown the computer's display as
a full-screen presentation. You could also
attach a professional video projector for
maximum effect.

OHP is intended as an electronic

Overhead Projector (hence the name), it is
not a sophisticated multimedia authoring
tool. Spacetech says the priority for it was
to be quick and very easy to use.
Compared to PowerPoint, which is
remarkably complex to use, OHP and
RISC OS drag-and-drop combine to make
for quick and easy presentation creation.
The read-only version, OHPShow (which is
Freeware) can be given away with
presentations or used on any number of
computers.

Program author, Tony Still, said: "I
wrote this package in response to a need
for a good presentation package on
the Acorn. In RISC OS we have an

advantage over other systems with our
excellent graphics capability and superb

1.3GB MO from Fujitsu
MO (magneto-optical) drive technology
hasn't been hitting the headlines much
recently. However, MO drives have long
been quite a popular form of high-
capacity rewritable removable storage for
specialist users on the Acorn platform,
like digital video movie editors, for
example. Four years ago a typical 3.5 inch
MO drive had a capacity of 128Mb and
cost around £500.

Fujitsu's latest MO drive has a capacity
ten times larger, almost double that of a
CD-ROM. The Giganw 3.5 inch MO drive
is claimed to be the first to feature

Magnetic-induced Super Resolution
(MSR) encoding technology. Data transfer
rate is up to 5.9Mb/second. The new drive
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will complement Fujitsu's existing 640Mb
3.5 inch MO drive and, incidentally, old
MO cartridges as far back as the old
128Mb format can be used with the new

mechanism.

It's not actually that easy to find anyone
these clays who stocks MO drives as they
have become a specialist product in the
wake of ever-cheaper hard disc drives,
removable hard disc drives and the

refinement of recordable CD, however, a
1.3Gb MO drive is robust, fast and
competitive on costs. Fujitsu is releasing the
drive to OFMs as an internal SCSI device to

start with, with an external version to
follow. Fujitsu Furope, tel: 0181 573 4444,
Web: http://www.fujitsu-europe.com.

anti-aliasing of fonts. People who are used
to Microsoft's PowerPoint on the PC are

really impressed with the display quality."
Still added: "My main concern, however,
was to make the package quick and
easy to use. I wanted to make it possible
to produce a presentation in five
minutes. In fact, if you have pre-prepared
graphical work in Draw, Paint, Photodesk
or wherever, it is possible to create
a presentation in literally seconds!" OHP
is available on CD-ROM for £29.95

inc.VAT and UK carriage. It requires RISC
OS 3.5 or higher. Spacetech, tel: 01305
822753, fax: 01305 860483, Web:
http://www.spacetech.co.uk

School net
to Internet
ArgoNet, the Acorn-friendly Internet
service provider, has released a low
cost package for connecting a school's
Acorn network to the Internet. The

ANT Internet Server Suite is designed
to provide easy control of individual
user access, as well as delivering web,
email and news services across an

internal school network.

Network managers can use the
available software, either to limit the

areas of the Internet to which users

have access, or alternatively, create a
local intranet which would contain

approved information and material.
The ANT Internet Server Suite

incorporates: Web Server, Web Proxy
Server, E-mail Server, News Server, FTP
and Name Servers.

The single server connects to the
Internet using either a modem or ISDN
terminal adapter, and runs on a server
computer running RISCOS 3.1 or later.
On the local network side, any
computer with suitable industry
standard Internet software, Acorns,
PCs and Apple Macs, can be catered
for. Multiple computers on a network
can be online at any time, although
the cost of being online will be for the
proxy server computer.

A licence for the Internet Server

Suite costs £99 for up to four users.
Additional users can be added

in 'blocks' at £99 for up to five users.
The ANT Internet Server Suite

also includes a free site licence for

the appropriate number of stations.
For more information, contact

Argo Interactive Group pic, tel:
fax: 01243 815815; 01243 815805,
email: info@argonet.co.uk, Web:
http://www.argonet.co.uk



Power-tec
The complete disc solution

PowerFlash
Great new upgrade for
Cumana SCSI II card owners...
Yes exactly what you've been waiting for; the ability to
re-engine your Cumana SCSI II card to powerful Ultra SCSI III.

Simply send your Cumana SCSI II card to Alsystems (by
arrangement only) and our technicians will replace your old
SCSI II chip with a powerful State-of-the-Art Ultra fast SCSI III
controller IC. For your peace of mind, your SCSI card will be
thoroughly tested on site to ensure data integrity. Indeed, we
are so confident in the product that we are giving a 12 month
hardware warranty with every PowerFlash SCSI III upgrade,
just like new!

This new powerful SCSI III Controller IC is backwards
compatible with SCSI II devices, so there's no need to worry.
Simply plug your new SCSI III card into your Acorn computer,
run the installer software and your SCSI devices, such as hard
discs, scanners and CD ROM drives will work as before.

Main Features of PowerFlash:
• Multi-tasking with Rise OS.

• Read-ahead/write-after cacheing.

• User-selectable LFAU size setting.

• User-selectable number of sectors per track.

• Support for DOS formatting and direct addressing of
DOS drives.

• ATAPI and SCSI CD ROM drivers included (inc Toshiba,

NEC, Pioneer, Hitachi etc).

• Support for multi-changer CD ROM drives.

• Support for PhotoCD.

• Support for AudioCD sampling.

• Supports DVD drives.

• Supports CD-Rand CD-RW drives.

• Supports Epson, Mustek, Microtech and Umax Scanners.

• Supports Jaz, Zip, SyQuest, SyJet, Mag-opt, Nomai

removable media drives.

• Supports ALL harddrives from ALL manufacturers.

• Support for NetBSD/ARM32.

•Support for Rise OS 3.1, 3.11, 3.12, 3.5,3.6,3.61,3.7

and 3.71.

http://www.alsystems.co.uk/power-tec/powerflash/

Please call or e-mail us for more details...

A systems
47 Winchester Road, Four Marks,
Alton, Hampshire, GU34 5HG, UK

Tel: +44 (0)1420 561111 Fax: +44 (0)1420 561100
E-Mail: sales@alsystems.co.uk WWW: http://www.alsystems.co.uk

Alltrademarks acknowledged. Without prejudice.
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"I,
IDE Zip

Plug in an IDE Zip!
Why not fit our new low cost IDE Zip drive into
your Rise PC. We supply a full kit including 5!4
inch adapter, cable, screws and driver software.

Our formatting software makes your IDE Zip discs totally
interchangeable with parallel port or SCSI Zip discs.

All this for only £99!

Main Features of IDE Zip:
• Multi-tasking with Rise OS.

• Allows locking of eject mechanism.

• Express Install (Easy) &Advanced Configuration Modes.
• Icon bar icons may be customised.

• User-selectable LFAU size setting.

• User-selectable number of sectors per track.

• Support for DOS formatting and direct addressing of

DOS drives.

• Supports SCSIBIock commands.

• Supports Synchronous and Asynchronous transfers

• Carries out Power-On-Self-Test (POST) on start-up.

• ATAPI and SCSI CD ROM drivers included (inc Toshiba,

NEC, Pioneer, Hitachi etc).

• Support for multi-changer CD ROM drives.

• Support for PhotoCD.

• Support for AudioCD sampling.

• Supports CD-R and CD-RW drives.

• Supports Epson, Mustek, Microtech and Umax Scanners.

• Supports Jaz, Zip, SyQuest, SyJet, Mag-opt, Nomai

removable media drives.

• Supports ALL harddrives from ALL manufacturers.

• Support for NetBSD/ARM32.

• Support for Rise OS 3.1, 3.11, 3.12, 3.5, 3.6, 3.61, 3.7

and 3.71.

7/www.alsystems.co.uk/power-tec/poweratapi/http

Prices
PowerAtapi with Internal Iomega IDE/ATAPI Zip Drive £99

PowerAtapi Writable Driver only: £35

PowerFlash Ultra SCSI III upgrade for Cumana SCSI II £49

PowerlDE Driver: £25

PowerJaz with JazTraveller Interface: £49

PowerJaz Driver only: £25

PowerROM Upgrade (state make of SCSI card): £35

Power-tec Fast SCSI II card: £135

Power-tec Ultra SCSI III card: £175

Ultra SCSI III Upgrades:
vl.Ox Standard Upgrade: £110

v2.0x Standard Upgrade: £49

PowerZip with Iomega Parallel Zip Drive: £115

PowerZip Driver only: £25

PowerZip+ Driver only: £35

NB: All prices exclude VAT and carriage.

E&0E



CD writers read faster
CD Writers are cool - you can backup
your hard disc on write-once 650Mb CDs
for under a pound. Who needs Zip discs
when you have a CD Writer - practically
everyone has a CD-ROM drive these days.
Or you can make your own music CD
compilations (respecting copyright laws
of course). The newer CD Writer drives

also support re-writable CDs.
So what's new? CD Writers have been

around for several years and re-writable
versions are now fully fledged and more
affordable than ever. In fact a recent

report suggested that CD-R and CD-RW
sales are increasing at an annual rate of
200 percent and already out-strip
combined sales of removable hard

disc drives and high capacity floppy
drives, like Zip and LS120 types. However,
the big problem, until now, has been
speed.

The typical writing speed for these
drives is usually 2X or 4X and re-writing
can be slower than write once mode. If

that's not bad enough, these drives tend
to have severely compromised reading

speeds, typically 6X on
the cheaper models.
This compares with
typical sub-£50 CD
ROM drives which offer

36-40X read speeds.
You can't yet get a CD
Writer with a 40X read

speed, but both
Mitsubishi and Sony
have just announced
drives with respectable
read speeds of up to
24X.

Neither are

particularly fast at
writing - the Sony
CRX100E-RP reads at

24X but writes and re-writes at just 2X
speed, while the Mitsubishi Verbatim
4X4X16/20, as its name indicates, writes

in both modes at 4X and has a read speed
of 16-20X. Sony says its drive is
particularly good at track to track
performance using a track recovery
algorithm which allows writing to resume

at the point of an interruption should
data transmission be interrupted during
the recording process.

Depending on internal or external
version, or choice of interface (SCSI or
IDE), these drives start at around £200
plus VAT. Mitsubishi, tel: 01784 439781,
Sony: tel: 01932 816000.

Reduced smear from Eizo
Smear-free viewing is now guaranteed by Eizo, the monitor
manufacturer. The company's new 17 inch FlexScan F57
model is claimed to be sharper, more steady and around 20
percent brighter than its predecessor, the F56. A combination
of a signal filter and DSP (digital signal processor) is used to
improve image quality and stability. The signal filter
eliminates ghosting or smearing if the display signal is of poor
quality and the DSP improves reliability through a lowered
component count and makes the unit more resistant to
external interference from devices like mobile phones.

The F57 also has a maximum refresh rate of 89Hz and

achieves 85Hz at 1280x1024 resolution. The I'S tube has a

0.26mm dot pitch. Options include an attachable speaker and
microphone and USB - well, monitors do usually out-last the
computers they are connected to and, who knows, someone
might provide USB connectivity for RISC OS.

The guide price for the new F57 is £409. Eizo enquiries:
tel: 01483 719500, fax: 01483 719560, email: eizoCpds.co.uk,
Web: http://www.pds.co.uk

Data Safe
A safe for your data, well, sort of. APDL (Archimedes Public
Domain Library) continues its diversification with the
introduction of another hardware product. Data Safe, priced
£104 inc.VAT, is an external hard disc case with power supply
and parallel port interface - but no hard drive.

Quite simply, the case is empty so you can fit a hard disc of
your own choice. Brand new hard discs are very inexpensive -
from £72+VAT for a 3.2Gb model, for example. Or you might
have an old hard drive sitting on a shelf gathering dust. Installed
in the APDL Data Safe, you have an instant spare external hard
disc drive which can be plugged into any computer (with bi
directional parallel interface - A3010, A5000 and later) which
has the Data Safe software installed on it.

For an extra £19, you can opt for the Super version of the Data
Safe, which adds the versatility of being able to fit and remove
the drive to or from either your Rise PC or A7000 or your Data
Safe unit. The advantages here are that you can have as many
removable hard disc units as you like, plus when fitted internally
to your Rise PC or A7000, the drive will operate more efficiently
than via the parallel port interface of the external Data Safe.

The IDE interface in all Data Safes is enabled using the same
filing system as the ICS filing system which APDL took over and
now continues to develop. This means that users of the ICS and
AI'DL IDE interface cards can recognise drives with ICS/APDL
created partitions and password security for partitions when
using the 'Super' removable option.

Even if you don't have an ICS/APDL IDE interface and you are
using the standard Data Safe, you can still create and password
protect partitions on the drive hosted by the Data Safe unit. PC
drivers are also supplied, but at present a PC formatted drive
can't be used on an Acorn computer. APDL is working on this.
AI'DL can also supply what is effectively an IDE version of the
Data Safe, connecting to their IDE card instead of the slower
parallel port interface. For more information, contact APDL, tel:
0181 778 2659, fax: 0181 488 0487, email: info@apdl.co.uk, Web:
http://www.apdl.co.uk
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SyQuest in trouble
SyQuest followed up the recent announce
ment of their latest removable hard disc

product, a USB version of the 1Gb SparQ
family in a rather resplendent translucent
pink case, with news that the company was
seeking protection from its creditors through
the US Chapter 11 legal provision for
companies which are in financial difficulties.
SyQuest products are popular on the Acorn

New digital
sound sampler
lrlam Instruments has taken the audio sub

section of its 24il6 multimedia card and created

a stand-alone high quality audio digitiser, called
simply the H6. Compatible with the A5000,
A7000 and Rise PC, the 116 card is ideal for
digital home recording direct to disc. A wide
range of sample formats is included and rates
can reach as high as DATquality.

Mixer and recording levels can be
monitored and adjusted using on-screen
controls and VU meters. Replay and .WAV
format files can be created and edited using
supplied software. The card is scheduled for
release at the end of 1998 and will probably be
priced £99 + VAT. Irlam Instruments, tel:
01895 811 401, email: sales^irlam.co.uk, Web:
http://www.irlam-instruments.co.uk

JaffaSoft
on the Web
JaffaSoft, of WimpWorks fame, has
asked us to remind everyone that their
o\d Web address, http://www.cryogen.
com/Jaffa/ should no longer be used.
This is an old address and the new

current web site is located at: http://www.
jaffasoft.co.uk/

platform and naturally, we hope that
SyQuest will recover and the business can
return to normal, however, should that not
happen, several third party companies are
offering servicing facilities.

If your SyQuest drive does develop a
problem, it's likely that your dealer will be
able to get it repaired, regardless of the state
of SyQuest's financial situation.

Victorian
computers
Do your computer and peripherals make an
untidy mess in the corner of your room? Why
not hide it all inside this elegant item of pine
furniture from David Ashbee of Woodside Pine

(01525 862433).

Rise User
A slip-up on the keyboard last month made us
confuse Beebug magazine with Rise User - we
of course meant the latter. Meanwhile, Beebug
points out that although they are no longer
selling products retail, Beebug Software
remains in operation and, in fact, prices have
just been reduced to coincide with a new
dealer discount structure. Upgrade offers for
users of other DIP packages are now no longer
offered, but the new full price is similar to the
old offer price. Beebug, tel: 01727 840303,
email: sales@beebug.CO.uk

Portable news
Interconnex UK Ltd, the company
designing the much-anticipated
'Peanut' RISC OS portable, has
announced that it has taken over

Innovative Media Solutions Ltd
(IMS), the company whichwas
going to market the machine. The
IMS take-over has resulted in a

small reduction in overall head
count and some logistical changes.
Interconnex have moved into the

BoxBush Farmcomplex,
previouslyoccupied by IMS.

There may be a further move in
a few months time. Interconnex

are using IMS' old phone number,
but note that IMS' fax number is
discontinued, the Interconnex fax

being on 01934 522880.
Email addresses which used to

be in the format xxx@ims-bristol.

co.uk can now mostly be reached
by using xxx@interconnex.co.uk
instead. The old IMS Web site

(www.ims-cdc.demon) will soon be
closed down. The Interconnex Web

site is now online and operating
at: http://www.interconnex.co.uk.
IMS PCCD ROM/Reader products
are no longer available.
Interconnex will continue to sell

off any remaining stock.
WebMaster is subject to on-going
negotiations - it will continue to
be sold by Interconnex while
negotiations continue.

As for the portable itself, as of
the beginning of December,
development was practically
complete and according to the
company there is a chance that the
first portables will ship before the
end of the year. The PCMCIA slots
built in to the off-the-shelf

Twinhead laptop case are now
enabled and Interconnex will ship
a generic Hayes modem driver for
PCMCIA modem cards.

However, third parties will be
responsible for feature-specific
drivers. Network cards should

function on the machine, but
Interconnex admit they don't have
the in4iouse expertise to write the
drivers, so there is an opportunity
for a coder there too. The

provisional price is £1,500 + VAT
and no official name has yet been
chosen for the machine -

suggestions are welcome.
For more information, contact

Interconnex UK Ltd.

tel/fax: (01934) 522 880,
email: sales@interconnex.co.uk,
Web: http://www.interconnex.co.uk/

Contacting me
You can contact the news page

by writing to me Ian Burley
at the usual Acorn User

address or by e-mail:
news@acornuser.com

January 1999 Acorn User
IHtp://www.iicornuser.com/
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Videodesk is a powerful non-linear video
editing system. It allows full-size, full-colour
and full-motion video to be edited to frame

accuracy, and effects and titles added. The
finished material can then be output back to
video for recording or display.

Key Features:

• Composite and S-Video inputs and outputs.

• 50 fields per second capture and playback.

• 24 bit colour range.

• Resolution of up to 768 pixels x 576 lines.

• High-quality uncompressed still grabs.

• VITC Timecode input and output.

• 16 bit stereo audio inputs and outputs.

• Audio sampling at up to CD and DAT rates.

• Multiple audio tracks (polyphonic).

• Instant playback of edits.

• High performance Replay movie capture.

• Multi-level undo and redo.

• Edit Decision List (EDL) generation.

IRLflM 100 Hon 01 Jan 12:34s56

Rise TU
for rtSOOO, 07000, and Rise PC

• Displays TU in a uindou or full screen

— Mo processor or bus overhead

Optional Teletext. Nican, and FH radio

Inputs for Conposite and S-Uideo

Irian Instruments Ltd.

Rise TV is a unique multimedia digitiser
complete with built-in television tuner and
audio processor, which allows you to watch
television on the desktop and digitise high
quality still images from the tuner or an
external video source.

Unlike other digitisers, Rise TV uses
special hardware to overlay video directly.
So, full motion video can be displayed in
24 bit colour, with no processor or bus
overhead. Now you can watch television
and use your computer!

I l

Videodesk

Sophisticated video editing software is supplied as
standard, which is flexible and simple-to-use. Editing
is performed on a multi-track time-line with separate
audio and video tracks.

Video effects are generated digitally and include over
100 dissolves, wipes, fades and slides. Comprehensive
titling software uses the RISC OS outline font system,
and titles can be made to scroll, flash, fade and be
overlayed onto the video.

m

We support Epson's range of high quality
colour flat-bed and film scanners, suitable
for home, school and business applications.
All scanners are supplied complete with
our renowned Prolmage driver software.

As the leading independent supplier of
digital cameras to the Acorn market, we
have support for over thirty different
models from the leading manufacturers -
Agfa, Epson, Olympus, Sanyo, and Sony.

Contact us for full details of scanners and

cameras, and latest pricing information.

For the Complete Picture...

Irlam Instruments Ltd,

Brunei Science Park, Brunei University, Kingston Lane, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PQ.
Tel/Fax: 01895 81 1401 Email: sales@irlam.co.uk

Visit our website: www.irlam-instruments.co.uk
VISA



graphics
Advantage Cerilica
Much hype has surrounded the
development of a proposed "replacement
to Artworks" currently going by the name
of Cerilica Vantage. Just as this new
company was riding a wave of positive
publicity, they made the mistake of
changing the name from the long-
publicised 'Avante'. Fortunately, Cerilica
have made no such mistakes with the

actual application, which even at an
incomplete stage had members of the
Acorn press, developer community and
recruited beta testers, enthralled at a

recent Cerilica press clay.
This first public unveiling of Vantage

marks the start of a beta test phase of the
product which will hopefully be finalised
and released by February of 1999.
Although many features are yet to be
implemented in what is only a beta
release, the commitment, experience and
skill of the developers is already very
evident in this landmark product. At a

time when many Acorn users are hoping
for a new killer app to make the
continuance of the RISC OS legacy
essential, Vantage fits that bill.

Programmer, Simon Birtwistle,
originally began development of the
application as the current software simply
did not do the job properly and with many
years of experience in the design and
publishing industry he is the ideal person
for the job. Drawing on this valuable
hands-on experience, Simon has not only
created an up-to-date replacement for
Artworks but has taken the functionality
of this application way past what you'd
ever imagine you could do with CC's dated
vector drawing software.

Why am I so convinced of this
application's importance on the Acorn
scene? The only way to illustrate this is to
provide examples of Vantage's in-depth
functionality. The feature I just have to
mention is the inks support. Where

Photodesk 3
Several months on from the release of

Photodesk 3, I've now had chance to
regularly use the new features in my
everyday graphics work. The core feature
of multiple layers in each picture really is
the essential update we've all been
waiting for, but I have discovered one or
two niggles in its implementation. Saving
a multi-layered picture in Photoshop
format for instance, doesn't retain the
layer type (Replace, Add, and so on).

This is rather annoying when you load
a picture up and find it looking nothing
like it's original state when you saved it.
At the same time the overall application
still seems a little buggy in terms of the
occasional crash (particularly when
changing screen modes), and I'd hoped

that this would have improved from
version 2. Speaking to Spacetech, Chris
Hornby thought that this was a possible
memory problem clue to Photodesk
shifting around large amounts of data
(given that this only seems to occur on
some machines, it's very difficult to track
down the bug). The layers problem is also
something else that the Spacetech team
are looking into.

My additional concerns regard the
interface in the new layers window. In
appearance you have all the details you
need for efficient working. The clipboard
style thumbnail image of each layer
(which only updates on a fix), along with
the other details are excellent. However,
in use the interface is not quite as

crisp. Several parts
of the pane
representing each
layer can be
clicked on and

selected with

varying results,
but only when
you select that

Photodesk 3 in use,
~J with the three image

layers on the right,
combined together to
make the picture on
the left. Each layer
can be edited

independently.

Artworks and most other drawing or DTP
software provides a so-called WYSIWYG
display on screen, anyone who's printed
from these applications will know that
the RGB display on your monitor is
usually completely different to the
colours in the printed output produced at
the end of the design process. Vantage
uses a highly accurate physics model to
display on screen the exact ink colours
which you'll see when you print out your
design.

Inks can be combined to create new

colours (exactly as they'll appear after a
run through the printing press) and paper
colour on screen actually affects the
colour of objects drawn onto the page - as
it does when you print coloured inks onto
coloured paper. This is just one example
of Vantage's incredible functionality
which can not be found to such an

accurate degree in software on any other
platform.

layer for drawing, do the layer's mixing
attributes appear in the bottom part of
the window. Perhaps a limitation in the
technical workings of the application, but
it would have been nice to be able to do

things like altering the opacity of any
layer while all layers were visible on
screen.

However, at the end of the day I'm
really just criticising the finer points of
this wonderful application. For me,
Photodesk frees up the implementation
work of creating bitmap graphics. In
effect, it lets you get your ideas and
creativity onto screen as easily as picking
up a pencil and drawing. Photoshop on
the PC, running under the horrible
Windows GUI, simply can't match this,
despite all of it's touted plug-ins and
features. The latest news suggests that
RISC OS will survive, and for graphics
users that means the most intuitive and

productive interface for producing
artwork in, lives on.

Next month I'll be looking at
Spacetech's new CDs, which are further
evidence of graphics developers like
Spacetech's commitment to the Acorn
scene, at this time of uncertainty.

Contacting me
You can contact the Graphics

page by writing to me,
Paul Wheatley, at Acorn User, Tau Press,

Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield, SK10 4NP or, preferably,
emailing graphics@acornuser.com.

January 1999 Acorn User
http://www.acornuser.com/
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f Special Offer'

On the brink...

Millennium Bug

14

Pending Global Crisis
"The Millennium Bug is one of the most
serious problems facing not only British
business, but the global economy today. Its
impact cannot be underestimated."

Prime Minister Tony Blair

L cnf the Millennium Bug

"^Vjt be prepared*
Howwi

The Crash of the Bank of England? Collapse of the Government? Just what
difficulties will the Year 2000 cause you?

The "On the brink..." video is a non-technical explanation of the potential
impact of the Millennium Bug in the world's computers and what you need to do
about it.

Computers have been used to make modern society livable — it's hard to see
how the infrastructure of the world could be managed without the hundreds of
thousands of mainframe computers, tens of millions of desktop machines and
two billion embedded microprocessors.

But on the 1st January 2000 some of those machines are going to fail and
the potential results could be worse than all out global war.

The "On the brink..." 60 minute video features world-leading experts on
Millennium Bug solutions and provides you with an understanding of what may
be to come and how you and your family can avoid the worst. And it's a video
you'll watch again and again, and recommend to your friends and their families
so you'll be prepared for what may come.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW

J YES! Please send me copies of
the "On the Brink" Video at £19.99 each

• Add £1 P&P per video if ordering from the UK
I | Add £1.50 P&P per video if ordering from Europe
I | Add £3 P&P per video from Outside Europe

Value of order £

Name....

Address.

Postcode.

E-mail

I wish to pay by:

j Cheque/postal order (payable to Tau Press Ltd)
] Credit Card (Visa/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Access)

Credit Card No:

Expiry Date: /

Send your order to:
"On the Brink" Video Offer,
Tau Press, Media House, Adlington
Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

_] Pleasetick here ifyoudonotwish to receive promotional information from other <

Acorn User January 1999
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"Failure to deal with the

problem could lead to
commercial collapse. I
put it bluntly because I
want to get the message
across. It will not respect
national frontiers. Unless

we act now, there will be
international chaos."

Lord Sainsbury,
Government Minister of

Science and Technology



Speed testing
with WebsterXL
There's nothing like a challenge to stimulate
Acorn software developers into action. Seated
one lunchtime at a Windows95 PC on a

business network with Internet access, I came
across a Web site featuring an interesting
modem-connection-speed test page by Leslie
Long. As the network had a high speed link,
the speed test results shown by the PC's
browser were sparkling.

I noted the URL to try on my own Rise
PC and Modem connection. When I got
home I was disappointed to find that the
speed tests use JavaScript to calculate the
download time of the various images and
files. With current versions of Browse

from Acorn Internet and Fresco© from the

ANT© InternetSuite, I got the 'Sorry JavaScript
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Are we worried about the odd billionth of a second?

is not supported' message.
Undaunted I loaded up WebsterXL from R-

Comp, but even the JavaScript in the version I
had wasn't up to the job of rendering the
Modem Speed Test Page. I e-mailed Andrew
Rawnsley of R-Comp with the URL and the
problem. Andrew was keen to help, and
started work on a new version of the

WebsterXL JavaScript interpreter.
Within a couple of days, Andrew sent me a

version of WebsterXL that works well with all

the speed tests. I've tried the text download
test page with several different ISPs. The best
timings I could get with a US Robotics Courier
X2 modem were:

/5P Speed (bps) Timing (seconds)

Demon X2 49,333 2.80

(•'reeserve 33,600 2.80

FreeDotNet 33,600 2.86

Enterprise 33,600 3.06

These figures compare well with the three
second download time from the table on the

page provided by Leslie Long for a 133 Mhz
Pentium PC connecting at 33,600bps. One
might have expected the X2 connection to
have been faster, but it was slowed by some re
transmission requests occurring.

The Modem Speed Test Page is at
http://homepage.tinet.ie/~leslie/testpage.htm
and if you'd like to obtain a copy of WebsterXL
with JavaScript support, price £25 (no VAT), e-
mail rcomp@rcomp.co.uk, or visit their Web
site at http://www.rcomp.co.uk/ Telephone
01925 755043.

Mailing lists resist spam
There's a Usenet newsgroup to be found
on the Internet discussing almost any
subject you can think of. My ISP's recently
updated groups list contains 24,270 entries.
Public discussion newsgroups can be an
invaluable source of help and inspiration
but there are some disadvantages in
participating. Your own e-mail address can be
e-jacked by unwanted spam and commercial e-
mail address trawlers, both human and

robotic.

Their latest technique is to send out
unsolicited e-mail that actually looks like a
reply to a message originated by you. Curiosity
then makes you start to read it. Recently
many newsgroups including most of
the Acorn hierarchy were attacked by a
spammer in another way, by using
'Supercedes'. This replaced the entire text of
genuine articles with what looked like rubbish.
The perpetrator was able do this by misusing
a little-known remote editing function

of the Usenet system.
A mailing list is a private e-mail-based

discussion group which is distributed only
among known subscribers, and is therefore
virtually immune from such attacks. The
owner of the list controls who has access and

can edit and steer the threads as he or she

likes. Although this could be administered
manually, there is some freeware software that
can do all this for you.

'.MaiiList is an ageing but serviceable
program by Maurice Mendrix, who seems
to have disappeared from view. For use with
only Graham Allan's Newsbase, .'MaiiList
may need tweaking before it can be
used successfully, as we do on Arcade
BBS to administer the ITTFN Mailing list.
Another package that works in concert with
the ANT© Internet Suite is Majordomo by Peter
Gaunt, available from his Web site at

http://www.beard.demon.co.uk/software/maj
ordomo.html.

Hot HTML
John Aldred's HTML Tutor pages
were originally written for
Argonet subscribers, but apply
equally to all platforms. The
Tutors cover basic HTML 2.0-3.2,
with update sections and HTML
4.0 additions on Frames, Tables,
OBJECT and PNG graphics,
META tags, imagemaps, Forms,
Webcounters, specifying colours
in HTML and animated GIFs.

Downloads include an HTML

validator and hyperlink checker.
AmongJohn's imagemaps you'll
also find the interesting Curry Map
and a comprehensive treatise on
Indian cuisine.

John's Own HomePage
http://www.protovale.co.uk/john/

Free Domain freedom
EU.org aims to provide free
domain name registration to users
or non-profit organisations
wanting to avoid the often
outrageous fees demanded by
some Network Information

Centres (NICs). This is however
not a way to get a snappy and
short URL for your homepages,
which requires a redirector or
URL forwarding service. The
EU.org site explains all about
Domain Name Service record

types and offers online
registration service. The
developers of the Zap editor
now have one of these domain

names, and their new Web site is
at http://www.zap.uk.eu.org/

EU.org
http://www.eu.org/index.html

Acorn Relief
The Great Acorn Comic Relief

Auction takes place between
now and 10th March 1999.

Paul Johnson has built a Web

site to promote and support the
event. You can bid for Acorn

software and hardware from

companies like Alternative
Publishing, Clares MicroSupplies,
Pineapple Software, David Pilling,
Tau Press and more. The idea is

to raise a much money as possible
for ComicRelief Day 7. Initial bids
cost £1 per item, and updates
thereafter are free. Have a look

at what's on offer so far, and
then make your bid.

Acorn Comic Relief Auction

http://www.acornusers,org/
comicrelief/

Contacting me
Keep sending me interesting

URLs for the next yoUR List by
e-mail to david@arcade.

demon.co.uk, or mail #2 on

Arcade BBS 0181 654 2212.

January 1999 Acorn User
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News In Brief
Darren Salt has released a new

beta version of his ExtBASICasm

module that providessupport for
creating AOF files without, as
Darrenputs it "all of those tedious
function calls...". You can locate

the program on Darren's Web site
at www.youmustbejoking.demon.
co.uk/progs.html#extbasicasm

MDB Move

Michael-Dennis Biemans, the
author of such popular programs
as ReMIDI and GhostScript has
moved his web pages to a new
site at http://www.amplitude.
demon.nl and can now be

contacted by e-mail at the new
address of michaeld@amplitude.
demon.nl

AcornSite
AcornSite can now be accessed

via a much neater URL at

http://www.argonet.co.uk/
acornsite/ Links to the latest

versions of many PD programs
can be found there, and I'd

recommend PD authors to

support the site by submitting
details of their own programs.

GEK

Popular games team GEK now
have a home page on the Web,
featuring all their PD games,
plus news and details about the
team. It's all put together in that
slightlycrazy, but rather cool
cartoon style. I just love the
cartoon icons. Check it out at

http://pages.whowhere.com/
games/gekprograms/ for
screenshots and news of their

next production: a rather nifty
arcade helicopter game.

There should also be a new PD

game soon, appearing exclusively
on Acorn Arcade. Edwin reveals

that "a new hi-res VGA PD game is
being developed by us, and it will
have a size of between 7 and 10

Mb. We hope that this could
stimulate interest in PD gaming.
Watch this space."Mostdefinitely.
Expecta full review as soon as I
get my hands on this rather
promising release.

Recommended
PD Libraries

• APDL, 39 Knighton Park Rd,
Sydenham, London
SE26 5RN

• ARM Club PD Library,
Freepost ND6573,
London N12 OBR

• Five Star Marketing,
4 Shepherds Walk, Bushey,
Hertfordshire WD21LZ
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One for one and all for self
One of the most famous games of all time has
to be Monopoly: everyone seems to have owned
and played it as a board-game when they were
young. Various computerised versions have
appeared over the years, but none as polished
as a new freeware release from Duncan

Mortimer, which runs completely in the
desktop. Graphically, Duncan has excelled:
the desktop interface works well with the
icons and pictures and the overall design is of
a high standard, giving an impression of
quality.

However, once into the actual gameplay, I
soon encountered many problems. It is a
major pain trying to manipulating windows as
they move around the screen, popping on and
off: after a few minutes you begin to wonder if
there was any point in producing a desktop
version in the first place.

Use of space is not efficient, and the current
main board display is just not big enough. The
players' counters are represented here as
simple coloured dots, despite the use of car,
dog and hat icons in the player info windows:
a larger board would have allowed for such
details. For the same reason there is another

problem - but one which affects the gameplay
much more: there are no labels on the street

tiles. Although these are probably quite
familiar to most players, a larger view to
accommodate the property names would have
been a significant help.

On the other hand, sound support is good,
with nice samples when you land on stations
or the electricity company; this could be taken
further, perhaps with a speech option for such
things as the dice score, what square has been
occupied, and what to do next.

Other minor bugs exist in the gameplay,
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although Duncan is still developing the game
and will hopefully have sorted them out by
the time you read this. For example, the dice
roll animation is too slow (fortunately, it can
be disabled); there are stats on the info
windows that don't match up, and a few of the
original rules are not supported: these are
minor niggles, but important ones.

The big question is, why would you want to
play Monopoly on computer when you
already own the real thing, which is surely
more fun? The only reason I can think of is to
make use of computer-simulated players when
you don't have a human opponent. However,
the Artificial Intelligence is rather poor. Bugs,
coupled with stupid or completely
uninventive decisions on the part of the
computer, make it a rather boring experience.

The bidding and transfer Artificial
Intelligence needs to be thoroughly sorted out
and enhanced with more in-depth strategy. In
games with more than two players, the
simulated ones simply buy up everything they
land on and refuse any reasonable exchanges,
which rapidly leads to stalemate and extreme
boredom. If you eventually manage to win it's
something of an anti-climax, with Artificial
Intelligence prompting the loser to make last-
ditch exchange offers before finally being
forced to resign.

Fortunately, discussion of these and many
other problems and ideas for the game is taking
place on the c.s.a.games newsgroup and
Duncan is already working on the next version.
I'm sure we'll see a game which is both stylish
and playable running on our desktops soon.
You can download Monopoly from
http://www.sjc.ox.ac.uk/users/mortimer/
monopoly.html



PhoenixOS
Since the shock news from Acorn, the most

widespread response on the scene seems to be
a renewed enthusiasm for the RISC OS way.
Whether it's an "Acorn's gone, but who cares?
Look what RISC OS can do" or a "let's get
working on XYZ rescue plan" kind of attitude,
almost everyone seems to have retained their
commitment to RISC OS. More extreme than

most was Mike Atkinson's reaction: he's now

well on the way to coding a replacement for
RISC OS.

Working under Java, Mike is creating a GUI
that looks and feels like the operating
system we know and love. Of course you must

Infestation
Another new game on the scene this month is
Andrew and David Stubbs' Infestation. Looking
at first glance like a feature-packed version of
Marsquake, it's rather an oddity when you
come to play it. As always, there's an
improbable narrative to set the scene. In
David's words: "A large number of evil
creatures have invaded the earth. Lggs have
begun appearing everywhere, spawning
strange bio-mechanical monstrosities. Some of
these creatures are armed with deadly
weapons." Put more precisely, there's a horde
of evil aliens after your butt, and you've got to
assemble a team of four human players to take
them on.

All players are armed with an assortment of
weapons from bombs and mines to guided
missiles - even alien-spawning eggs of their
own. Where these actually come from is
not revealed - and probably best left unsaid.
In gameplay terms, here is an action-

realise that these are very early days, and this
is a GUI front-end only, not a complete
OS that will run Acorn applications. It's
an interesting project though; for more
information, point your Web browsers to
http://www.ladyshot.demon.co.uk/
PhoenixOS.html

packed arcade game featuring loads of
weapons and a mind-boggling twenty alien
types to fight.

The game is a let-down in a couple of areas.
The graphics are not too hot, with very dated-
looking background and character sprites.
Sound effects are also a disappointment. On
the plus side, this make for a small download
at only 98k.

Making a final judgement on this game is
tricky: to be honest, 1found it hard to get into.
The random movement of the aliens seems to

reduce much of the action to the level of a

lottery and, for me, completing levels became
a matter of simply going through the motions
rather than an exercise of skill. However, the
game seems to be doing well on the Net, so
check out the product for yourself by
downloading it from http://www.fen.bris.ac.
uk/students/as6966/programs/ or from the
cover disk.

Demo sites
Mark Turnerhas completely
updated his demo-related Web site
"Compact But Bijou"which can be
viewed at http.V/www.ndirect.
co.uk/~mrdalliard/ As well as

demo news, the site features an
online demo voting system.

Acorn Arcade is now hosting
the Evolution Demo Competition
pages which can be found at
http://www.acornarcade.com/

LZH

Skullsoft have put together a very
easy to use front-end for Daniel
Oram's LZH module. Compressing
files with LZH from the command

line is frankly a bit of a pain,
but the Skulls' front-end allows

simple drags to the iconbar icon
to decompress or compress,
depending on the current state of
the file.

For more general use,
Skullcrusher acts as a fully
featured compaction program,
offering compression by different
algorithms and some interesting
features like the skeleton
compresswhich allows you to
store an image of the structure of
your hard disk in a very small
archive. The LZH front-end and

Skullcrusher can be located at

http://www.eganc.demon.co.uk/
which also includes details of the

LZH module and the WimpBasic
modules which you'll also need.

Phoebe icons
David Watson, aka Spriteman, has
drawn a set of desktop icons
based on the look of RISC OS 4 on

the ill-fated Phoebe. Why you'd
want to use them I'm really not
sure, as they may act as a
constant reminder of the lack of

a real Phoebe on your desk and,
to be honest, they're not
particularly attractive. I don't
know whether it's down to

David's re-invention of them or

simply bad taste on the part of
Acorn, but the colours appear
quite horrible, leaving RISC OS
looking like a pale imitation of
MS Windoze rather than the

world leader in usability which
it really is. Decide for yourself
by pointing your browser to
www.netforward.com/

the18thhole/?davew

Contacting me
You can contact the PD Page

by writing to me,
Paul Wheatley, at Acorn User,
Tau Press Ltd, Media House,
Adlington Park, Macclesfield,

SK10 4NP. Or preferably,
by e-mail to

pdpage@acornuser.com
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Business and Utilities

Ant Internet Suite II 110.51

ArcFax 35.00

ArcFS2 29.37

ARCshare 49.95

Artworks 104.69

CD Burn 58.75

Complete Animator 94.05
DataPoweM 110.00

DataPower2 166.32

DaVinci90 81.08

DigitalSymphony 56.95
Disc Doctor 28.45

Disc Rescue 45.00

Draw Works Designer 31.50
EasiWriter Professional 143.99

Easy C++ 116.32
EasyFont Pro 59.95
Eureka 3 110.51

FastSpool+ 17.62
Fireworkz Pro 166.31

Font Directory Pro 65.00
FontFX6 29.95

Game On! 2 15.00

Holy Bible (lllus.) BP(KJV) 82.25
HTML Edit 4 53.00

ImageFS 2 44.59
IMaster & TWAIN Driver 35.00

Impact Pro 139.53
Impression Publisher 136.41
Impression Style 83.54
MellDI 129.00

MIDI Synthesizer 46.94
Midi Works 151.95

MovieFS 29.95

Ovation Pro 158.62

P'rllel port Zip driver (Argo) 34.08
PC Pro2 (+PC Exchange) 46.55
PC Sound Professional 2 40.00

Personal Accounts V4 49.00

Photo Link 65.55

Photo Real (Canon/Epson) 65.86
Photodesk 2 256.02

Photodesk plug-ins (call) 18.95
ProArtisan 24 (RPC Only) 89.95
Prophet 3 179.77
Rhapsody 4 94.95
Schema 2 121.50

Sibelius 6 116.00

Sibelius 7 699.00

Sibelius 7 Student 345.00

Sleuth 3 116.32

SparkFS 25.00
StrongGuard 25.00
Studio Sound 113.95

Tablemate Designer 60.00
TechWriter Professional 222.12

TopModel2 145.11
Turbodrivers (Can/HP/Eps) 54.69
WebSpider 40.00
WebTool for ANT Suite 2 29.38

WIMP Basic 44.99

Win95FS 41.12

XStitch 2 35.00

EDUCATION
Animated Alphabet, Talk 33.43
Arc Venture (various) 39.01
Aztecs, Age 7-11 50.17
Best Four Maths 46.41

Calabash Pirates 25.98

Crystal Rain Forest 50.17
DataSweet 3 69.33

Dazzle + 83.71

Dinosaurs 13.49

Doodle 32.37

English (10/10) 13.49
Essential Maths (10/10) 13.49
Essential Science 13.49

Expl with Flossy the Frog 28.79
First Logo 29.02
First Words with Smudge 25.98

I

n Software Network
Freddy Teddy's Adventure 23.50

French (10/10) 13.49

Fun School 3/4 (various) 24.99

Geography (10/10) 13.49

German (10/10) 13.49

Granny's Garden 28.79

James Pond Run. Water 27.00

Maths (Geometry) (10/10) 13.49

Maths (Number) (10/10) 13.49

Mega Maths 24.99

Micro Maths 24.99

My World 2 + 2 54.70

Naughty Stories Vols 1-6 44.65

New Teddy Bear's Picnic 36.78

Nursery Rhyme Time 33.43

Oxford Reading Tree 3 44.65

Pendown DTP 65.85

Playdays age 3-8 23.40

Playground (Freddy teddy) 23.50
Smudge the Spaniel 25.98

Spelling & Punctuation 13.49

Splosh+ (1-5 users) 51.70

Table Aliens 27.85

TinyDraw/TinyLogo 29.37

Tizzy's Toybox 47.94

Watch Magic Grandad 30.13

GAMES

Alone in the Dark 34.99

Anagram Genius 20.00

BHP Brutal Horse Power 28.49

Birds of War f 30.00

Black Angel 30.00

Break 147& S'pool t 27.00

Carnage Inc. 22.50

Chocks Away Compend. 25.00

Cobalt Seed 23.74

Crystal Maze, age 7+ 28.45

Cyber Chess 31.50

Darkwood 20.70

Demon's Lair 20.00

Drifter (DD/HD) 31.50

Dune II (CD-£31.50) 26.60

Dungeon t 27.00

E-Type 2 t 30.00

Eclipse Collection 22.49

Enter the Realm 25.00

Exodus 25.00

Fire and Ice 23.39

Formula Two Thousand 23.74

Global Effect 27.00

Groundhog 12.00

Haunted House 25.00

Holed Out Compendium 20.00

James Pond 2+ 16.20

Krysalis Collection (NRPC) 29.99
Logic Mania 27.00

Pandora's Box 25.00

Patience Addict 19.95

Play ItAgain Sam 3 24.95

Play ItAgain Sam 4 35.00

Pushy (Shovy) 12.00

Real McCoy 2/3/4 (each) 35.00

Real McCoy 5 31.50

Rick Dangerous 15.26

Saloon Cars Deluxe 31.50

Scrabble 26.59

Shuggy 25.95

Silver Ball 12.00

Simon the Sorcerer 27.00

Small f 21.20

Spobbleoid Fantasy 30.00

Stereoworld 22.50

Stuntracer 2000 t 35.00

Tanks 25.95

The Time Machine 25.00

Virtual Golf 31.50

Wavelength 13.50

CD Business & Utils

Arm Club PD CD 1 19.00

Arm Club PD CD 2 15.00

Artworks 104.69

Artworks ClipArt 1 or 2 20.08
Bitfolio 7 42.74

Font Emporium 29.95
PDCD4 (Datafile) 15.00
PDCD5 (Datafile) 15.00
ProArtisan 2 98.93

Rise Disc Vol.1 15.00

Rise Disc Vol.2 20.00

Rise Disc Vol.3 25.00

Rob Duncan Cartoon Kit 42.74

Task Force Clip Art 33.20
Tekkie Disc (PRM's etc) 47.50

CDROM Education
Ancient Egyptians 42.30
Ancient Lands 50.53

Anim Talking Alphabet# 33.43
British Isles from the Air 42.30

Castles 42.30

Crystal Rain Forest 2 50.17
Dangerous Creatures 50.53
Dinosaurs 50.53

En Route 89.29

Era of the 2nd WW 81.08

Eureka Discoveries & Inve' 42.30

Garden Wildlife 42.30

Guardians of Greenwood 58.16

Hutchinson's Encyclopedia 52.82
Illustrated Shakespeare 29.32
John Cabot & Merchant V. 42.30

Kingfisher Micropedia 76.38
King Arthur 58.69
Kiyeko with Acorn reader 36.43
Map Detectives 50.17
Musical Instruments 50.53

My 1st Incrd. Amaz. Diet. 41.13
Number Time 2 28.99

Oxf. Talking Infant Atlas 22.32
PB Bears Birthday Party 41.13
Perspectives Francais 81.08
Rocks, Min's & Fossils 81.08

Romans 42.30

Science Explorer 66.96
Seashore Life 42.30

Science In Action 13.73

Settlements 81.08

Space Exploration 13.73
Survival: Mysteries of Nat. 42.30
The Way Things Work 50.53
The World's Weather 52.87

Tizzy's Toolbox 44.65
TOTS TV 19.95

Ultimate Human Body 50.00
Understanding the Body 42.30
Vikings 42.30
World of Robert Burns 93.94

Order from, a pa.
Davyn Computer Services
Tel 01924 254800 Fax 01924 254036

email sales@davyn.demon.co.uk
The Data Sto

Tel 0181 460 8991 Fax 0181 313 04(

email sales ©datstore.demo

1500 titles Available!!

ealers may not
titles

Minimum delivery

Credit Cards and 01

Orders welcome. E

All Prices Incliu

VAT @ 17.5%

CDROM GAMES
Abuse

Ankh

Crystal Maze
Doom Trilogy
Dune II

I Simon the Sorcerer
Syndicate
Wizards Apprentice

New Software

25.00

25.00

28.45

35.00

31.50

32.40

29.00

24.95

Heroes of Might
and Magic 11

A graphically rich &
involving strategy

game. Long knights
playing guaranteed!

£35

SiteSeer

Web Site fetcher for

RiscOS browsers

£25

Pricing Drops on...
Sibelius II7 Student,

Sleuth 3, & Ovation Pro.

Chocks Away Now SA OK

ting dealer

^

CTA Direct

Tel 01942 511000 Fax 01942 749325

email sales@cta.u-net.com Unla
Tel 01222 464020 Fax 01222 4400:

email sales@uniqueway.co.uk
Liquid Silicon
Tel 01592 592265 Fax 01592 596102

email liquid@cableinet.co.uk
CJE Micro's / NCS

Tel 01903 523666 Fax 01903 523679

—ilsales@cje.co.uk



Test drive the 3mx
When Psion announced the launch of the new

3mx, 1 immediately e-mailed their press office
and requested a review machine with the
intention of producing a full review. The
machine arrived and within a few minutes of

using it I had changed my mind and this is all
I intend to write about the new palmtop.

Thisls not meant as a criticism of the 3mx,
far from it in fact, but what
else can you say about a
machine that is essentially
a 3c (same applications,
operating system etc) with
a much faster processor
which runs at 3 times the

speed of its predecessor,
except it runs three times
faster than its predecessor.
Even the manual is just a
3c one with a new cover.

As an update to the S3
range, the 3mx is an
excellent release. The

processor in the old 3a/c
was beginning to show its
age and the new processor is a vast
improvement - just try watching the cards

PsiWin 2.2
At the same time as Psion released the 3mx,
they announced the release of PsiWin 2.2. This
new version brings all the features of PsiWin
2.1 (file synchronisation, full conversion
facilities, integration into the Windows
desktop and so on) to the S3 range of
palmtops as well as the S5.

The new version also introduces a new

integrated clipboard for S5 users allowing
them to copy text on the PC/Psion and paste
it straight to the other machine. The package
also includes some new data template files to
assist users with the synchronising of files, the

Geofox failure
Geofox, one of the first licensees of the
LPOC32 operating system has sadly
announced that it has been forced to cease

trading and that the company has gone
into voluntary receivership. Although not

Message
Suite reprise
Just after the last column went to Press,
Psion released version 1.52 of their Message
Suite, which fixes the majority of the bugs
that existed in the first release of 1.5. The

new version is available as a download from

their website (http://www.psion.com) and is
well worth downloading and installing.

The Psion 3mx- can you spot the
difference between it and the 3c?

being dealt out in Patience, if only I
could deal that quickly I might
actually win occasionally.

If you don't need all the features of
the S5 or just want to replace/upgrade
your PocketHook II or 3a/c then you
can't go far wrong with this machine.
After all, it has been tried and tested by

thousands of users and has a huge third party
software catalogue.

synchronisation database has been updated to
include the latest versions of popular PC
applications as well as numerous other smaller
improvements and bug fixes.

The CD also includes a copy of the S5
Message Suite, the OPL and Comms manuals
in PDF format and a selection of utilities and

trial software for the S5.

The software is available for S3 users with

or without the connection lead (£34.95 and
£49.95 respectively) and users of PsiWin 2.1
should contact Action Computers on 0800
333333 for details of upgrades.

heavily featured on this page, the Geofox-
One was similar to the S5 but had a larger
screen and hence case and was operated by a
touch pad rather then via a touch sensitive
screen.

Geofox released the following statement:
"We have been seeking investment into the
company for some time, but despite good
reviews and increasing sales channels
and prospects for Geofox-One we have not
been successful in obtaining the necessary
funding, or in finding a purchaser for the
company."

Although Geofox is no longer trading John
Woodthorpe (author of Archive Magazine's S5
Column) has said he will continue to provide
support for the Geofox via his web site at
http://www.armlink.ndirect.co.uk/

Newer shade of purple
Purple Software, one of the
largest developers of software for
handheld computers, recently re
launched its web site. The new

design includesa novel menu-style
navigation system and the content
has been completelyupdated.

The new website already
includes the facility to join the
Purple Software mailing list, full
online ordering and numerous
links to other PDA sites. The URLis

http://www.purplesoft.com/

Draw it on your S5
Draw5 is a vector-based drawing
package for the Series 5 and
Geofox-One from Interconnex.

Featuresof the package include
the ability to build up images
using several tools including
ellipses, rectangles, path objects
(straight lines and bezier curves),
text and embedded documents

from other S5applications. Draw5
allows the user to group objects
together and manipulate them
either individually or as groups.
Each object can have individual
attributes including line thickness,
pattern, colour and font style.

The package is able to import
and export Windows WMF files
offering a degree of compatibility
with the desktop environment
(although it's a shame it can't
handle Draw files).

Documents created in Draw5
can have either 4 or 16 shades of

grey and can be embedded into
other documents (Word or Sheet).

Draw5 is shareware, with a
registration fee of £25, and is
available for download from

Interconnexs website at

http://www.interconnex.co.uk/

Go green with the 5
Psion has recently announced the
launch of a specialedition aqua
green Series 5. The special edition
machine is also supplied with a
quality leather slipcasedesigned
by specialists Mulberry.

The case on the special edition
S5 is reported to be a hard case,
similar to that found on the S3, as
opposed to the rubber one of the
standard S5 which was prone to
peeling. The special edition went
on sale from branches of Dixons
and John Lewis at the end of

October priced at £449.95.

Contacting me
You can contact the Portables

page by writing to me,
Mark Taylor at Acorn User,

Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP,

or by e-mail to
portables@acornuser.com
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Great news from Icon Technology
Show prices - even though the show was cancelled

EasiWriter professional
• Powerful, fully featured, multi-column word processor.
• Reads and Write MS Word 6, 7 & 8 (Office 97/97).
• Reads and writes HTML.

• Reads RTF (Rich Text Format).
• Creates Hypertext documents.
• Built in Table Editor.

• Automatic bulleted and numbered lists.

• Mail merge.
• Automatic numbering of Lists, Sections etc.
• Pamphlet printing.
• Drag & Drop and Cut, Copy & Paste.Writer

oeads and *«tes
,toso^^docovnents.

M'\cv

TechWriter professional
"Its great! At the risk of writing advertising copy for Icon Technology,
no piece of software on any platform has made me grin with delight
as I discover new features as much as TechWriter has." Archive

• All the features of EasiWriter professional plus a pow
erful easy to use equation editor.

• Writes TeX.

• Saves equations as GIF's (using InterGif) when writ
ing HTML.

• Used by the Mathematical Association to produce the
Mathematical Gazette.

Write

Upgrade your StartWrite to
EasiWriter professional for just
£50.00 plus P&P and VAT.

(S

Writer

Product Normal price
EasiWriter professional £129.00
TechWriter professional £199.00
Upgrades (includes new documentation)
EasiWriter to EasiWriter professional
EasiWriter professional to TechWriter professional
TechWriter to TechWriter professional
StartWrite to EasiWriter professional

Offer prices
ice Offer price Includ ng VAT and P&P

£96.00 £116.32

£149.00 £178.59

£40.00 £50.53

al £50.00 £62.27

£50.00 £62.27

£50.00 £62.27

Great deals for students - check our Web site or ring for details.

Icon Technology Limited
Church House • Carlby • Stamford • Lines • PE9 4NB

Phone and Fax 01778 590563
http://www.iconsupport.demon.co.uk

email: auoffer@ iconsupport.demon.co.uk



Whither or Wither Acorn
Hopefully by the time you read this the
situation regarding the workstation side
of what was once Acorn Computers will
be clearer. I have read so much on the

subject - some helpful, some intemperate
and more than a little twaddle that I do

not wish to add greatly to the debate or
queer anybody's pitch.

Having said that everybody else
has had their two 'pennorth so why not
me? From a purely business point of
view it was long since obvious that
Acorn could not compete on price with
the flood of cheap PCs. Forget the
high price of ownership caused by the
short life of the average PC before
you crossed the upgrade/buy again
line. Quite frankly it soon became
cheaper to buy a new PC as yours became
obsolete.

A machine which lasts does not suit

our throw-away society. You might think
you are not part of such a society but if so
you are not being honest with
yourself. Want to test your honesty?
OK - ask yourself this question - when
did you last take a piece of electrical
equipment to be mended? Something
like a toaster, a kettle, an iron, a

TV, a video, a camera (video or still). Yes -
you get the idea. Obsolescence is built in
and we are programmed to reach for the
Argos catalogue as soon as something not
under guarantee or extended warranty

breaks down.

Longevity is only a good thing
given an upgrade path and Acorn,
producing a new computer every 4-5
years could not keep up. Of course it is
not just their fault. The software has

Acorns in business
Another couple in this occasional series - was approximately, "Apart form being
told in readers own words of how Acorn

computers are used in real world
particularly in business. First a message
that popped upon the Internet a short
while back:

Swiss Cheese
Just through I'd share a discovery that I
made today. While in a large secure
machine room doing a software
installation (on Sun Solaris), I happened
to see three Rise PC's sitting in a rack
nearby among multitudes of big Suns,
Compaq machines, IBM AS/400's and the
like.

They were running a bespoke
application for a stock market data feed. I
have a feeling that this application is a
development from a Reuters one, but I say
that only because I know that Reuters
have made heavy uses of Acorn hardware
in the past and that Reuters are heavily
involved in stock market data.

I asked the system engineer that I was
with what he thought of them. His reply

another hardware platform/OS to
understand - fine. They are as stable as
bedrock". It was nice to see Acorns in a

mission critical application.
Nick Smith, Software F,n$ineer,Switzerland

Need a CV?
I have recently started a small business
using my Acorn. I design CV's with the
option of e-mailing them to clients who
have a computer. Otherwise 1 send them
by good old snail mail or fax (again from
my SA Rise PC).

E-mail is perfect for this. Clients e-mail
their old one where I work on a new

version and e-mail it back. This way they
don't need to go out of their home to find
a place that does CV's or wait around for
the final print. I often send the final CV
by post because of the quality paper 1
have at home.

I also design posters (using TextEase
and Artworks) and other printing/
design needs are considered by customers.
Some might want wedding menus

fallen behind and the disastrous

link up with Xemplar also
contributed to the demise of

workstation Acorn. Why disastrous?
Look at any Xemplar brochure or

newspaper advertising campaign and you
will see why. Not so much a case of

not seeing wood for trees as
not seeing Oak trees for

Apple trees.
So does Acorn

(the computer)
go the same way
as other famous

alternatives to the

ubiquitous PC begin
ning with A - Amstrad,

Amiga and Atari? Well, yes -
it probably does. If Phoebe does

achieve a production run it will
almost certainly be the last true
RISC OS based home computer.

Those advocating a Linux front-end
future for RISC-OS are forgetting X-

Windows.

Pessimistic or realistic only time will
tell. In the meantime I hope that another

couple of my series on the use of
Acorns in business elsewhere

on this page convince you that the
computer you have is still more capable
and easier to use (when did you last have
to re-boot an Acorn?) than any other
available alternative.

printing or business brochures for small
businesses.

My only complaint about using an
Acorn for this type of art is the lack of
good printer support. I want photo
quality like PC users obtain. I can't afford
a colour laser printer yet.

Inn Vincent

ian.vincent@argonetco.uk

So keep the stories coming. I realise than
most businesses using Acorns will
be small by any definition but that does
not make them insignificant. Perhaps
the greatest failing of Acorn was its
inability to convince the business user
that there was and still is an alternative

to the PC running Windows. Let's keep
trying.

Contacting me
You can contact me, MikeTomkinson,

by post at the usual Acorn User address
or by dropping me an e-mail at:

bizniz@acornuser.com
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Visit us at www.eff.co.uk • Contact us on sales@eff.co.uk ^iwgiw
The Electronic Font Foundry -11 Silwood Road, Ascot, SL5 OPY • tel 01344 875 201 • fax 01344 875 202

Please contact us for your free copy ofEFF Font Poster, Acorn Price List and EFFUew Product Guide.

The Electronic Font Foundry is proud to present its latest release,

iff Handwritten Collection

iff ftaiuArrifcto* CotttMon

GFF frAkrfk/Kttek £»{£<e*ti»k

5)B|P ft4.Ucl\JY~l LL^k is a set ofcontemporary scripts, based on real modern
handwriting styles, ranging from careful calligraphic styles to unruly child's writing to
designer's hand. Scripts in general are making a comeback, and these scripts have especially
modern feel and area great way to brighten up any monotonous looking pages. Some
samples are on the left, to see thewhole collection see our website or contact us for a leaflet.
Special Promotion Price: E20+P&P+VAT (£25.26 UK incl.) until 31.01.99. Normal price E25+P&P+VAT (£31.14 UK incl.)

Still available EFF 1998 Best Sellers - £F^TrueTypeTranslator &EFF'Font Table
EFF Font Table isa very simpleand effective application for producing
font tables in !Draw format. Creates professional looking tables in
seconds, and can be easily customised by a number of options. Avery
useful application forcompiling font catalogues, or printing samples.
Fully supported by interactive !Help and on-line manual.

EFFFontTable (for 1 computer), £7+P&P+VAT (£9.99 UK incl.)

EFFTTT is the first eve translator ofTrueType® fonts, the most
commonformat for Windows. EFFTTTconverts in seconds any
TrueType font to standard Acorn format, giving you access to all the
fonts available to PC users, includingall the free fonts on the Internet.

• Instant TrueType font translator
• Instant TrueType font sample viewer and full info displayer
• Instant TrueType complete font table creator
• Choice of encodings and settings
• Automatic adding of hinting for improved quality
• On-line comprehensive manual and interactive help support

EFFTTT (for 1 computer), £39+P&P+VAT (£47.59 UK incl.)

ACORN SOUTHWEST SHOW

Supporting users in SW England and S Wales

SATURDAY 20th FEBRUARY 1999

The Webbington Hotel
Loxton, nr Axbridge

North Somerset

Doors open from 10am until 4.30pm

Adults £2 / ARM Club or Clan members £1
Children under 16 FREE (accompanied by an adult)

[Pay on door only]

» Latest products
» Special show discounts
» Talks & Demonstrations

» Charity Bring & Buy

» Competition!
» Games arcade

» Free parking

Phone: (01707) 390410 Fax: (01707) 390410
Email: acornshow@argonet.co.uk

http://www.argonet.co.uk/acornshow

Please note thatprices givenforEFFTTT and EFFTontTable atefor
single user licence. Ifyou wish to use the programs on more than one
computer, site licence is available at20% ofthe basicpriceforeach
additional machine.

By car: From Junction 22 on the MS follow the A38 to

Bristol turning left at 'Lower Weare', just past 'The Lamb'
public house, where 'The Webbington Hotel' is signposted.

By Train: A FREE bus shuttle service will be operating

every 30 minutes, between Weston-Super-IVIare train
station and the show venue, from 9.30am until 5pm.



Infestation
A large number of evil creatures have
invaded the earth. Eggs have begun
appearing everywhere, spawning strange
bio-mechanical monstrosities. Some of

these creatures are armed with deadly
weapons.

Military intelligence has located the
source of the creature's infestation - a

large, heavily guarded teleportation
device. You have been given the mission
to destroy this device. Unfortunately the
nearest you can get to the device by
helicopter drop isn't close enough -

m?
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wanting to do this should
be in the same team.

Players in the same team
may not harm each other.
To select the teams open the
'Game Opts' submenu from
the main menu, and drag the
relevant player to the chosen
team. The default option is for no
teams (each player is a different
team).

If players do not wish to harm each
other, but do not want to share energy

they may set up
alliances. Alliances

are set up between
teams and are set in

the 'Game Opts'
window underneath

the team selections.

Selecting an option
icon in the grid will
set an alliance.

Underneath this grid
a message will
describe common

combinations such as

'Total friendship'.
I'llis message assumes
there are four teams.

Some alliance

structures can be

quite complicated
and it may be

difficult to sec who your enemies are.
Each player is awarded 1000 units of

energy at the start of the game. This
energy is added to the team's total. A team
with four players will start with 4000
units of energy. When a team's energy

I
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you're going to have to fight you way by
foot through infested territory to get
there.

You have been armed with triggered
missiles, mines, bombs and a reverse-

engineered creature spawner. This last
piece of equipment will allow you to
spawn creatures which will work for you
and your team.

Keys are set for each player from
within the infestation desktop
application. Click menu on the
Infestation icon and open the 'Controls'
submenu.

To launch a weapon, press and hold
Bomb (push up twice for down the fire
key, push the relevant a larger bomb)
direction key then let go of the fire key.
While fire is pressed the currently selected
weapon will be displayed in the player's
info panel.

Four people around a keyboard gets a
tad interesting, and I take this
opportunity to say that I take no
responsibility for broken fingers. The
upshot of this is: if you have a joystick
and port, use it.

Teams and Alliances
In Infestation players may choose to share
a common pool of energy. Players
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reaches zero, the entire team will die.

Energy is used when a player is caught
in an explosion or a player plants some
kind of weapon. Bombs are least
expensive followed by mines then
missiles. Eggs are more expensive the
larger they get.

Mines are clever. Once layed they will
only explode should an enemy walk over
them. This means you can walk over your
own as many times as you like. But be

The creatures
Worm' Will try to eat you
Lawnmower' Will try to shred you
Spider* Will try to eat you
Bomber' Plants bombs

Blob1 Plants bombs and mines

Tank' Plants bombs and mines and missiles (ouch!)
Minelayer Plants mines

Rocket Launcher Plants missiles

Spark Fast, and goes for the throat
Vacuum Slow, eats mines

Crab Eats bombs

Token tout Plants tokens

Tokenguzzler Token eater

Bomb Turns into a bomb

Missile Turns into a missile

Ice builder Found making ice sculptures (snowmen), and igloos
Digger Slow, yellow and makes a good bit of rubble
Oil Tanker Slow, plants oil rigs
Conservationist Plants trees and bushes

Mega tank Fast, plants bombs, mines, and missiles (double ouch!)

' Can be laid by a player
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cover disc
careful, they only last 40 seconds before spontaneously
exploding.

Targeting missiles are also clever. When they are planted
they spin on the spot until they see something you are an
enemy with. They then take note of the square and attack
it passing any creatures, players or objects on the way and
exploding in the correct square. As long as the creature or
player was not moving too fast it should be hit by the
explosion. The explosions they cause are very effective.

Eggs are what the computer and players spawn. These
eggs usually take about 10 seconds to hatch. The size and
shape of the egg gives an indication as to what will come
out from it. Destroying an egg will prevent that creature
from hatching. The level's creatures to go counter will lie
reduced if the egg is evil.

Loading levels
If you wish to play a level group that is not the default,
simply open the sub-menu 'Game Levels' and select the
group you want from the selection. You must make sure
that the filer has 'seen' the UnfLevels application, otherwise
Infestation cannot load its levels.

Tokens
Flame

Eatability
Pushability

+50

+100

+150

-100

No bombs

No missiles

IQ

Invincibility
Anti-grav
Level warp

Lottery

Increases the distance the flame from your bomb will reach
Allows a player to eat bombs to gain energy
Allows a player to push bombs (not through walls or
objects)
Increments team's energy by 50 units
Increments team's energy by 100 units
Increments team's energy by 150 units
Decrements team's energy by 50 units
Player may not drop bombs
Player may not drop missiles
Eggs spawned after collection are more intelligent
Player may not be harmed by anything
Player may walk over enemy mines
Team is warped a certain number of levels. If more than one
team is playing they will carry on as normal. The warped
team will rejoin at the appropriate level, even if all other
teams die before this time.

This token can do a variety of things, both good and bad.

Feature presentations
To view the film trailers on the CD,

double-click on the '.Movies icon and

just wait. The system uses an updated
Replay system, but it's completely
transparent.

Each movie clip is quite long and if
you want to skip to the next one click
Menu on the mouse, you can pause it
using Select.

The screenshots on these pages are
mostly taken directly from the Replay
files and will appear blurred if there is
movement in the frame - when the trailer

is being run you won't see it.

Blade (18)
Adapted from the comic strip of the same
name Blade stars Wesley Snipes as a half-

man half-vampire out to revenge his
mother's death, while the forces of evil try
to capture him for their own purposes.
Also starring Stephen Dorff, Kris
Kristofferson and N'Bushe Wright.

What Dreams May Come
A sad but powerful tale about Chris
Nielsen, played by Robin Williams, who
dies in a car crash and, in the afterlife,
begins a search for his wife after he
discovers she has committed suicide in

her grief. Also starring Annabella Sciorra
and Max von Sydow.

«•!•

Little Voice
Wonderful independent British
production from the Director of Brassed
Off based on Jim Cartwright's play The

Riseand Fall ofLittle Voice. It's the story of
"Little Voice" (lane Horrocks) who is able
to mimic the greatest singers - Judy
Garland, Marilyn Monroe, Marlene
Dietrich and others, all sung by Jane

Credits
Acorn User would like to thank:

Trevor Green (Managing Director, Entertainment
film Distributors); Julia Short (Head of Marketing, Polygram

Filmed Entertainment); and Laurence Atkinson (Publicity
Manager, Buena Vista Film Distribution) for supplying the clips.

Plus Paul Middleton of Uniquevvay Ltd (01222 464020) for
sourcing and preparing the clips in Replay format.
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Horrocks herself.

The script is intelligent and hilarious
and there are superb performances by the
British cast including Brenda Blethyn,
Jane Horrocks ("Bubbles" from Absolutely
Fabulous), Michael Caine, Jim Broadbent

and Ewan McGregor.

Lost in Space (PG)
Fun remake of the completely awful (but
strangely addictive) 60s Science Fiction
TV show. The Robinson family are
sent into space to help construct the other
end of a hyperspace gateway in order to

doesn't get sentimental,
Kieran Culkin (younger
brother to Macauley) is
excellent as is Sharon

Stone, there's also a
cameo by Gillian
Anderson - nothing like
Agent Scully.
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save humanity. But they get lost on the
way.

Starring Gary Oldman, William Hurt,
Matt LeBlanc and Mimi Rogers this is not
a film to be analysed closely but it's great
fun, plus true fans will love all the
references to the TV series plus seeing
some of the original stars playing other
roles in the film.

The Mighty
The story of two adolescent friends, the
small brainy one and the big, not so
bright, tough one - who together form
"Freak the Mighty" and set out on
imaginary quests. It's a
genuine tale that

Pleasantville
Another fun movie, two

modern-day teenagers are
pulled into two teenage roles in
1950s TV soap Pleasantville where
everything is perfect and in black
and white - not only that but the
people in the soap know that all is black
and white, and there is nothing outside
Pleasantville. As the film progresses the
two slowly break down the middle
American values in the town.

Starring Toby Maguire, Reese
Witherspoon, Jeff Daniels, Joan Allen and
William M. Macy.

Disc information Faulty disc?
The software on the cover disc has been

compressed using ArcFS 2 from VTi, and
are opened by running a copy of ArcFS
then double-clicking on the archive to open
it. There is a copy of ArcFS on each disc.

Most software will run straight from the
archive, but some programs may need to
be copied out of the archive before being
run, uncompressing them in the process.
Any program that saves a file to disc, for
instance, will be unable to do so into the
archives on the disc.

Ifyour disc is faulty, test whether it will
verify by clicking with Menu on the floppy
drive icon and choosing Verify.

If it fails to verify or is physically
damaged you should return it to TIB, TIB
House, 11 Edward Street, Bradford,
Yorkshire BD4 7BH. If it verifies

successfully return it to the Acorn User
editorial office at the usual address.

The Acorn User cover discs have been

checked for viruses using Killer version
3.001 from Pineapple Software.

Return to Paradise
On a par with Midnight Express, this
powerful film demonstrates the changes
in the lives of three men: one on death-

row in Malaysia for drug-trafficking and
his two friends who can save him - but at

the cost of three years of their own lives
in a Malaysian jail.

Excellent performances by Vince
Vaughn and Anne Heche. Not for
the faint-hearted.

I hate CDs
If you don't have a CD-ROM drive you
can replace it with a floppy containing
this month's Acorn User programs

simply by returning the .
cover CD to: Acorn User,
Tau Press Ltd., Media
House, Adlington Park,
SK10 4NP. We will send

you a floppy disc
containing the
programs and files
for this month.
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Tel: 01924 254800 Fax: 01924 2580C
For a full catalogue visit our web site

Acorn Computers
Anr\r\r\< q,-,-, 1 ono un J- n/cn nrA7000+ 8m
A7000+ 8m

RiscPC 233 4m
RiscPC 233 10m

RiscPC 233 34m

1.2GB HD £769.00d

Net £659.00d
1.2GB HD 8xCD £979.00d

1.2GB HD24xCD £1 175.00d
1.7GB HD24xCD £1299.00d

Extended Warranty) (Hardware Upgrades"
A7000/A7000+ 3 years £94.00
A7000/A7000+ 5 years £188.00
RPC StrongARM 3 years £235.00
RPC StrongARM 5 years £470.00

Monitors
Acorn AKF60 £264.00d

liyama 17"S701 GT .26dot £379.00d
liyama 19"S901GT ,27dot £723.00e
liyama 21 "GT,27dot £986.00e
Samsung 15" 500s .28dot £159.00d
Samsung 17" 700s ,28dot £269.00d
Samsung 17" 700p .26dot £379.00d
Samsung 19" 900s .26dot £539.00e

All Samsung Monitors come witha
3 Year on Site Warranty

170mb IDE 2.5" HD

340mb IDE 2.5" HD

6.4gb IDE 3.5" HD
4.3gb SCSI 3.5" HD
32X CD Atapi
Lark Midi Sound-Sa.

£65.00c

£95.00c

£169.00c

£299.00c

£59.00c

£172.00c

Rise OS 3.1 Upgrade Chips £30.00a
RiscTV (Mam) £295.00c
Teletext module for above £45.00a

SCSI 16bit £110.00c

SCSI 2 32bit (power-tec) £158.00c
SCSI 3 32bit (power-tec) £205.00c
TV Tuner + Teletext £159.00c

All Upgrades fitted free if ordered
with Computer else £18.00

Scanners
RPC Upgrades^) SPECIAL OFFER

A7000+ 16Mb EDO RAM £29.00b

A7000+ 32Mb EDO RAM £45.00c

RiscPC 16Mb RAM £35.00b

RiscPC 32Mb RAM £65.00c
RiscPC IMbVRAMsimtec £59.00c

RiscPC 2Mb VRAMsimtec £95.00c

2 podule Backplane £34.00a
486-DX4-100 PC Upgrade £198.00d
586-100 PC Upgrade £292.00d
586-133 512k PC Upgrade £360.00d
Access+Card £139.00c

Strong Arm upgrade 233 £289.00c
Audio Mixer £39.00a

Movie Magic £279.00c
Rise OS 3.7 Chips + Software £64.00b
Second Slice no PSU £88.00d

Second Slice with PSU £139.00d
Sound Card £34.00b

PlustecOpticPro4831p '
A4 Colour Flatbed Scanner 300x600 dpi

Scanner + PC Software £69.00d

Above -f Imagmaster/Twain £99 00U
Epson GTX5500 scsi £239.00d
Epson GT9500 para/scsi £539.00d
Image Master/Twain Driver £35.00a

Memorabilia
Acorn China Mug
Acom Parker Pen

Acorn HTML Mouse Mat

£4.75a

£4.50a

£5.50a

Printers
Canon

BJC-250

BJC-4300

BJC-4650

BJC-620

Epson
Stylus 440
Stylus 640
Stylus 850
Stylus 1520

(colour)
(colour)

(A3 colour)
(colour)

(colour)
(colour)
(colour)

(A3 colour)
Hewlett Packard

DeskJet 420C (colour)
DeskJet 690C (colour)

£109.00d

£139.00d

£299.00d

£229.00d

£129.00d

£179.00d

£289.00d

£639.00d

£99.00d

£149.00d

A7000+ ^
Special Offer 'q
RISC OS 3.71 in ROM

Floating Point Accelerator
8MB RAM (max 136MB)
32x CD-ROM +2GB hard^S
14" monitor + 80W speakery-
1year on site warranty ^> £pQv
FREE £200 of quality sojK7

Plus one of the software bundles/be
FOUNDATION BUNDLE EXTREME BA N

LaserJet 6L

Calligraph
fj£ A4 1200 Laser (black) £1099.00d

(Black) £319.00d

High quality mouse mat
Draw, Point & Edit plus:
Starlwrite

- wordprocessor from Icon Technology
Darryl tho Dragon
- adventure slory from 4mation
Maths: one million worksheets

- compulation 5-7 from CCS
Gordon's Groovy Granny
- naughty story from sherston software
TinyArt
- Junior Art program from Topologica
Acorn Explorer
- home training course for RISC OS from

Insight training
King Arthur
- CD of legends of Saxon Conquesr from CSH
6 ArgoSphere activities
+ off-line browser

High quality mouse mat
Draw. Paint & Edit plus:
Startwrite

- wordprocessor from Icon Technology
Resultz

- easy to use yet powerful spreadsheet
from Colton Software

Rhapsody 2
- music program from Clares
Pandoras box

- 3D game from Fourth Dimension
The Big Picture
- for all your graphics needs from Logotron
Taskforse greatest hits CD
- 1000 clip art imagos from Akalat
6 ArgoSphere activities
+ off-line browser

E.Mail: sales@davyi}
WEB: http://www.daw

Printer Inks/Refills

Inkjet Refills are an economical way of re
charging your existing cartridge All inks come
complete with gloves, syringe and easy to use
instructions.

Single 20ml Any Colour £6.00a
Twin 2x20ml Any Colour £10.00a
Bulk 125ml Any Colour £21.00b

'CartridgeMate' a new and
easy to use cartridge refillsystem for
HP 51626A high cap. cartridges

A refillsystem with no mess
Comprises: CartridgeMate & 2 x 40ml
Ink Tanks Cartridge nolIncluded £30.00b
Ink Tank 2 x 40ml £20.00a

We also carrya large stock of inkjet
cartridges and ribbons

Printable Items ,
Colour'n Wear (2 white Baseball Caps +
3 transfer papers) £10.50b
Colour'n Wear (2 white T Shirts
+ 4 transfer papers £13.50b
Colour'n Wear

(4 transfer papers only) £9.00a
(10 transfer papers only) £13.50b
Design & Print Mouse Mat £4.00a
Col Inkjet matt photo white paper
25 sheets x 120gms £5.50b

Software
j

Artworks (CC) £99.00c
Bitfolio 7 Clipart CD (Lino) £40.00c
Xmas Customs CD (S/Ease) £15.00a
Doom Trilogy 3xCD (RCom) £33.00a
Descent (RCom) £30.00a
Empire Soccer (Empire) £24.00a
Impression Style (CC) £79.00c
Personal Accounts 4(Apricot) £40.00a
Prophet 3 (Apri)£163.00c
Simon the SorcererCD(G/W) £33.00a

These are just a small selection of
Software ring for details

Spares & Repairs )
i()0

backplane 2/4 pod S/U £30.00b
memory upgrade 2mb new £79.00a
memory upgrade 4mb new £89.00c
Power Supply Refurb/Exch £40.00c

A400/1 ^AVvNlk^HbJ
backplane 4 pod S/U £30.00b
Floppy Drive S/U £30.00b
memory upgrade 1mb new £35.00a
Power Supply Refurb/Exch £40.00c

Floppy Drive S/U £30.00b
Keyboard S/U £20.00b
memory upgrade 2mb new £39.00a
memory upgrade 4mb new £65.00a
PCB Refurb/Exch £90.00d

Power Supply Refurb/Exch £30.00c
Power Supply Refurb £40.00c

A3010 m^^^fl
Floppy Drive new £89.00c
Keyboard S/U £20.00b
memory upgrade 1-2mb new £34.00a
memory upgrade 1-4mb new £65.00a
PCB Refurb/Exch £99.00d

A3020

Floppy Drive new £89.00c
Keyboard S/U £20.00b
memory upgrade 2-4mb new £59.00a
PCB Refurb/Exch £99.00d

HAPPY NEW

YEAR!

•iew 290:00c
new ;:99.00.b

yy g59,00a

rjylx*ro Ii'ii'iM' >-/U jm-Cnol
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PCBMK2 Refurb/Exch£149.00d

£69.00c

selection of new

for details

Bargain BasementM
Alderbarron (Evolution) ZsHuaw
Boxing Manager (Krisalis) £5.00a
Frame-It 1 or 2 (Davyn)each £5.00a

Publisher irregular frames

Hero Quest (Krisalis) £15.00a
Landmarks fullrange(LL)each £28.00a
Magic Pockets (BitMap) £13.00a
Music Box (Topo) £20.00a
Number Tiles (Topo) £17.00a
PhOtOBaSei930s,50s.60s Each(LL) £39.00a
Prime Mover (Minerva) £20.00a
Pro Artisan 2 (Clares) £90.00c
Science Series CDx3(YITM) £40.00a
Small ^^^^ (Virgo) £15.00a
SmArt (4Mation) £37.00a
SmArt Files (4Mat)each £17.00a
SmArt File Mod.Lang.(4Mat) £21.00a
Tiny Puzzle (Topo) 15.00a

( How To Order

Cheques: shouldbe made

payable ioDavyn Computers
Credit Cards: you may also pay
byVisa, Delta, Euro, Switch,
Electron, or Master Card. We normally
make no charge tor this, and take no
payment until goods are ready for
dispatch. We need the card holders
address and telephone number, card
number and issue number if any and the
expiry dale.
Carriage: charm's are as follows
a Small Recorded £2.00
b Medium Recorded £3.50
.c Mcd/Large Recorded £5.00
(I Courier £10.00
e Courier Large £15.00
Official Orders: are welcome from UK
education and government institutions
(invoices arc due for payment within 14
days and arc subject to carriage and late
payment charges).

VAT is included:
Order Address: please send your
orders to;

Davyn Computer Services
'The Workshop'
off Princess Street, Sandal,
Wakefield, West Yorks. WF1 5NY
Opening Hours:

Monday 9.30- 5.30
Tuesday 9.30- 5.30
Wednesday 9.30- 5.30
Thursday 9.30- 7.30
Friday 9.30- 7.30
Saturday 9.30- 5.30

Terms: All products, prices and specifications are offered in good
faith and arc subject to change without notice. We Process all orders
inunediatly. but suppliers do sometimes keep us waiting. Goods are
guaranteed but are not supplied on approval. Returns and cancellations
can only be accepted by prior agreement and there may be a restocking
and administration charge A full copy of our terms are available upon
request. F..&.O.E 3rd December 1998



Simon Anthony looks and listens
to the latest Clares music package

tave always had a musical ear, one with a classical bent to
Years ago, at the dawn of computerised music making on

the BBC micro, 1 bought a copy of Island Logic's Music
System. Ever since then I have wanted an up-to-date music
application that would let me - a non-musician but almost
professional listener - compose the music I know I've got in
me in the way that Island Logic did.

The Ample programming language with the Hybrid
hardware came next but suffered from a messy interface with
no real feel to it. A tool to let the music out without getting
in the way of the flow would be a wonderful thing. Such a
tool has existed for ages in the form of the expensive but
otherwise splendid Sibelius package and now at last it is
available as an affordable and very powerful package from
Clares.

Rhapsody is an old name but version 4 is a totally re
written package which does just what I have been looking
for at a price I can manage; in terms both of money and the
time taken learning how to use it. This will not be a what
happened next follow up to reviews of earlier versions of
Rhapsody as that has been done before in other places. This
is aimed at the newcomer as an introductory view.

Clares say that the minimum specification for running
Rhapsody 4 is a 4Mb RISC OS 3.1 machine with a hard disc
and at least an ARM3. Clares have made a musician's tool -

or so it looks to me - but one which is not off-putting to
those of us who aren't already musically trained. Within a
few minutes of getting it running I had created my first not-
very-musical offering. But I did have to get it running to start
with.

Setting up
The review machine was a Rise PC SA (with too much
memory cos it's cheap these days). What I did not have was a
lot of free space on my hard disc. About 3Mb is required for
a full installation which equates to over 10Mb if your hard
disc is a big one - individual files take up much more space
on a big drive because of the Logical File Allocation Unit -
maybe not an obviously relevant comment here but essential
to know about at any time.

Figure 1 shows the standard Clares installation screen as
tailored for Rhapsody, their credit system allows two
installations, one to work with, one for backup. Lnsure all the
ticks are in place for a first installation, repeating the job later
after an un-installation takes only a few seconds with all but
"Install Application" left un-ticked as only the credit needs to
be put back. Halfway through my initial installation the
drive filled up and aborted showing me a window
which left me worrying that one 'life' had been
irretrievably lost.

But no, all was well, however I had to un-
install the failed copy to recover the lost credit
and then free up space on my drive before
trying again. I don't like this installation
system but we have to put up with it in ^
a world of software pirating. Clares offer W



r Rhapsody 4 .

] Installation

Drag icon to disc to install Rh psody4

Drag icon from disc to window to un-install

Credits remaining

Install Application

1 2"1 $A

17

Install Resources |7
Install Fonts [7

Install Tone charts W
Install Scores F7

Install Voices f7

| Restoring BootResources Fonts.PMS.Music. Outlines

Figure I: Installing Rhapsody 4 takesawayone credit

a £500 reward for information leading to a
conviction. Be very careful when entering
your details because apart from anything
else you will see them every time the
application starts up.

First run
Once all was happily on the hard drive and
running; clicking the new-look yellow pen
icon on the bar brought up the welcome
banner and a version of the now ubiquitous
'Tip of the Day' window followed (20 odd
seconds later or after a rapid click which
clears the banner) by Figure II. The first of
these shows a view through the main
symbol menu window.

This is possibly the most versatile
window I have ever used. It is not only
multi-function but also has at each end of

the lower part of the window chevrons and
arrows. These point in the direction in
which you can horizontally scroll or flick
your way from one end to the other of over
200 notation symbols. These symbols are
shown only when the window is in one of
the three possible symbol entry edit sub-
modes, more of which later. Symbol edit
itself is selected by clicking on the icon
shown highlighted to the right of the red
Delete cross icon at the top of Figure II.
This is the default situation.

For a first day with Rhapsody 4, I
suggest leaving the selected icons where
they are and move on to where the music
gets written. As it's default this window
shows a treble clef on a stave; you don't
have to worry if you don't know what one
is as you can still make music with it. To
the left of the clef is it's name in red and

the associated internal voice and MIDI

details if any.
If you jump in feet first and try to make

sounds without looking at the book you
can manage a wave-synth beep for each
line of the stave clicked on. Clicking gives
the window input focus and once it's there
two red lines containing a yellow slider -
the entirety called the cursor - are
displayed. These arrows sit either side of
the musical symbol which can now be
edited - or the yellow zone space between
the red lines can be worked on. In this

editing mode the keyboard arrow keys will
move the on-screen cursor around left and
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Figure II: The main panel in cursor edit mode

right along the music and will move the
arrows up and down the stave - playing a
note at the appropriate pitch as it goes.

There just had to be a way to stick a note
in place using this method, this is a facility
I greatly miss from the old BBC days.
Pressing the space bar did the trick. To add a
note in front of the current space press < (a
comma really as there is no need to press
Shift as well), to add a note after it press >
(the full stop un-shifted). There are many
ways to do the same thing in Rhapsody, one
of them is bound to fit your way of working.

For example with a few extra clicks a
note's pitch can be altered. First press
delete to kill the note nearest the targeting
red arrows in the yellow cursor edit zone.
Now move the up/down arrows to the right
place on the stave and then click Select on
the green downward pointing arrow as
shown at the top left of Figure III. Or, drag
it with Shift+Select. Or slip it up or down
with Control+Shift+up/down. The red
cross would also delete a selected symbol
and the left and right downward pointing
arrows in that window would place a new
note to the left -before- and right -after- the
selected note.

This flexibility feels very good to me but
if one method is a bit too cumbersome or

slow for you try one of the other editing
modes or use a mixture of them all. They
can be switched between by hot keys as
well as by use of the window icons.

The ergonomics of note and symbol
entry are very much a personal thing and
so the program has been written to cope
with the many and varied methods which
amateurs and maybe even the odd real pro
may use. Certainly all the frills one would
expect from a truly professional music
package arc here but they just take a bit of
looking for.

Byusing just the simple stuff it is easy to
produce something like the tune shown in
Figure III very quickly, it's also great fun
and educational too. Musical notation

[ 'ito vfc $&u 8 A$ J

entry mistakes such as too many or too few
notes and/or rests in a bar are flagged
automatically, the message being removed
when you get it right. This is very helpful
as the music can sound rhythmically very
odd when what was right gets put out of
step without you noticing what you did
wrong. 1have no doubt the facility can also
be turned off. Bar lines can be added

automatically too.
When you get in to it full scores can be

produced such as are demonstrated with
the package. Figure IV shows part of a little
thing by Bach, it is only lack of paper
which stop me showing a full size score as
Rhapsody 4 can handle entire orchestras.

Symbol entry mode is just one of eight
displays which the main window can
present. Each has the same top half
containing the icons with which the
multiple alternative lower halves are
selected. They can be selected by clicking
on the icons in the top half, from the left
they are: Voice and Program changes to the
MIDI setup, Text and Lyrics editing and
display facilities, Trills and Trill definitions,
Guitar Chords - which for some reason

killed my copy of the program every time I
clicked on its Play button. I think there
may be still a few problems here.

The list of icons continues with Tempo,
Volume and Expression changes, MIDI
event data and finally something which is
called "Other editing tools" by the
interactive help program. These are
duplicate commands to essential keyboard
short-cuts which are so detailed that

anyone would need help remembering
them. Add the assistance of the Acorn

interactive helper here again and all of a
sudden all the things you wished you could
do with the score but thought you couldn't
become easily possible. For example
making two notes into a syncopated dotted
rhythm with Control+Y (AY).

There are six icons just to provide
kerning to make the display look perfect,

ATAFS::Kids.$.!AII Work.Work area.iRhapsody.Work done.My tunestunel
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Figure III: A simple tune is soon forthcoming
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Cursor edit mode Panel (action icons insert selected symbol)
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Figure V: You can tweak the displayto produceverygood quality views

among many other tweaks. The window in
this mode is shown in Figure V. The three
versions of the edit modes are Cursor mode

(the default as described above), Quick
mode where clicking on the symbol enters
it at once to be positioned with the cursor
keys and Drop mode editing where clicking
on the stave enters a pre-selected symbol at
once where you clicked. Another nice
point is that the title bar shows the new
editing state of the window. How many
other applications do this?

1 don't like the Acorn help application,
and nor do Clares because they provide
Bubble Help as well as sundry other handy
tools as shown in Figure VI. A strange
omission is a lack of an electronic on-line

helper running in something like
IStrongHelp but I am told this is In
production as we speak. At a first glance it
may look as if a major omission is the lack
of Undo-Redo, I need this facility
frequently in wordprocessors (and don't
have it there either) but anyone who can
use the system at all can also redo what
they last did so very fast that it could be a
waste of function key real-estate to use up
two for this facility.

There is a clipboard facility which is
designed to be used when large areas are
being worked on, copied or deleted. The
manual explains that function key oddities
exist but only after careful thought,
inasmuch as Save is not on F3, it is Fll, Fl
to F10 are used as symbol short-cuts and it
would be a pain to have a normal F3
function.

The power of this package comes in

1 11 Work.Work area. IRhapsody.Work done.Support
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FigureVI: There are a few other programs you get as standard

with the use of MIDI,

the Music Instrument

Digital Interface. This
requires the computer
to have the requisite
hardware installed and

working correctly.
When I first tried it

my card was not set up
at all and when it was asked to make a

sound by Rhapsody the whole machine
crashed. This looked as if it was a Rhapsody
fault, but it persisted even after two
complete re-installations but went away at
once when I took the ailing board out.
Unfortunately there was no sound at all
then.

This was eventually found to be due to
the fact that Rhapsody assumes that MIDI
is in and working and so defaults to using
it, Rhapsody has to be hand-shifted back to
the internal sounds before it will make a

peep. Dave Jackson at Clares immediately
e-mailed me a fix - even though it was my
board that was al fault but unfortunately I
didn't get it working in time for this review.
Watch this space for further
details.

Of particular importance
for any major application is
the manual. This is a ring-
bound tome packed full of
very easy to read, well
indexed and as far as I can

see accurate and complete
details essential for the

learning curve - but not
essential to having fun as
after only a while you will
be using it like a pro.

The manual is laid out

like an extensive tutorial

starting with the basics
and ending with
customisation options.

Printing out from
Rhapsody has its own

f Rhapsody 4 B

Figure IV: The
product is
verstaile and

sophisticated
enough to
handle Bach

section in the manual. Multiple formattings
for each piece can be achieved and saved
with it which will produce a totally
professional output with all the trimmings
- but an explanation and an understanding
of that together with about 99% of the
other features of this massive application
will have to wail until you buy it.

1 thoroughly recommend this
application as it provides all I could wish
for and a lot more besides. 1 am looking
forward to playing at my MIDI keyboard
and then editing the result on screen. Step-
time, semi real-time, real time, note

by note, chord and note clusters, any type
of composition and notation, you name
it, it's there. There is no doubt
that the application will
grow with you but this
purchase will not leave
you wishing for more -
you will already have
it. A real pleasure
and a reliable

tool. A\]

[ Product details
1 Product: Rhapsody 4
1 Price:

Supplier:

Tel:

£100 inc VAT (£69.95 upgrade
from Rhapsody 3, other
discounts available with other 1
Clares music products)

Clares Micro Supplies, 98
Middlewich Road, Rudheath,
Northwich, Cheshire CW9 7DA 1
[+44](0)1606 48511

Fax: [+44](0)1606 43512

1 Web: www.claresmicro.com

(available soon)
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3.5" IDE Hard Discs Public Domain, Shareware and other low cost hardware and software for Acorn computers
Drive Plus i/face

210 Mb £42 £81

420 Mb £52 £87

540 Mb £59 £107

850 Mb €65 £112

1.1 Gb £72 £119

2.1 Gb £91 £138

2.5 Gb £97 £144

3.2 (;b £99 £146

4.2 Gb £112 £159

5.1 Gb £119 £166

63 Gb £129 £176

8.2 Gb £152 £199

LOGb £179 £226

11.8 Gb 5'/4" £197 £244

'Plus i/face' price includes an
APDL fast IDE interface.

2.5" IDE Hard Discs

A3020 3010/3000

30 Mb £36 £79

60 Mb £49 £99

80 Mb £59 £109

120Mb £67 £117

170 Mb £72 £122

210 Mb £84 £134

250 Mb £89 £139

330 Mb £94 £144

420 Mb £99 £149

512 Mb £120 £170

800 Mb - £178

2.1 Gb - £197

A30JO/3000 includes APDL IDF.
interface, A3020 includes fitting kit

SCSI Hard Discs

210 Mb £35

420 Mb h/li £55

540 Mb £68

1 Gh £79

4.2 Gb h/h £159

4.2 Gb £185

8.7 Gb h/h £309
'h/h' indicates half-height approx I'fc

inches high, others are 1" high.

IDE CD ROM drives

Internal
Drive with all cables and drivers

for RO 3.6+ where required
24x £47

32x £49

36x £54
Drive including APDI. IDE interface

24x £94

32x £96
36x £101

External
Drive in case with power supply and
including an APDL IDE interface.

Probably the best way to fit a CD to a
pre- RISC-PC machine.

24x £151

32x £155

36x £160

CD ROM driver software

Works widi most ATAI'I CDs including
Goldstar. Hitachi, Lite-Oil, Mitsumi. Sony.
Panasonic, Samsung. Pioneer. Toshiba.
Sanyo, NEC. etc. Includes CDES so can
be used with RISC-OS .15. Intended for
the RPC but can be used with an A5000.

Onlv £8 or £7 with a drive

Rise PC RAM
8 Mb £8
16 Mb £29

32 Mb £58

32 Mb High Clearance £63

64 Mb from £99

2 Mb VRAM £67

1 Mb to 2 Mb exchange £47

Fire and Ice (not S/Arm)
Hero Quest (not S/Arm)
Quest tor Gold

£14.95

£14.95
£8.50

£7.50
£6.00

1»
A&&ocutnnof

P:: :••-. . .I./ . POL bii&lsaagdA. Data/7/t?

Prices include VAT and UK carriage except hard drives add £5 for internal drives, £8 external
This is only a fraction of what wc have available. We also have thousands of discs PD and Shareware and around 500 discs of
Acorn formal clip art. Fora full catalogueon 800Kor 1.6Mb disc please send 50p or two 1stclass stamps or see our web site.

APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN wmm
Phone: 0181 778 2659 Fax: 0181 488 0487 WWW.apd3.C0-.uk/ V,SA

APDL Public Domain, Clip Art and other CDs
APDL PD-1 The best PD CD from the best PI) library. Over 1,800 programs and utilities,

more than 100 novels, etc. No games, clip art, music, or other non-serious stuff. only £12.50
Both for just £22

only £12.50

only £15 each

only £17.50

only £19.50

only £7.90

only £7.90

£16.50

Ten for just £79

only £9.90

new low price
£14.95

APDL PD-2
Around 700 games and novelties, over 250 games cheats and over 200 demos,

plus over 2.000 music Hies and more than 550 digitised sound samples.

DTP-1 and DTP-2

DTP-3

Each have over 500Mb of clip art files, all ready to use in Acorn
Draw, Sprite or Artworks format. Ideal for use in education.

The third highly acclaimed APDL clip art CI). More than 720Mb of material. Great
for schools or anyone who needs a huge collection of clip art at a sensible price.

DTP-1 plus DTP-2 plus DTP-3, just £40
Our new clip art CD. Over 12,000 clip art files, plus more than 400 Artworks files and
170 high quality colour pictures. All catalogued and complete with thumbnail images

DTP-4

Games CD 1
A collection of twenty of the best PD games of all types. Ready to run direct
from the CD on almost any machine. Hours of fun for an unbeatable price.

Fantasy Pictures By request from our customers, the pictures from the Fantasy section
of the APDL catalogue. Lots of Sword 'n Sorcery pics and many others

A CD from APDL especially for schools. Has all the things we
know you want. More than 5,000 Acorn format clip art images,
hundreds of e-texts, over 300 popular and useful programs

Pictures, databases, information on stars, planets, moons, space
missions, etc. etc. A huge amount of data at a realistic price.Earth in Space

\A/i-»«ai-H A i-\rM"£»r»*i#*o Have vou got what it takes to become a Wizard? 100levels of
VV IZdrQ Apprentice this great game witll slII,erb graphics and sound. RISC-PC only

CicttCtl&tt&tf' "iLJc&t&ft' New version now has eight games. AlfaXLS, Pharoahs Secret Tombs, _» . _
., . Last Cybermoch, Sea Trek, Caves ofConfusion, Robocntch, and two i. I I .50

collection new additions, Gold Run and Jewels of Je/.abar. Also available on disc.

APDL ideA fast IDE interface
• No complicated setting up. It's self-configuringso just plug it in!
• Uses DMA (Direct Memory Access) on Rise PC. More than twice as fast as the

built in IDE interface or others which don't use DMA.

• Includes CDFS and ATAPI CD drivers for many popular CD ROMs.
• Four devices, any combination of CDs and hard drives.
• Up to 8 partitions, so you can have largedrives on pre RO 3.6 machines
• Software in flash EEPROM for easy update with VProteet for earlier machines.
• Can use DOS formatted drives or removable discs.
• Supports the newrangeof Syquesl SparQ lowcost 1Gbremovable drives.
• Connectors are available for external drives or CD ROMs
• Fits A310, A400. A5000. A540. A7000 and any RiscPC.

All these features for the incredibly low price of just £52
A version for the A3000, A4000, A3010 or A3020 is available with all the
above features. Supports two internal and two external devices - £67

Syquest SparQ 1Gb removable drive
The [Gb SparQ drive is the ideal solution for backing up larger hard drives
where old technology like a Zip drive just isn't realistic. Big enough to hold a
lot of data, and with "our interface, faster than a built-in hard drive on a RiscPC
so you can use it as an extra hard disc. Discs are much cheaper than anything
of comparable size, just £29. The drive can be fitted in a 3Vi" or 5'/i" drive bay.

SparQinternal DDE drivewith APDL fast DDE interlace just £199

NEW - APDL printer port Syquest drive
At last, you can now have a 1Gb Syquest SparQ printer port drive at a realistic!

Iprice. It isn't asfast as the DDE version but you can fit it toany machine with al
bi-directional printer port (ie. anything with a hi-density floppy drive) audi
move it between machines. WithAcornand DOSdriver software,just £ 199

ACE 586 PC cards

Available with 128K cache from just £199 or 5I2K cache from E299. We car
Ioffer a trade in against your old card, which makes it even cheaper. Good|
performance for Windows at a sensible APDL price.

General software

Faster PC - £20 The alternative XT PC
emulator. Works on any model with 2Mb
RAM from an A3000 to a Strong ARM RPC.

I'owerBase - £15 Popular extremely
powerful but very easy to use database. With
examples, tutorials and printed manuals.
Better than most products costing many
times the price. Does everything that 99% of]
database users will ever need.

MenuBar - £15 The very best pull-down
menu system. An absolute essential for an>
bard disc user. You can switch between up to
30 different menu bars. Incredibly easy to set
up, add items to menus, move them, etc.

Tiger - £15 Lets you use very long
descriptive filenames. Unlike some products
this is very robust as it works in parallel with
the filer so can't corrupt discs.
WorkTop - £15 Switch between up to 30

different environments with a single mouse
click. Stars the tasks you require, opens
directories, loads files, changes screen mode.
Just like moving to another computer. An
essential productivity tool.

Ancestry Pins - £5') The long awaited
replacement for Graham Crow's very
popular Ancestry genealogy program is now
available. Desktop version of the original
program with some features of Ancestry 2|
(not written by Graham). A discount
offered to users of Ancestry or Ancestry 2
Upgrade prices. Ancestry I - £50, Ancestry 2 - £40

Data Safe - A new concept in backup and data security

®o

(Data'mlSAFE

A new idea from APDL, Data Safe consists of an external case to hold a 3.5" IDE
hard drive, connected to your machine's printer port. This gives a large capacity
portable drive, movable between machines and locations. Ideal for backup, secure
data storage and transport. The filer has all the features of our ideA card so you
can partition drives, password protect partitions, etc. Great for schools. Supply
your own drive or we'll fit one for you.
Data Safe Superhas the drive fitted in a removable drawer. You can fit a similar
drawer to your Rise PC (best if you use our IDE card) and then just unplug the
drive from the RPC and transfer data to another machine using the Data Safe.

Prices start at £104 or with a 3.2Gb drive from just £199



B
efore I kick into a breakdown of the

example program I showed you last
month, there's a little bit of groundwork
every Java programmer should understand. I
know I promised not to overload you with
boring jargon, but here are three
fundamental words that you should know
before embarking on a Java journey:
methods, objects and classes. I'll give a quick
breakdown of what they mean, and then
move onto something far more interesting.

In Java we call functions methods. In our
example program init() and action() are methods: there is a
subtle difference between Java methods and C functions, but it's
not enough to keep you awake at night. Method names should
be written in mixed case, with the first letter in lower case and
the first letter of each subsequent word capitalised, as in
addLntryToMenuQ and checkStatus(). When talking about
them I will always put brackets after method names so it's
obvious that ihey are methods and not simple objects.

A class is a collection of methods, variables and constants, all
lumped together in one place. Classes can be based on other
classes; this is known as inheritance and is one of the powerful
aspects of the Java class system. One example of a common class
is the String class, which provides Java with lots of methods for
manipulating strings. Class names should be in mixed case with
the first letter of each word capitalised, as in WindowFrame and
CountryAttributes.

An object is defined as 'an instance of a class', which is about
as clear as mud if you're not already an object-oriented
programmer. In simple terms it's easier to think of an object as a
variable whose type is a class, so to create a button you would
define an object of class Button, or to create a label you would
define an object of class Label; both Button and Label are classes
because they are a combination of methods, constants and
variables all neatly packaged up into self-contained entities.

Object names that are available to entire classes (these objects
are known as 'fields') are written with the same mixed case as

methods; you can tell fields and methods apart because methods
always have brackets after them. However for objects that are
local to specific methods the convention is normally to use all
lower case, though many people stick underscores in there too.

So, programming in Java is all about creating and
manipulating objects of certain classes using various methods.
It's a lot more exciting than that description makes it sound,
believe me.

A typical Java program
Onto our example program from last month, then, which is on
this month's cover disc as ExOl/java; you can look at the results
of running this applet by loading the HTML file index/html into
your browser and looking at the 'Basic program structure'

Mark Moxon continues his

series on RISC OS Java

programming with a closer look
at how Java programs work

universe

and Ja Va
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section. Going through the program line by line will help us to
learn quite a bit about Java, but don't expect to understand
everything straight away: as with all languages, it's using it that
really teaches you how to speak it, and we'll be looking at
everything in more detail as the series proceeds.

Some Fundamentals: Each complete statement is terminated
by a semi-colon: without the semi-colon Java will give you lots
of errors because it doesn't consider simple carriage returns to be
statement terminators (this is like HTML and C). Also multiple
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lines of code can be grouped together by
enclosing them in curly crackets, which
can be nested. The whole of the main

ExOl class definition is grouped together
in this way, and other examples include
each of our method definitions in the

program, and the if statement in the
action0 method.

The import section: At the start of
most Java programs you need to tell Java
which class libraries you will want to use.
The class libraries are part of Java itself
and simply contain all the classes that
make up Java (and hence all the methods,
constants and variables); unlike BASIC

you have to explicitly load class libraries if
you want to use their methods. The
import statement is similar to #incltide
in C, and in our example we import the
Applet class (as our application is an
applet) and all the awt classes (members
of the abstract windowing toolkit, which
provides classes for buttons, menus,
windows and so on).

The class definition: Java programs
are mainly made up of class definitions
(which, as we have seen, contain method,
variable and constant definitions). Our

program contains one class called ExOl,

the definition of which is introduced by
the class statement in the third line in the

program. The public part means that the
class can be accessed by all programs and
the extends Applet bit means that the
program is an applet (in other words it
can be embedded in a web page with a
specified amount of page space) as
opposed to an application (which is
generally a stand-alone program).

Variable declarations: The Label,
TextField and Button lines declare three

objects, giving each object a class
and a name. These statements don't

actually allocate memory yet (the new
statement does that) but their positioning
defines what is called the scope of the
objects, or which parts of the program can
actually access these objects. In this case
the objects can be accessed by any
methods defined inside the ExOl class,
namely the init() and action() methods:
in other words these three objects are
fields.

The init() method: In an applet the
init() method is called automatically
when it is run (in an application it is the
mainO method). The ExOl applet's init()
method defines and adds a label, a text

Fresco: Life, the universe and Java 1.0.2

9 ill ill j*l£l 3| BljjJMl jgj
URL file:/ADFS::HardDisc4 $'Articles'AcornUser'Java2 Discindex2.htm

Text fields
This i- what the example applet demonatraung text fields produces when included inan HTML page

Click hwe

Labels
Tins is what theexample applet demonstrating labels produces when included InonHTML page:

Interesting times!

Buttons
Tin-1-uiuu theexample applet demonstrating buttons produces when included in an HTML page:

Clickhere Tnankyou

Text areas
This iswhat the example applet demonstrating text areas produces when included inanHTML page:

Vou can ctck m this wi

Vou can ctck in Wis >vijrt
Vou can ctck in mis w

Vou can click In this wl jjj
Vou can click «i this Ml

ZEE
C e-she-ej

Fetched from local cache

Textfields, labels,buttons and text areas as shown by Fresco and Acorn's JVM
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field and a button to the display. The void
part of the method definition means that
the method doesn't return a value, unlike
the action() method which is defined as
returning a boolean (true or false) value.
Note also the empty brackets in init()
which show that init() is a method that

takes no arguments; action(), on the
other hand, takes two arguments, an
event and an object of unspecified type.
The brackets must be included even if

there are no arguments.
The actionQ method: This method is

called when an action, such as a mouse
click on a button, is performed. Our
action() method checks to see if it was

our button that was clicked, and if it was
it sets the text in the text field to say
thank you. The method returns a boolean
value: we'll look at why in a moment.

Creating and adding objects
Now let's take a closer look at the two

main parts of the program, the init()
method and the actionO method. The
init() method is made up of three pairs of
lines; the first line sets memory aside for
an object, and the second adds that object
to the applet's display.

Memory is set aside for an object using
the new command, where new is

followed by what is known as the
constructor for the relevant type. An
object's constructor is simply a method
with exactly the same name as that
object's class, so to create a new button
you would use new Button(), and a new
text field would use new Textl'ieldQ.

Most constructors can take arguments
to enable initial values to be set at the

same time; all the definitions in our

example program have arguments,
denoting that the label label 1 initially
contains the text 'Text field:', that the text
field textl is ten characters long, and that
the button buttonl initially contains the
text 'Click here'. These values can be

changed later if required, so if we allocated
memory to label 1 with the line:

label1 = new Label();

we would simply be creating a blank label
label 1, the text of which could be set
later. Note that you can only allocate
memory to an object once, but you can
change its contents many times.

Having defined each of our three
objects, we want to add them to the
applet's display in our web page, and for
this we use the add() method. This
method simply takes the object as an
argument and adds it to the page; we will
see how to control the layout used in later
articles, but for now Java will
automatically take care of where the
objects are placed.

Simple event handling
Having created our objects on the page,
we want to be able to react to them: in

this case, we want a click on the button to
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put some text into the text field, and for
this we need to be able to detect a button

click. Actions of this type are handled by
the action() method, which should be set
up as shown to take two arguments, an
object of class Event and a further
argument, whose class is left unspecified
as different event types will pass different
objects via this argument (the Object
keyword indicates that this object's class
is unspecified).

We can determine the target of the
action - in other words the object
generating the event - by looking at the
value of e.target. This is an example of
the object orientation in Java: e.target
means the object target within the event
object e. When we come to define
multiple classes, this way of accessing the
objects in a class will be important, but
for now it's enough to say that to access
the method metnod() in object object
you use object.method(), and to access
the variable var in object object you use
object.var. So, to access the target object
in the event e passed to action(), we use
e.target.

If we wanted to specify the full names
of our program's methods they would
be Ex01.init() and Ex01.action(), and the
three fields would be ExOl.labell,
ExOl.textl and ExOl.button1, because
all of these methods and fields are

part of the ExOl class. However, because
our entire program is inside the
ExOl class definition we do not need to

include the ExOl part: if you don't
explicitly put the class name before a

method or field name the current class

is assumed, so for example the
add() methods in our program are
automatically applied to the display for
ExOl.

As mentioned above, the Event class
has a built-in variable target that refers to
the value of the object involved in
the event, and we can test this value,
given by e.target, against our button
button 1 with the if construct. Note that

in Java, as in C, we use a double equals
sign when testing for equality, and if the
target object is indeed our button we

immri Java.ant.♦;

public class Ixlll extends l||i|i

public vuid iuitO I
labell = in-u l,ilit>l("|i!xl Field":")!
atliK label 1);
li!xll uev lexllielil(IH);
add(textl);
bullunl - new ButtonCClick here");
adtl(lmltuiil);

public buuIimii .n:t hind vimiI e, IIIijih:)
nil jI'd target ? e. target;
if (target = but tout) (

texH.setlexl("lhank nun");
return trues

I
return False;

Example file Ex01/java as displayed
in Zap's Java mode

'Java

want to set the text in our text field to

thank the user.

Here we see another example of object
usage: because textl is a text field
and the TextField class contains a

method setTextQ to set the text, we set

the text by calling textl's setText()
method, in other words textl.setText(). It
takes a while to get your head around
this syntax, but consider what would
happen if we left out the textl part: how
would Java know whether we wanted set
the text for the text field, the button or

the label? It wouldn't, so we must be

explicit.
Finally the action() method must

return true if it has been sucessful, or false
if we haven't dealt with the reported

action, and the return keyword takes
care of this. We'll talk more about

event handling next time.

Text areas
There are a number of components

you can add to your applet in
the same way that you can add

labels, buttons and text fields. On the

disc the examples Ex02/java, ExO'A/java
'4nd Ex()4/java show basic text field, label
*and button definitions (the latter

including an event handler), and if you
take a look at how each of the definitions

is done, you'll notice how similar they
are: there's the object declaration, the
memory allocation with new, and the
placement on the applet's display with
add().

Most objects act in the same way, and
one of these is the text area. Take a look at

the example ExOS/java on the disc, which
defines a simple text area along with a
button. The text area constructor can take

three arguments - the initial text, the
number of rows and the number of

columns - and provides us with a
method, insertText(), that allows us to
insert text into the area. All we do in the

program is to define a text area in the
normal way, and react to a click on the
button by inserting some text at the start
of the area.

Notice how Java automatically
provides us with scroll bars, a caret
(try clicking in the text area) and
keyboard handling (try typing into the
area). This is one of the powerful aspects
of Java: where in BASIC you would need
to spend ages defining a scrolling text
area, in Java everything is provided
automatically.

Next month
Now that we know how to create and

display window components, next month
we can cover lots of ground and learn
about radio boxes, check boxes, scroll bars
and so on. In the meantime check out the

HTML file on the cover disc which

contains a summary of what we have
covered so far, as well as further

information. 'Aj
January 1999 Acorn User
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RiscOS Computer Systems
lyr warranty (On-Sitelor A7000'sonly).Catriage i
Backplane fittedto 10M/34M RiscPC only.

luded on computers. All machu 3Com ISDN LAN Modem £335c
Connect up to 4* computers2 to the Internet with
just ONE single ISDN dial-up3 internet account!
This amazingly easy to use unit is suitable for RiscOS, PC, Mac & Unix
computers and compatible with BT ISDN/HomeHighway services. It provides
- 128kbps Multilink PPP ISDN withcompression & PAP/CHAPsecurity.
- A FOUR' port 10BaseT Hub for networking to each computer2.
- TWO analogue telephone ports for standard telephones, faxes & modems.
- DHCP Server for automatically configuring computers for the network.
- Built-in Web server for configuration & diagnostics from a conn'd computer1.
- Built-in DNS server.

- Flash upgradeable for user-installable future firmware upgrades.
Ring us now for further information.

233MHz StrongARM now fitted to all RiscPC Computers.
Computer Model with 14" (Samsung) 17"(VMastr) No Monitor
Acorn NC 16MB(10BaseT) with Mse/Keybd £460 £710 £340

A7000+NET (10Base2AT Ethernet) £780 £1040 £670
A7000+8MHD1.2Gb £840 £1090 £720
A7000+ 8MHD2Gb+32CD Peak Performer £875 N/A N/A
-The Peak Performer incl. Teko 14" Monitor, Spkrs + one Software Bundle
- Foundation Bundle- SlactWiite. Darrylthe Dragon. Maths.Gordon'sGroovyGranny.TinyArt. AcornExploror. KingArthur.
- Extreme Bundle•StattWrite.Result*.Rhapsody2. Pandoras Box.The BigPicture.T '

RiscPC SA233 4MHD1.2+8xCD (srpzi) £1060
RiscPC SA233 10MHD1.2+24xCD (SRP26) £1235
RiscPC J233 34MHD1.7+24xCD <srp4d £1370

>Clipart CD

£1310 £940
£1485 £1115
£1620 £1250

RiscPC J233 includes the Acorn J233 Internet software pack
comprising IBrowse, RisCafe JAVA & OmniClient II
Add £40 to 14" (Samsung) prices for Samsung 15" Monitor instead.
Add £20 to 17" prices for VisionMasterPro instead of Vision Master

• - Expandable to suppon up to 10 Computer!
2 - Each connected con-pule- must !• • i-ajipp
NOTE - PSU, Network cihlmq U„ ONI- corr-p

1enabled Web browser is required tor access to Web Server
iT network card.' - ISDN line and ISP account not included,
ibling is included with the unit.

The Alt-in-one Communications Tool for Small Business Internet Access and LAN Services

New Software Releases
Perfect Christmas Gifts

Heroes of Might & Magic II £32a
- A7000/NC - RiscPC with 8Mb RAM & CD-ROM

DOOM+Trilogy for RiscOS £30a
- A5000 - RiscPC with 8Mb RAM & CD-ROM

Descent for RiscOS £27a
- RiscPC with 8Mb RAM & CD-ROM (SA pref'd)
Abuse for RiscPC/A7000 £22a
- RiscPC 8Mb RAM, 10Mb HD space. VGA
Syndicate+ for RiscOS £26a
- A5000 - RiscPC with 8Mb RAM & CD-ROM

Frak for RiscPC/A7000 £14a
- A5000 - RiscPC with 8Mb RAM & CD-ROM

Exodus £19a
- A5000 - RiscPC with 8Mb RAM & CD-ROM

XMAS Opening Times
We will be open as usual over the
Xmas period except for the following
days; 25th, 26th, 28th, 30th, 31st
Decembers 1st January 1999.

CD-RW
&

CDBIaze
Yamaha CRW4260t

Recordable & Re-Writeable Internal
SCSI CD-ROM drive complete with

Cumana's ICDBIaze, cables, CDR &
CDRW Disc and PC software.

Supports multi-session, MMC, Audio
Modes 1 & 2, Write-on-the-Fly

£350b Inc
ICDBIaze (Software Only) £89a
TDK 650Mb CD-R disc £2a
TDK 650M CD-R discs (Box10) £17b
TDK 650Mb CD-RW disc £18a

\f

-ConnftUD'i0/ multiple anaioqu*drv-cri
*pho»wf'a*/mod«-*J wvth Kl-.<j-' EqofcnlMqi
S'u-ib-f IMS') of th'fr p** port

Dttvf'l "power* utf*
ptrjomant* end quamnltti
\7Hibpi Lnt spttdi

Merry Christmas & A Happy New Year to All, especially to our Customers

Monitors (Carriage £10) I RiscPC Upgrades

Samsung 14" Monitor £120
FST. 0.28" dp. 1024x768, 30-54kHz & pre-sels.

Samsung 15" Monitor £155
High spec FST Tube with 0.28' dot pilch

llyama VisionMaster 17"£370
High spec FST Tube with 0.26" dot pitch

lly VisionMaster Pro 17"£390
Very Highspec Diomondtrontube. 0.25" stripe

lemory

RlscPC/A7000 SIMMS
16Mb £Calla|32Mb £Calla

High clearance add £5

64Mb £Calla|128Mb£Calla
RiscPC VRAM
1Mb2nduser£3542Mb £79a
Call lor details ol memory lor other models.

ard Dr ves/lnterfaces-f
arriagc! a=£2. b=£6. c=E8

Hard Drives
Quantum 3.2Gb IDE £120b
Quantum 6.4 Gb IDE £160b
Cheetah 4.5Gb SCSI £520c
lO.OOOrpmCheetah drives uselul for VideoDsk

Simtec IDE Interface £55a
Supports up to 4 AT devices including Hard
Drives, CD-ROM drives and zip drives.
Add CIS for A3000-A4000 version.

Cumana SCSI II Card £165b
-ROM Drives

nternal CD-ROM Drives
Toshiba 32xCD ATAPI £75c
Toshiba 32x CD SCSI £100c
Cable & Fitting Kit £10a
Compatible with RiscOS 3.60 or greater.

External CD-ROM Drives

Panas'c 32xCD ATAPI£135c
Toshiba 32x CD SCSI £160c
Extern.!. Drives rcqune a suitable Data cable.

iaUM3KH£!2IM
A30X0EtherLan102 £130
ArchiEtherLan514 £130
RPC/A7k EtherLan 601 £110
RPC/A7kEtherLan602£120
Add £15 to above prices for Access*.

RiscOb d.7u upgrade Lfada
- Above is suitable lor RiscPC's only.

233MHz StrongARM £275b
586-133 PC Card(5i2kt>)£Callc
PC PrO v2(without PCExchango) £38a
Windows '95 CD (Full) £80a
- Can bo installed without any prev OS present

2nd Slice with PSU £116c
2nd Slice without PSU £90c
- Prices of 2nd Slices while stocks last

YES 16 bit Mozart Card £70a
rmters (Carriage £8)
anon BJC-4300 £130

Canon BJC-4650 (A3) £Call
Epson 440 (720x720dpi) £139
Epson 640 (i«ox720dPo £179
Epson 740 (i4.tox720dpo £215
Epson Photo 700 (A4) £195
Epson Photo EX (A3) £375
Epson 850 H440x720dpi) £270
HP LaserJet 1100 rtippmi £285
Zip/Jaz Drives
Include Our Jazzip tools
- £10 ifpurchased separately

Int SCSI zip drive £115c
Ext SCSI zip drive £100c
Ext Para zip + 6 Discs £145c
- add £29 for HiscOS Parallel Driver

100Mb zip cartridge £11 a
Pk of 6 zip discs+caddy £55b
Int Jaz 1Gb £220/2Gb £295c
External 2Gb Jaz £305c
Jaz cartr. 1Gb £68/2Gb £73a

hWEMfl'flW
Budget 56kVoice (Flash) £75
Pace 56k Voice (Flash) £135
Pace 56k Solo (Flash) £190
- The Solo modem can savo fax & voice
- messages without a computer attached!
Pace UltraLink ISDN2 £240
ANT Internet Suite II £110a
Dual Serial Card £104b
9-25 Archi or PC Wired Modem Cable C12ea.a
3-way Serial T-Switch (incl. comm. cable) £32b

Psion 5 8Mb RAM £385c
- includes PsiWin Link
AutoRoute Express £30a
- one of the best packages lor the PB/3a

PsiRisc £67a
A-Link C59a
Parallel Link £34a
3/3a Mains Adap.E18a

PsiWin PC Link £80b
5 Mams Adaptor £20b

canners (Carriage £8)
canLight Video 256 £50
.tillable for A3000-A4000 (Only Two left)

Epson Colour Scanners
Include ITWAIN &ImageMaster lor RiscOS.
Bundles include soltware lor PC's/PC Cards

GTx-5500 SCSI bundle £265
GTx-9500 Para bundle £615
GTx-9500 SCSI bundle £645

JL2BOaiCHEIL_
DMI50 Dual Midi Card £138b
DMI50XGS Midi/Synth £335b
Dual Serial Card £104b
FPA for 25MHz ARM3 £67a
Joystick l/F (Not riscpci £20a
Logitech Mouse (Acorn)£29a
Midi Max II Card £95b
Movie Magic (1 only) £75b
- Includes two VideoCD films
RiscTV Card (Irlam) £280b
- with Keying Module (1only)
RiscTV Teletext option £40a
Scart Cable o or15pm> £12a
Serial Upgrade (A3000) £27a
100W Stereo Speakers £20c

Books (No VAT)

ag

Acorn RISCOS3 PRM'S £99.95c
Acorn Volume 5a PRM £29.75c
Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide £19.95b
Acorn RiscPC Tech Rel Manual £49.95c
Budget DTP (Dabs) £5.00a
C A Dabhand Guide (Dabs) £5.00b
RiscOS 3 First Stops (Dabs) £5.00a
WimpProgramming (orAll(Beebug) £10.95a

nisoate (Java) toy.uua
Artworks onCD (CC) ' £t05b
ClipArtCD 1/2 (CC) £21a each
Descent (RiscPC 8Mb) £28a
Doom Trilogy (RiscPC only) £30a
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia 92 for RiscOS £10a
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia 97 for PC only £5a
Musical Instruments (MS) £50a
RiscDisc Vol 1. 2 or 3 CD £ 12a each
TopicArtCD(DTP) £5a
TOTS TV CD £19a
Typography Font CD £30a
Ultimate Human Bodv (UK) £50e

ames (Carriage £2)
Abuse C22a
Alone in the Dark (Knsalis) £32a
Birds ol War (4D) 2Mb £25a

H P (TBA) £28a
Break 147/Superpool (4D) £18a
Chocks Compendium (4D) £l 8a
CrystalMaze (Sher) Floppy£28 / CD £28a
Cyber Chess (4D) £16a
DOOM* Trilogy £30a
Drifter(4D) £18a
Dungeon(40) £i8a
" e II (floppy)(Eclipse) £27a
E-Typell(4D) £18a
" Sice (Times Warner) £23a
Frak £14a
Heroes ol Might & Magic IINEW £32a
Krisalis Collection £28a
Lotus Turbo Chall2 (Kris) £26a
Magic Pockets (Reneg) £22a
Real McCoy 2/3/4/5 (4D) £t8aeacti
" >onCars Deluxe (4D) £18a
Scrabble (US Gold) £26a
Simon the Sorcerer 2Mb £27a
Spobbleoid Fantasy (4D) £18a
Stunt Racer 2000 (4D) £18a
Syndicate* £26a
Virtual Golf (4D) 2Mb £18a
Wolfenstein 3D £5a

w comoatible with RiscPC+StronnARM

Printer Consumables
E2 for Cartr

BJ-10(~BC-01) £16
BJ-210(BC-05) £25
BJ-200 (BC-02) £16
BJ-240 (BC-06) ECnll
BJC-600 Series
BJI-201HCbk Black £9
BJI-201bk Black £6
BJI-201C/M/Y £8ea.
BJC-800

BJI-643 Black £18
BJI-643C/M/Y £23 ea.
HP DeskJets-500 ser.

Mono £21
Colour £23
Eps Stylus Black £14
Eps Stylus Colour £23
Laser tonor
EP-L (LBP-4) £64

ges. £8 lor Tone
BJ-300 (BJI-642) £14
BJC7000 (BJ-60) £25
BJC7000JBJI-61) £18
BJC7000 (BJI-62) £27

BJC-4000 Scries
BCI-21Bk Black £8
BCI-21C Colour £15
BC-20 Fast Black £23
BC-21 Cartridge £32
BC-22 Photo Carl £39
HP DeskJets 600 ser.
Mono £22
Colour £25
EpsStylusllBlack£19
Eps Stylus IICoir £24
C3903A (LJ5P) £64
HP92274A (LJ4L) £54

Portable Computers | CD-ROM Software | Applications
ArtWorks (CC) £104b

£31
£43a

£105b

£!65b
£47a

Compression
Disc Rescue 2
Eureka v3

FireWorkz Pro
HTML Edit 4+
Impression Style £83b
MacFS £105a
MidiWorks Light £30a
Mr Clippy (iSV) £19a
PC Pro v2 * Exch£46a
PhotoDeskLighl£129b
SileSeer ECallb
Sibelius 7 £?b
SlrongGuard £24a
X-Stich2 £28a

Card Shop £23a
DalaPower2 £165b
DrawWorks Des £27a
FastSpool* £18a
Font FX 6 £30a
lmageFS2 £43a
Impr. Publisher £136b
MaoFSLite(CC)£51a
MovieFS £29a
PC Pro v2 £38a
Personal Acc'ts £45a
PsiRisc £67a
SiteMaster £24b
SparkFS £24a
Web Design T'kit£28a
Win95FS £39a

ducational (Carr. £2)
Early Essentials (over 7), English (6-16yrs),
French (8-16yrs). Junior Essentials (5-11),
Maths (Number) (6-16). Maths (Algebra) (6-
16). Maths (Statistics) (6-16). Maths (Geomy)
(6-16), Spelling (over 9). Essential IT. Geog..
Fun School3 (under 5, 5-7. or over 7) £22a
Fun School 4 (under 5, 5-7. or over 7) £22a
Maths Circus (4Malion) £28a
Playdays(Gamesware) £24a
Rosie & JimTwin Pack £17a
Wizards Revenue £18a

Terms & Carriage
Carriage: a=£2, b=£6, c=£8
Carriage: To benelit personal callers to our
shov;room carriage is itemised seperately. The
carriage indicated is lor single items. Please
call us for total carriage when ordenng more
than one item since it is not cumulative.
Terms: All pricos include VAToxcept books.
Carriage is not included unless otherwise
stated. Carriage charges apply to mainland UK
(excluding remote areas. Scottish Highlands.
Chann Isles, IOM), elsewhere at cost. Orders
MUST be accompanied by a phone number.
Prices and spec's subject to change without
notification. Goods subject to availability.
Goods not offered on trial basis. Restocking
fee on non-laulty returns. Educ Inst official
orders accented. ESOE,

mere to Find Us

op Projects
Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St, STOCKPORT,
Cheshire. SFG 0BT. www.desktopp.demon.eo.uk
Email: intb@desktopp.demon.eo.uk. Open Mon-Sat 10.00-18.00 hours.

Tel: 0161-474 0778

Fax: 0161-474 0781
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Speakers review

Speakers
Rob Miller checks out another

selection of sound systems corner
In the August 1998 issue I looked at

three different ranges of speakers
designed for use with a multimedia-
capable computer such as the
Archimedes. Models from Yamaha, Labtec
and Cambridge Soundworks all got a look
in with the Yamahas coming out on top.
Six months down the line, I've decided to
see what else is on other and, if is the case,

what's changed in the world of computer
speaker technology.

All Acorn have sound output as a built-
in feature. There's none of the fuss of

trying to make sure you have the right
drivers, or that your sound card will work
with a given piece of software, which you
get with a PC. If the software produces
any kind of noise, be it music or sound
effects, an Acorn will just play them. Plain
and simple.

The only minor disadvantage with
having a built-in sound system
means that you have to make do with
what you're given in the first place. There
are, of course, sound cards
such as Expressive Software
Projects' Minnie card, but
that's just really a device
to enable the 16-bit

sound already present
in the Rise PC 600

range. Perhaps the best
way of enhancing what
is already a good sound
system is to add a /

purpose-made set of multimedia speakers,
preferably with the addition of a sub-
woofer to extend the bass range.

This time round I've selected

five different series of speaker system,
namely Aiwa, Altec, Bose, Roland
and Sony. Both the Altec and Aiwa
systems reviewed here come with sub-
woofers, while the Bose and Sony
speakers can be boosted by an additional
sub-woofer unit.

Bose MediaMate
If you have more than a passing interest
in hi-fi equipment you'll no doubt have
heard of Bose. The company is well
known for it's high-end audio products,
and especially its speakers. As well as
those for home use, Bose build a lot of
speakers for retail units; not to sell in
them, but to play in them, in shops,
restaurants and so on.

This might lead you think that they're

Bose

Media

Mate

)

only good for background muzak, but in
fact it means that Bose have become

experts at getting the best sound out of
the smallest unit, which is perfect when it
comes to multimedia. Bose's MediaMates

are a prime example.
Like the rest of Bose's products, the

MediaMates have an elegant, if
understated design, designed to fit in with
any environment. Like all the speakers on
test here, they're supplied in the rather
bland light grey that is so popular with
computer peripheral manufacturers.
Anyway, it's not what they look like really
that counts but how they sound.

For such small units - they were the
smallest speakers on test if you lake
into account that they don't come with a
sub-woofer - the sound they produce
is nothing short of unbelievable. That
may sound like a bit of an exaggeration
but it's hard to see (hear?) quite
how they've managed to squeeze such a
wide response range out of such small

units.

Not only do they produce
deep, undistorted bass and

high, clear treble, but the
overall size of the sound

stage is very impressive
to boot. With each

speaker sitting close to
either side of your
monitor, the sound fills

the space around you

January 1999 Acorn 35
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Speakers review

making you feel like you're right in the
middle of it. Probably the best analog}' I
can think of is that it's like sitting
between a pair of headphones, which is
particularly good for games such as
Doom.

SonySRS-PC71
The Sony SRS-PC71 were by far the
strangest looking of all the speakers on
test, even more so than the curvy Aiwa
TS-CD15 system. Supplied in the usual
computer-grey, the speakers are each
comprised of an elongated bass speaker,
plus a small tweeter. One of the units
houses the controls which are all

mounted on the front for easy access.
I was quite surprised by the

lightweight feel of the units as they have
a rather plastic-like quality that you
wouldn't normally associate with Sony.
Added to this, the controls were a little on

the stiff side although that could be
because they were new. This was most
apparent when trying to change the
volume or tone which meant having to
physically hold the speaker down if it was
free standing.

Soundwise the speakers were pretty
average as well although the addition of
an optional sub-woofer might have
helped. I found that the speakers weren't
really capable of playing anything loud,
which I guess won't be everyone's
requirement, but is essential if you want
them for games. It seems that Sony have
made looks a priority over sound quality

36 Acorn User January 1999
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AiwaTS-CD15

which isn't exactly the right thing for a
speaker system.

AiwaTS-CD15
The Aiwa TS-CD15 system comprises
three parts, the two treble speakers and a
single sub-woofer unit. The design is I
guess what you'd call 'ergonomic'; very
curved and rounded, which makes a nice

change from all the usual sharp corners.
The sub-woofer in particular is a strange
beast and resembles a bread bin with

knobs on.

Setting the speakers up is easy with a
single connection from the computer to
the subwoofer with the two treble

speakers plugged into that. Spring-loaded
clamps (like those used in hi-fi speakers)

Sony SRS-PC71

are used to join the speaker wire to the
sub-woofer rather than plugs and sockets,
reducing the risk of degrading the sound
with a bad connection.

Unless you have acres of desk space,
you'll more than likely want to position
the speakers near your monitor. Of course
this is fine, given their small size, but it's
also possible to have them a good few
metres apart due the exceptionally long
wires that they're supplied with. If you do
want them close to your monitor, it does
mean that there's a lot of loose cable but

you can always tie it up, or even trim it, if
you're sure you won't want to move them
later on.

Out of all the speakers, the TS-CD15s
seemed the most lightweight when it
came to their construction although I was
pleasantly surprised to hear that this
wasn't reflected in the sound they
produced. With high frequency sounds
(for example, the sound of running
water), the output was clear and bright.
Likewise, the sub-woofer was capable of
reproducing the bottom end in virtually
any piece of bass-heavy audio thrown at
it.

Altec ACS45&ACS48
One of the first things to strike me when
I first saw the Altec speakers was their
solid build quality. I'm sure some of you
are saying, 'yeah, but what about the
sound?' OK, sound is important
(obviously), but you're not going to get a
solid sound unless you have a solid
speaker to produce it. The other striking
feature of the Altecs was their sheer

weight. Both systems turned up packed in
one box which was almost too heavy to
lift.

Both models of Altec speaker come
supplied with a sub-woofer to enhance
the bass range of the sound output. In



Comparison Table
Looks Music Game Practicality Overall

AiwaTS-CD15 7 8 7 8 30

Altec ACS48/ACS45 8 10 10 7 35

Bose MediaMate 9 10 9 9 37

Roland MA-8 7 9 8 8 32

Sony SRS - PC71 10 7 7 8 32

both cases the sub-woofer is a large and
somewhat cumbersome unit which is

designed to sit on the floor near your
computer, possibly under your desk. The
units are in fact so large that I found
myself using them as footstools.

The relatively short cable supplied that
sits between the computer and the sub-
woofer unit does restrict where the sub-

woofer can be placed in relation to the
computer, although it would be fine to
substitute a longer wire so that you can
position the sub-woofer more out of the
way.

Both Altec systems are powered
through a single 13-amp plug, unlike the
Yamaha speakers I reviewed last time
which required two power sources to
function. Plugging in the speakers was a
straightforward enough process to the
absence of an on/off switch was a bit

disconcerting at first. Fortunately those
kind people at Altec saw fit to include a
note in the documentation to tell the user

how to turn the units on. Simultaneously
pressing the volume up and down
buttons does the deed and neatly brings
all controls to hand.

So, how do they sound? Well, the sound
is clear and well defined but to be honest, I

couldn't really hear what, if anything, the
sub-woofers were doing. That was until I
cranked the volume up and fed the speakers
some bass-heavy sounds, at which point
they - how should I put it? - Kicked
posterior! Some speakers that have an
'alleged' bass response just sound

Rolai

'**,**«»»k

«.:

continuously 'muddy' with no real
definition. The sub-woofers in both Altec

systems however, just produce bass notes
when they're required. Likewise, the treble
response is also excellent with the full range
of frequencies being reproduced clearly.

Roland MA-8
The Roland MA-8s are a couple of
medium-sized monitor speakers supplied
on their own, without a sub-woofer,
though that's not to say that they're
incapable of producing low-end
frequencies. Being old hands in the
professional audio market, Roland know a
thing or two about speakers and the MA
SS look just like two little practise amps
albeit in computer-grey cabinets.

They're quite heavy and bulky, due to
the large woofers (the bass drivers) in each
unit, which is fine if you have quite a lot
of space, but could be a problem othereise.
Their shape and weight does have one
advantage though as they can function as
a pair of bookends as well as producing
sound. More seriously though, their solid
build quality means that they can be
cranked right up and still sound excellent.

If you're familiar with Roland
equipment, you'll know doubt have
heard of the Roland 'sound'. It's difficult

to pinpoint exactly, but all the things that
Roland make produce a good, solid noise
when you plug them in. It's a bit like the
sound that gets attributed to different car
manufacturers, only more musical.

Out of all the things I tried playing

•

Roland

•oono«o

Roland MA-8

rSpeakers review

The future-

Like all areas of the computer market,
audio manufacturers are always
coming up with ideas and
innovations to keep the user
interested and there are plenty of new
products such as DVD (Digital
Versatile Disc), surround sound and
digital speaker technology to do just
that. Let's hope that Acorn users get
the chance to sample what is
undeniably an exciting time in
computer audio and music.

through the MA-8s, music (and in
particular, techno music) came out
sounding the best, which probably has a
lot to do with Roland's musical

equipment pedigree. Sound effects from
games were clear as would be expected,
with clarity and definition at both ends of
the frequency range. Perhaps the only
drawback with this system is that they're
ideally suited to a environment where
they can be turned up really loud.

Conclusion
For a quick roundup fo the speakers,
check out the accompanying comparison
table, but first, just a few words about my
favourites.

If you want big noise and plenty of it,
the Altec ACS48s (or ACS45s if you are on a
budget) are the obvious choice. With a sub-
woofer made from wood - yes, wooden
computer peripherals - the system is
capable of putting the average stereo system
to shame. In fact, if you want, you don't
have to restrict their use to a computer and
they'd be quite happy being driven from a
portable CD player or something else with
a suitable line-out level.

If space is limited, the Bose MediaMates
provide the best solution with a system
capable of producing a full frequency
range from a pair of small units. The build
quality of the Bose speakers is also by far
the best I've come across with any
computer peripheral and makes a
refreshing change the lightweight feel /jTT
of most things today. lOu

Product details

Availability: Contact your local dealer

System Typicalprice

AiwaTS-CD15 £60

Altec ACS45 £75

Altec ACS48 £119

Bose MediaMate £265

Roland MA-8 £69

Sony SRS - PC71 £72

Note: Due to new legislation manufacturers
with designated dealers cannot give a
recommended retail price. Wesuggest you
shop around for a good price.
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NEW!

Olympus C840 L
1280x960

NOW Only £499!
Olympus C1400L
1280x1024 SLR

NOW Only £799!

Studio Quality Products for the
Full-time Graphics Professional
and the Dedicated Enthusiast

•J is the lL/<$WiillJ& package which defines studio quality
image editing and artwork on RISC OS machines. It is easy to use but has many
powerful features, including LAYERS and a sophisticated colour management system
(CMS) for the full-time graphics professional. £299.50 (£254.89 ex VAT)
PHOTODESK2 is still available, retaining the CMS but not layers, now only £199.00
(£169.36 ex VAT)

PHOTODESK LIGHT, an economic alternative to PHOTODESK3 retains most of its
creative features apart from the Colour Management
System, Layers and some features essential to the
professional user. £134.75 (£114.68 ex VAT)
Plug-in Effects
Packs are available

for all Photodesk

packages. Each pack
contains 10 special
effects: £19.95

Purchasers of Photodesk 3 or

Photodesk Light will receive a
complimentary CD-ROM of
useful resources, utilities and

Tutorials. This CD is available to

existing users for £24.95.

i the 3D editing package from Sincronia of Italy has been rewritten to

include many new features including an easy to use interface and the fantastic GEMINI
graphics engine.This package is particularly suited to artists and designers, because for the first
time it is possible to model objects in a single 3D view. £152.75 (£130.00 ex VAT)

Hem Version of TM2 including ' ; CD-ROM

and NEW plugins: TopMotion, the long
awaited animation suite, and Top3DFonts!

'hotoLink is an Acorn multi-driver for the most popular makes ofdigital camera.
Cameras currently supported include the new Olympus range including the fantastic
C840L. and the C1400L SLR Zoom Superb hard copy can be obtainedvia Epsonor Canon

PhotoReal. PhotoLink is available on its own at £69.00 or bundled FREE with a camera.

New Prices! C1400L £799.00 (was £1299) C840L £499.00 (was £599)
New Cameras! C1400XL High speed megapixel SLR£999.99
C900ZOOM Zoom megapixel compact with Optical AND Digital zoom £649.99

PhotoReal is the Acorn driver extension for the Canon BJC4300, Canon BJC4650,
Epson Photo, Photo700 and EX printers with photo-realistic capability. PhotoReal
makes use of the same advanced techniques for producing high-quality four colour
separations as Photodesk and comes ready calibrated for the special dye-based inks used for
photo-realistic printing. A calibration application is also supplied to allow you to tailor the
results to your own specification Driver only £69.00 Inc.VAT. or FREE if purchased
with printer! examples: Stylus Photo700 £249.50. Canon BJC4300 £149.95
BJC4650 A3 £299.99. Epson PhotoEX A3 £454.73 (all prices inc VATand Driver)

OHJP
A new presentation package on CD-

ROM from Spacetech

Makes your slide shows quick and easy to create!
• Start building your presentation 5 minutes before the lesson? - No Problem
• Use your existing work in a presentation? - No Problem, just drag 'n drop it in!

• Powerpoint? - Forget it Qnly £29.95 inC.VATNEW!
Spacetech Ltd

The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset, DT5 2JS, U.K.
Telephone: +44 (0)1305 822753 Fax: +44 (0)1305 860483

Email: sales@spacetech.co.uk Web : http://www.spacetech.co.uk
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f Vigil

Steve Mumford investigates
a program monitoring
utility from ProAction

Application workspace updated at 08.51.17
STRUCB R6.CR14J-1389]!
STCUSL CP3\C7,tR5]J-388
LDMUSDB R4!.{R8\R2,R5,R6,R8,R9,R13,R14>
RHDEQ R6,R8,PC,R0R #28
SIIIHU BS GetEnv
M0U R12.R13
STMDB Ri3UR8,R4,Ril,Ri2,Ri4,PC>
SUB Rli,R12,tt4
CMP R13,R18
BLLT &88889EB8

69746365
8BB86E6F
FF888818
E1R8C88D
E92DD8I1
E24CB884
E15D888R
BB888742

Search

Q

J Byte S 1
J Word &

J) Mnemonic

JSWI

(• String

Wimp Createicon

| menu

Cancel ! From start Previous Next

As any erstwhile programmer will
know, designing an application and

putting the first draft of the code together
is only half the battle - the testing phase
is just as important and unless you've had
a particularly good day, your program's
likely to have the odd quirk. If you need
some help in picking up the pieces, you
might be interested to read about Vigil,
now being marketed by ProAction under
the auspices of R-Comp Interactive.

Vigil is supplied on floppy disc and
installs easily. The program itself has two
main modes of operation; it can be used
to analyse and disassemble existing
applications, and it also provides a
number of SWI calls that can be woven

into your code to construct a debug-
enabled version of a program. Vigil is
happy working with anything from
BASIC to absolute code, the only proviso
being that the subject must be a
multitasking application.

Before you can make use of its
monitoring features, you must register the
chosen application with Vigil so that it
knows which WIMP conversations it's

allowed to listen in on. The easiest

method is to drag an application to the
Vigil icon; your program is then started
automatically and the main status
window appears. This window allows you
to access the majority of Vigil's functions
from one location, and as well as

displaying standard information such as
task name, handle and slot size, it also
allows you to open separate windows that
display workspace dumps, WIMP message
logs and variable assignments (for BASIC
programs).

The workspace display window allows
a programmer to examine and edit the
contents of an application's workspace
whilst the program is still running. It's a
particularly useful feature, allowing the
user to examine code structure at the

grass roots level or modify values held in

data blocks. The display isn't truly
dynamic, and has to be updated to reflect
any changes in the target application -
however, it's possible to set up an

You can locate any string of bytes

automated update that will trigger
repeatedly, waiting for a given number of
seconds between each update. This has
some strange effects on my system - at
the time of capture, the Vigil menu pops
up at the bottom left corner of the screen,
and any dialogue boxes that were open
are forced to close.

One of the hardest areas of WIMP

programming to get right is interprocess
communication, in that as well as dealing
with your own code, you have to
accommodate other people's. RISC OS
goes out of its way to provide a standard
method of communication, but for

complex procedures such as direct RAM
transfer, it's easy to lose track of the
conversation. Vigil provides a way of
listening to the WIMP messages that are
being sent to your application, so
although it's only possible to see one side
of the story, you can get a good idea of the
demands being made by the WIMP.

When a message is received, it's
displayed with reason and action codes,
as well as a timestamp. The list of
displayed messages can be filtered so it's
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Vigil status

Application currently registered

Name 1 AU Labels

andle

Slot size
1

128K

Taskh &602020F8

[7 Workspace display

_J Byte ^J Word '• Mnemonic

J Poll intercept Codes 2ij

Vigil's main application window gets you started

Display static

variables

Display

dynamic
variables

Start timer

00 00 00
mm ss cs

Stop timer



'Vigil

Vigil status

Application currently registered

Name ChangeFSI Display static

MEL"
Integer variables;
Caretpos<5
GetM
Get caret!',
Poll!!
Tine'/.
areanunber'/,
adriode^:
adspcl'/,
adscaleX
adsave/!
adsavesprite/I
adsnane/.
adsbytes/!
adsx/i
adsyX
adsftf
adsrcX
adt'anX
adipegq/;
adtitleX
buffer*
ctran'/,
dstartX
dest'/.
ft
factors!!
fast*
here*

Dynamicvariable list

J

262354
262346
262355
262369

66
8

289817
299889
218819
218516
218584
218882
218921
218912
218934
218897
211861
211369
211938
211988
285728
264884
271368

1
17

284388

possible to listen for one particular
message, a selection or every one that's
passed to your application. Limitations
apply; if more than five messages are
given to your application in one poll
cycle, Vigil will only be able to display the
last five.

For any programmers writing or using
modules alongside a desktop application,
Vigil has another useful section up its
sleeve. As well as being able to grab and
disassemble an application's workspace,
it's also capable of capturing the code of
any modules that have been loaded - just
open the Modules menu and click on the
one you're interested in. Once selected,

CDFSSoftChinonEESOX
CDFSSoftHitachiEESOX
CDFSSoftPhilipsEESOX
CDFSSoftSonyEESOX
CDFSSoftToshibaEESOX
CDFSFiler
UnSqueezeflIF
VProtect
flppPatcher
ROMPatches
CrunchFix
StrongCache
CDFSSoftlSLCD
UnflppConp
CDFS
PPflDriver
IZipFS
ZipFiler
TransTIFF
RBI
Inpulse
GDrau
DitherExtend
Vigil
SparkFS
InageFSFix
Spark
Tar
Zip
RenotePrinterSupport
PDunperSupport
PDriverDP

(&488D2)
(&488CR)
(&48BD3)
(8488E1)
(&42)

(433399)
(8,33391)
(833463)
(833654)
(833648)
(8337C2)
(4337E9)
(4337E8)
(4337F6)
(4337D1)
(8.33375)
(8,33989)
(433BE2)
(433CBC)
(8323(18)
(448744)
(8,42488)

(411)
(831E5C)

Module information

Vigil Support

88.55.32.69
88.55.32.74
88.55.32.79
88.55.32,85
88.55.32.91
88.55.32.98
88.55.34.95
88.55.35.78
88.55.36.19
88.55.39.82
88.55.39.29

Vigil allows inspection of eiiiiiillfe
the module's code and 88!55!48i39
workspace, as well as flSj'cc'ji'cc
compiling lists ofthe SWIs °8•b5 •'*'1 •5:>
and star commands that it

provides - a very useful
feature. Vigil has its own SYVI calls that
can be built into an application for extra
control - these range from displaying the
contents of the processor's registers to
timing functions within your application.

Anyone who has used Acorn's
debugging application, DDT, will know
how tedious it can be; although the
ability to step through a C program line
by line can be a wondrous asset if you

Purpose

Version 1.08 (20 Mar 1995)

Base address j&02204D84 Length I &630

With Vigil you can also check on SWIs
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Workspace | &02204564 Length | &210

Instantiation Base

View code SWI list

Save image

View workspace Command list OK'

KpIeB
846181
846182
446183
M61B4
846185
846186
846187
846188

Vigil.
Vigil.
Vigil.
Vigil.
Vigil.
Vigil
Vigil
Vigil.
Vigil.

lhlfl<i IliniL

Vigil- SWI list

Registerflpplication
.Deregisterflpplication
DispIayRegisters
ConpareRegisters
.D i sp lay lienor y
ConpareMenory
.StaticVariableList
.OynanicVariableList
.StartTiner
•Sinnliaar

f

Beingable to
view variables

isvery useful...

Reason

code

Wimp messages

...and you can
keep track of

wimp messages

Message Action code

Op enjlindouj'e quest
OpenJIindouJequest
6pen_Uindou_Request
Open_Uindou_Request
0pen_ll i ndou_Reques t
Openjiindoujequest
Pointer_Entering_Hindow
Pointer_Leaving_Hindon
Pointer_Entering_Hindow
Point ei-_Leaving_Hindoi;
Open_Hindow_Request
Pointer_Entering_Hindou
Pointer_Leaving_Hindo«
Close_Hindou_Request
Mouse_Click
MenuSelection

need ultimate control, its vast bulk can

quickly weigh the user down. Vigil's main
advantage is that because it 'eavesdrops'
on a chosen application rather than
acting as an interpreter, it's much easier to
use and the subject program can behave
normally - Vigil simply looks over its
shoulder every WimpPoll cycle.

The downside to this is that the

snapshots presented to you can be quite
granular; if all hell breaks loose during
one polling cycle, you'll only see the
remains next time Vigil gets polled.
Having said that, its bank of SWIs
allow programmers to capture valuable
bits of information and store them

away until Vigil gets a chance to
display them. On top of this, Vigil is
wonderfully easy to use, and should do
for desktop programming what Desktop
Hacker did for games - definitely Ajj
worth investigating. ilU

Produ<

Product:

Price:

Supplier:

Tel:

Fax:

E-mail:

WWW:

;t details

Vigil

£20

ProAction, 22 Robert Moffat,
High Legh, Knutsford,
WA16 6PS

01925 755043

01925 757377

proaction@rcomp.co.uk

www.rcomp.co.uk



Acorn
Registered Developer Acorn User Awards 1995

Best business software
runner up - TableCalc

Tel 01344 455769 email atimbrell@aol.com

ABes"nUeuvrotiTsottsw1are6 http://members.aol.com/isvproduct/
runner up - SerialNET

Acorn User Awards 1997
Best graphics soltware
Winner - DrawWorks2

FontCD with any order!
Worth £30!
Quote FCD1 when ordering

Free CD is Typography Volume 1

Save £10
L and get a FREE CD

Save £10
and get a FREE CD

ch easier lo use limn FonlED...hlghly
londed." Archive May 1998

Dr Fonty m
The Font Editor* ^]

DrawWorks Designer
Normal rrp £31.50 Sale Price £21.50

Dr Fonty
Normal rrp £31.50 Sale Price £21.50

Save £5
and get a FREECD , iR

"He's Mr Clippy,
he stores clip art for you,

he handles bitmaps,
and vectors too!"

314"
J Disk

Mr Clippy
Normal rrp £21.50 Sale Price £16.50

Fairlsle
Normal rrp £31.50 Sale Price £21.50

Save £5
and get a FREE CD

SerialNET
Normal rrp £21.50 Sale Price £16.50

All quoted prices (unless stated)
are for single users versions only.

Special offers relate to single
user versions only.

Special oilers valid whllo stocks last or until 12th Feb 1999

Overseas orders please add £2.00 carriage
Alldetails correct at the timeo( going to press E80E

NDT &Typography are trademarks of ISV Products.All othertrademarks are acknowledged
This advert was produced using NDT fonts
stored on the Typograhy CD & DrawWorks

J
Report Generator

Normal rrp £21.50 Sale Price £16.50

XStitch2
Normal rrp £36.50 Sale Price £17.50

TableCalc OLE
Normal rrp £21.50 Sale Price £16.50

Typography 2100 rrp £31.50
Only £11.50 upgrade from version 1

iSV Products
86 Turnberry • Home Farm

rD^i^Midn \i jtu Bracknell• Berks • RG12 8ZH
Tel 01344 455769



experience the brave new RISC

Saturday and Sunday, 1
Thornes Park Athletics Stad
Saturday 10:00 to 17:00
Sunday 10:00 to 16:00
(opens 15 minutes earlier for advance tickets)

-,-.* Sponsored by

Cerilica &iCORMJSER
©Astute Graphics 1998 • Designed using a StrongARMRiscPC, Cerilica Vantage, Artworks, Draw and Publisher



Easy access by road (M1 and M62) and rail.
Less than % mile from Wakefield City Centre with frequent bus services

passing park entrance.

Leeds & M621

Manchester

A642

York and North

M62 Hull

Now the UK's

rirer

Bradford J41
A650

OS show

OS world ror y«

5fh/l 6th May 1999
ium, Horbury Road

A642

Huddersfield

Features

include

The future of RISC OS

Show theatre

The official launch of Cerilica Vantage
Prize draw and charity stall

Tickets booked in advance are £2.50 for adults and £1.50 for children under 16.

Tickets may be obtained at the door for £3.50 for adults and £2.50 for children under 16.
For advance tickets, please send a cheque or postal order made payable to "WACG Show" to

Show 99 • 95 Cumbrian Way • Lupset Park • Wakefield • West Yorks. • WF2 8JT
Show organizer, telephone (01924) 379778 (evenings only)
We regret we are unable to accept credit card bookings

Free parking, catering, bar, local children's entertainment

WebSite http: //www.cybervillage. co.uk/acorn/wakefield/



A7000+ Peak Performer <
>

A7000+ Computer
32 Speed CD-Rom
8Mb Ram

2Gb Hard Disc

14" Monitor + 80W Speakers
1 year on-site warranty

Choice of Software Bundle

£880

£1299

RISC PC

Strong Arm RISC PC
8MB Ram

2MB VRAM

1.2Gb Hard Disc

24 Speed CD-Rom
15" Monitor

Printers

Hewlett Packard 690C

Hewlett Packard 895C

Canon BJC 4300

Canon BJC 4650

Epson Stylus 440
Epson Stylud 640
Epson Stylus 740
Epson Stylus 1520

£125.00

£ 232.00

£139.00

£ 275.00

£139.00

£175.00

£ 230.00

£ 575.00

*ACO
YSTEMS%

459-465 Warwick Road, Tyseley, Birmingham, B11 2JP

Tel: 0121 706 8933
Fax: 0121 706 4306

http://www.daco-systems.co.uk
e-mail: sales@daco-systems.co.uk

Allprices include VAT at 17.5%, Carriage charges apply. Prices may be changed without notice. E&oE

iCORNUSER
Stock Clearance Sale
We have a number of left-overs for sale, all boxed
and slightly grubby condition, we're selling them off

for £10 each, UK and p^~,————__
Europe only. |—

Here's what we have:

• lx High Rise Racing
• lx Eclipse

Collection includes

James Pond 2,

Xenon II,

Cycloids,
F.R.E.D. and Ixion

• 3x Easy Font 3
• lx Publish Art 2

• 25x Zenta RISC

OS Clip-art
Collection

Please note that

stocks are

limited and will

be sold on a

first-come, first-
serve basis. Ring
Tau Press on

01625 878888

to secure your

copy and order
by credit card.

All products sold purely as-is, no claims as to
usability on anyspecific version of RISC OS.



Professional Typography Expert 2100

Macintosh and PC users have no idea

how lucky we are when it comes to
fonts. With arguably the best font display
system available in the world, Acorn users
can produce design work, knowing that
what they see on screen gives a very good
idea of what they will get on paper.

Under RISC OS, fonts are stored as

simple lines and curves, which are padded
out with pixels when required for display
on screen. In effect, the font is built 'on

the fly', whereas on other platforms, fonts
are displayed in the form of simple
bitmaps, seriously compromising
readability in the process.

The latest NDT font collection,
Professional Typography Expert 2100, must
represent the best value fonts collection
from ISV, perhaps even on the Acorn
platform. Over 2000 fonts, plus a variety
of software to help you use them to the
best of your advantage.

The product is nicely presented in the
usual ISV jewel case, containing one CD-
ROM. How this disc is used is up to you,
for fonts can be used directly from it, or
selected fonts installed on your computer.

Your machine must be installed with

RISC OS 3.1 or later, and version 3.07 or

later of the Font Manager. The CD's
documentation, as with every ISV
product, is disc-based, using their manual
software.

Running the main program displays an
attractive, yellow canvassed menu
presenting four options; catalogue
printing, font viewing, font installing,
and direct use from disc. The latter option
calls up a further menu displaying the
categories of font available, such as
Uncials, Script, San Serif and so on. When
run the first time, this appears on the left
of the desktop, just above the icon bar.
Click on a font type to select it, and its
contents become available to any
program running at the time. Click again
to deselect a group, and the reverse effect
occurs.

Of course, having the CD in the drive
is not always desirable, so selected fonts
can be installed into either the Wonts
directory, or into other font managers
such as EasyFont, and Font Manager. The
catalogue viewer displays sample text in

shapely
typeany font selected, so you can see at a

glance whether it is suitable for your
needs.

There are many font families to choose
from, and the display quality is truly
exceptional. ISVs fonts appear solid and
well defined, even at the smallest sizes.

The font families themselves contain well

known designs, such as I'rutiger, and even
revised versions of the standard RISC OS

fonts Homerton and Trinity.
The disc includes a variety of other

software for the preparation, building and
tinkering of fonts, which were previously
available separately. Font Designer's Toolkit
comprises four applications, plus a
glossary of typographical terms.

FontTrix Pro allows yo'u to build various
weights of any typeface, if you have an
incomplete family. FontEd is a StrongARM
compatible version of Acorn's very
capable font editor and designer. FontKern
allows the editing of kerning data (the
values which determine spacing between
characters), and ISVMetric enables you to
edit the IntMetrics files within font

directories. Some of this software is highly
specialised and is more suited to
professionals than the enthusiast.

There is even a program which
suggests particular font combinations, to
save you time otherwise spent scanning
through the entire disc looking for that
perfect match. Lastly, a program to match
RISC OS font names to the more widely
known Postscript equivalents is included,
which is extremely helpful for when you
are sending work to non-Acorn savvy
printers. All the programs are copiously

documented with their

own online manuals,

situated in the same

directory as the program
itself. These manuals

can print out or output
their content in text

format, for import into
other programs.

The font system is
totally transparent in
use both off, and on
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Accessing fonts
directly from CD

Stephen Scott
investigates the latest

font collection from ISV,
and is left drooling...

disc. The only program that appeared to
fall over was Impression Publisher. Upon
opening, the error message 'Buffer
overflow' appeared, forcing Publisher to
quit. The only way I could fix it was to
reset the machine, and run Impression
first, before running Typography. Apart
from that incident, the system appears to
work in all major DTP and artwork
programs.

It is a good idea if you have the space,
to install your favourite fonts to hard disc,
as the accessing speed from disc can be
quite slow, depending on how fast your
drive is. In my case, a double speed drive,
update times were very slow.

The presentation of the software and
resources is impeccable; the package oozes
quality, and the standard of typographical
design is very high. Typography 2100 is
an absolute must for anybody remotely
interested in design and desktop
publishing, and offers trulyexcellent Aj~
value for money. /±V
*

Produc

Product:

Price:

Supplier:

Address:

Tel:

Web:

st details

Professional Typography
Expert 2100

£30.00 plus carriage (upgrade
from older versions of

Typography for £16.50)

ISV Products

86Tumberry, Home Farm,
Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 8ZH

01344 455769

http://members.aol.com/
isvproduct/
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Scottish Acorn
Show - November 8,1998

Taking place in early November, the Glasgow-
based show was the first major event after the ^

cancellation of Acorn World. The turnout was good,
considering the geographical location of the show to the vast

majority of Acorn users.
Castle Technology were on hand to tell dealers and visitors about their

role as official distributor for Acorn products, and his future marketing
plans for the platform, in selling to previously untouched niche markets.

Most of the major exhibitors took the trouble to attend the event, CJE Micros
arguably having the furthest to travel - Glasgow to West Sussex is no mean feat.

Heading back through the remnants of Hurricane Mitch over Cumbria was not a
pleasant experience for some exhibitors.

Acorn Midlands Show - November 28,1998
Owing to its centralised location near Birmingham, and the fact that it was the last major
Acorn show before Christmas, turnout for this show was extremely high. The official count
was 652, according to John Stonier, the show's organiser, but it was suspected that many
sneaked in.

Indeed, there was a steady influx of visitors until at least two hours before the show was due
to close. As a result, most, if not all, exhibitors reported very good business.

The show marked the end of over two months of perpetual limbo in the Acorn market, with
a press release from Andy Mee of Acorn, stating that negotiations with the Steering Group were
back on track, but nothing more was revealed. CJE Micros, however, distributed a survey to
exhibitors and visitors about the possibility of RISC OS 4 being made available as a ROM upgrade
to existing StrongARM Rise PC and A7000+ owners.

Itwas argued that the venue, the National Motorcycle Museum, was far toosmall forthe number 1
of visitors that arrived. As a result, people had difficulty actually getting to some of the stands. It is 1
rumoured, however, that the venue will be changed for next year.

R-Comp were demonstrating their latest conversions of Descent and Heroes of Might and Magic II
to the masses, as well as selling copies of Doom and Syndicate. Interconnex, who took over Innovative
Media Solutions just days before the show, were showing off the Peanut portable, the same portable
that was shown at the Wakefield exhibition last May. It was announced, however, that the machine
was still being developed, and would be available in February or March 1999.

Acorn User were there, selling back issues and limited copies of the then new Christmas issue, which
sold out by lunchtime. However, visitors who normally resubscribed at Acorn World, came in droves
to resume their subscriptions.

Apart from the quality of the venue, the show was a great success, and proved to be special in
breaking the silence over the future of RISC OS.

Stephen Scott reports on previous
Acorn shows, and reveals details

of forthcoming events

Acorn Southwest Show - February 20,1999
The next event in the Acorn calendar will be taking place at The Webbington Hotel in Loxton, near
Axbridge, North Somerset, from 10am till 4.30pm. By the time this show takes place, more should be
known about how the Acorn platform will progress into the next century.

Admission prices are £2 for adults, while ARM Club and Acorn Clan members can get in for a
pound. Accompanied under 16s are free. Refreshments will be available in the hotel facilities. The
venue is situated nine miles from Junction 22 of the M5, and 25 minutes from Bristol Airport. The
nearest rail station is Weston Super Mare; a shuttle bus will be operating between there and the
venue.

Full details of the show can be found on the Internet at http://www.argonet.co.uk/
acornshow/, or on e-mail at acornshowdfargonet.co.uk.

Wakefield Show - 15th/16th May, 1999
As of now, the Wakefield venue is the largest event in the Acorn calendar, and

lot is promised for this show. The above dates have just been confirmed,
and will be taking place, again at Thornes Park Athletics Stadium.

Check out the advert on pages 42 and 43 for more details.



$f Get .Online
Pack

This special offer gets y
online for the first THREE

MONTHS to ArgoNet for only
£24.95 including access
software, if required, for
Windows, Acorn or Mac.

Contains everything needed -
128K external ISDN terminal

adaptor, access software for
Windows, Acorn or Mac and
THREE MONTHS online to ArgoNet
for only £199.95.

ArgoNet Internet Services

ArgoNet s Premier Service for home
and users includes 10Mb Web
space and 5 e-mail addresses. For ;ho ,
the Education Online Service includes a free

school domain, unlimited Web space for your school's use
and unlimited e-mail addresses.

Asubscription to ArgoNet includes full use of ArgoSphere
the award-winning Web site for children, unlimited access with
100% local call coverage and free phone support. Subscriptions
for dial-up modem or ISDN access are available monthly,
6-moJjthiy or annually from only £10 (exc. VAT) per month.

f THE YE

,et .Connected
. ack

An award-winning pack containing external
33.6K voice/fax/data modem and

ccess software for Windows, Acorn or
i With THREE MONTHS online to

ArgoNet the complete pack is
only £79.95.

Complete with external 56K
voice/fax/data modem,

access software for Windows,
Acorn or Mac, stereo

headset and THREE

MONTHS online

to ArgoNet.
Only £109.95.

• rade-in Deal

ArgoNet accept any modem,
working or not, in part exchange for

a new external 56K voice/fax/data
modem. The K56flex modem with

stereo headset and lifetime

guarantee is £99.95 without a
trade-in or with a trade-in is

nly £79.95.

rgoSphere

hildren

ArgoSphere is ArgoNet's award-
winning Web site designed for

children aged 3 and older to use
offline. This safe site, containing a
wealth of educational activities for

home and school use, can be
explored FREE at

www.argosphere.net.

forlhe i
call free phone:

friendly

ARG

information

Argo Interactive Group pic,
FREEPOSTPT795, Chichester, P019 2YZ

e-mail: info@argonet.co.uk weh: www.argonet.co.uk
Prices include VAT, UK carriage & packing, unless stated otherwise. E&OE
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Sound Byte Recorder- £57.50
Yamaha YST-M7 speakers - £43.00

YST-M20 DSP speakers - £65.00
YS-"""" —

YST-MS25 speakers & subw.- £79.00
YST-M100 - ECall

YST-MSW5subwoofer- £59.00

YST-MSW10 subwoofer - £89.00

Other software:

MediaPack- £23.95

MIDI Support- E18.50
Prosound-£116.95

Rhapsody 4- £94.95
Junior Sibelius - £49.00

Sibelius 6- £99.95

S8>elius7Student- £31935

Sibelius 7 - £625.00

ing playback

any MIDI
ce. including
I and serial

Up to 192 MIDIchannels
and no track limit

o disc available

Inble-£129.00

We supply a range of CCD
and laser bar code scanners

and include with theso our

IBarRcader driver soltwarc •

which allows bar codes to control

most desktop software.

Further Information is available.

liyama Pro 400 (17") - £380.10
iiyama 17ES (17") - £420.00

liyama 450 (19") - £478.90
iiyama Pro 450 (19") - £521.20

iiyama 501 (21") - £807.90
Iiyama Pro 501 (21") - £807.90

iiyama 502 (21")-£831.40
iiyama Pro 502 (21") - £854.90

iiyama Pro-Llto 36 14.1" LCD - £685.75
iiyama Pro-Lite 38 15" LCD - £908.90
iiyama Pro-Lite 46 18" LCD - ECall

Touchscrcons are coming soon -
please call for further details

PC cards:

5x86-133.512K cache & PC Pro - £360.00
PC Pro 2- £38.95

PC Sound Pro - £29.50

Psion Series 5/Geofox
8Mb. with PC connection kit - £395.00

8Mb, SPECIAL EDITION - £445.00

Parallel link- £34.95

PsIRisc link - ECall

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.

Other upgrades are available.
A30001-4Mb- £64.60

A3010 1-4Mb- £69.30

A3020/A4000 2-4 Mb - £52.60

A5000 2-4Mb- £69.30

A300. 400. 5000 4-8 Mb - £128.00

Rise PC/A7000 SIMMs:

Call for EDO SIMM prices
4Mb- £6.00

8Mb - £8.75

16Mb- £14.50

32Mb (not original RPCs) - £34.50
32Mb (high clearance) - £43.25

64Mb-£127.50

128Mb- ECall
1Mb VRAM- £49.00

1-2Mb VRAMswap- £55.00
2Mb VRAM- £92.80

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical items

MIDI interfaces:

DMI 50 dual MIDI card (2x2) - £149.95
XG upgrade for DMI50 - £151.95

16-bit sampler for DMI50- £87.95
MIDI Max II internal 1x1x1 - £92.75

Parallel Port 1x1x1 - £89.20

Synth 8 or Basic Synth - £46.95
Synth Plus- £58.65

Music 4 Sound Prog. Guide - £16.95

Optical Manuscript- £259.00
Sound module serial driver - £37.95

Studiosound - £116.95

Other Hardware
Hard drives & kits - ECall

Rise PC second slice - £116.30

RPC second slice (no PSU)- ""
Strong ARM upgrade - £275.00

Other Software
ANT Internet Suite 2 - £112.00

Brutal Horse Power - £26.00
DataPower 2 - £165.00

Doom-i CDs - £32.50

Empire Soccer 94 - E22.00
Impression Style - £88.00

Impression Publisher-£135.00
Inferno - £9.50

iXRC- £14.99

Ovation Pro - £174.50

Personal Accounts 3 - £43.00

Photodesk Light - £125.00
Prophet 3-£160.00
Schema 2-£116.00

Textease- £54.50

Books & Manuals
BBC BASIC Manual- £21.95

RISC OS 3 PRM - £104.00

RISCOS3PRMV5a- £32.75

TheTekkieCD- £45.00

Catalogue
Our free catalogue contains over 2000

items. Please ask for a copy.

Recent/New Releases
Abuse - £25.00

Descent CDs - £30.00

Heroes of Might and Magic 2 - £35.00
OHP (Spacetech) - £28.95

Photodesk 3 - £279.95

Quake Rise PC CDs - £35.00

Sunburst-£16.50

Syndicate Plus CD - £28.00

MDK,
Discs (eiample 10x white discs - £4.60,50x black discs - £16.59,

5x HD redfclue/green/white discs - £2.49)
Batteries(e.g.4x AAXtraalkaline-£2.20,1x9V alkaline-£1.84) f\ I

Audio &Video Tapes- EVarious ^ I
• |

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy. Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

Our bar coding
soltwaro produces

Draw files of the
ing formats: EAN 8,

EAN 13, UPC A, ISBN. ISSN,
' Code 39 (Normal and Full

ASCII), Telepen and Binary.

Further information is available.

IBarCoder - £69.33

Computer Systems
Rise PC 4+OMb 1,7Gb HD - £911.00

Rise PC 4+OMb 1.2Gb HD,8x CD- £940.75
RiscPC8t2Mb1.7GbHD.24xCD- £1199.00

J233 Rise PC 32t2Mb 2.1Gb, 24x CD - £1275.00

"Web Wizard" - as J233, with 15" monitor.

Easiwriter Pro and 33.6K modem - £1349.00

A7000*8Mb.2GbHD- £767.00

"Peak Performer" - A7000+. 32x CD. 14"

monitor & software pack - £915.00

Monitors
(Either bought with computer or separately):

iiyama 350 (15")-£169.00
iiyama S702GT (17-) - £279.00

iiyama 400 (17") - £344.90

We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.

email:Liquid@cableinet.co.uk All prices INCLUDE VAT& UK carriage
".:;• .'. .', abervillage.co.uk'acorn/liquid/ Official orders and callers welcome. Finance available.

DVD-RAM Drives

' 5.2GB Capacity, Internal drive.
SCSI 5.26B Capacity, External drive.

CD-ROM Drives

IDE 32x speed drive.
IDE Four disc, 8xspeed, Auto-changer drive.
:•:".' 24x speed, Parallel Port drive.

Parallel Four disc, 8x speed, Parallel Port, Auto-changer drive.
SCSI 32x speed, Internal drive.
SCSI 32x speed, External drive.

CD-ROM Towers
SCSI 32x speed, Six drives.
SCSI 32x speed, Four drives.

CD-ROM Recorders
IDE 2xspeed writer, Internal drive.
Faisiiii 2x speed writer, External drive.
SCSI 4xspeed writer, Internal drive.
SCSI 4xspeed writer, External drive.
SCSI 4x speed writer, Intemaldrive, Eesox 'Fast' SCSI Card.
SCSI 4xspeed writer, External drive, Eesox 'Fast' SCSI Card.

Graphic Tablets
Serial Artpad, Two button stylus.

A5 Tablet, Three button stylus,Puck.
A4 Tablet, Three button stylus,Puck.

serial A3 Tablet, Two button stylus, Holder, Puck.
A2 Tablet, Two button stylus, Holder, Puck.

Miscellaneous
SCSI CDBrick, 10CD-ROM capacity.
SCSI CDBrick, 22 CD-ROM capacity.
SCSI Eesox'Fast1 SCSICard.

Disk SoxROM.

Prices exclude VAT anil carriage.

£420.00 f
£470.00 /

£69.00

£79.00 j
£165.00

£165.00 1(1)1
£105.00 1^1
£155.00

£920.00

£720.00 !

£235.00

£349.00

£249.00

£299.00

£329.00

£379.00

£159.00

£269.00

£299.00

£399.00

£799.00

£979.00

£1479.00

£125.00

£35.00

CD "S
Q 2>0
9*8
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a Convergence^
A once-in-a-lifetime limited print offer

f
• ollovI ollowing a very positive public response towards Astute Graphics' latest illustration entitled
"Convergence" (as featured on last month's front cover), it has been decided to commit the
unique design to a limited high quality hand-made lltho print run of 150. Each copy is
presented in an elegant glass-fronted frame and measures approximately 50cm (20in)
square as well as being signed and numbered by the artist, Nicholas van der Walle.
Designed and published from start to end on a RiscPC primarily using Spacetech's
Photodesk 3, the end result willbecome a centrepiece of attention wherever on display.

In order to obtain a copy of this unique work of art, please contact Astute Graphics to
ensure availability. Each copy is E125.00inclusive of package and postage to UK mainland
and Northern Ireland. No VAT payable. Please make cheques payable to "Astute Graphics".

Tel. (01989) 567 350 • nlck@astutegrtx.demon.co.uk • http://www.astutegrfx.demon.co.uk



According to research by the Royal
Mail one of the most annoying and

off-putting things that can happen when
receiving mail is for the envelope to be
incorrectly addressed. So if you want to
make the best impression you have to
have the right address on the envelope
and letter.

Royal Mail have, for many years, had a
database they call PAF® which is their
Postcode Address File which allows you to
cross-reference every address and
postcode in the UK. lAddressIt from Fabis
uses a subset of that truly enormous
database available on RISC OS, so that
you can ensure that your letters are
correctly addressed, and first impressions
can be good.

A postcode does not represent one
location, instead it represents an area
which will normally include a group of
residencies up to about 100 houses -
given just the postcode and the house
number a letter should reach the right
destination. Businesses may or may not
have a unique postcode, it depends on
how much post they get.

The subset that '.Addresslt deals with

takes you down to the postcode level - not
the individual residence. So given a
sufficient partial address (including the
house number) you can get the full address
and the postcode, and given the postcode
and number you can get the full address.

The package you get is quite slim, a
simple book-style folder, a CD and a 20-
page manual. Installation is simple, put in
the CD and run the install program from it.
Enter your details, whether you want the
full installation (120Mb - recommended
for slow CD drives) or the less hungry
minimum install of only about 240K.

Iconbar menu provides the usual Info
and Quit options plus four more: Enquiry,
Browse PAF, Formats and Prefs -

personally I would have preferred Choices
to Prefs as it's more standard in RISC OS,
and the three dots '...' that indicate a

dialogue box have been omitted but I'm
being picky.

Making enquiries
The Enquiry dialogue allows you to query
the PAF to test whether a specific part of
an address is valid. For example you could

enter Wilmington in the Post Town field,
click on its ? icon and get a list of all post
towns scrolled to the nearest match for

the item you've named.
As it happens there is no Wilmington

post town and the nearest we get is
Wilmslow, assuming you have a typing
error you can click on the valid list and
the entry will be written back to the
enquiry window. This works for each
individual field.

Clicking on Search however uses all the
fields and attempts to match them to full
addresses, the results pop-up in the

!Addresslt

post - anything else in the address is
unnecessary. So those with lengthy
addresses should bear in mind that the

post man only needs a maximum of five
fields to get to you, often less.

Having selected your address, and got
perhaps just one or two entries you will
now want to export the data, perhaps to a
letter you're writing or a database, how do
you do it? Simply select the address you
want by clicking on it - it turns blue -
then choose the output format you
require (more on formats later). Now you
have a choice, you can click on the disc

Correctly
addressed

Steve Turnbull checks out a

valuable business tool

"Matches from enquiry" window. It turns
out that Wilmington is indeed a locality
in Bath, in East Sussex, in Dartford and in
Devon.

One might be concerned that pieces of
addresses are missing, for example the
Dartford Wilmington's do not contain a
County in the address, the answer is
simple - the result you get is what the
post service needs to correctly deliver the

icon and drag the data to save, or click in
the document you're typing into at the
place you want the address and then click
on the "Output to cursor" icon, which
inserts the characters of the address into

the keyboard buffer and thus types it into
the document.

I was a little bit surprised that I
couldn't do a direct drag and drop just by
dragging on the address in the window -

WUtttstowi

Wimhorne

N'/;)(ai\h m

Winchchcu

Winchester

Windermere

Windleshom

Windsor

Wingote

WinUeiefi

..yes there is a match
for it as a locality-

Let's look for

Wilmington...

January 1999 Acorn User
http://www.acornuser.coin/
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lAddresslt

perhaps for the next version, it's no great
problem not having it but would involve
fewer clicks than the "type-in" option.

Wandering mouse
The second main option, also available on
the lAddresslt toolbar, is Browse PAF. This

option is possibly for masochists bearing
in mind that there are 1.6 million of

entries. What you get is the entire
database listed in post code order, so you
can scroll up and down the list in
enormous leaps with the CD trying to
keep up with you.

Alternatively you can type in a partial
post code (as long as it contains the initial
one or two letters and a number) and the

program will locate the nearest match.
The window update on the Matches

window is not entirely correct and
sometimes bits of old addresses are left

over. This is not a great problem though
perhaps could be addressed for the next
version.

Format set-up
This section allows you to set up the
format of the data to be output. Plus it
allows new formats combining different
fields of the PAF to be defined, as well as

allowing fields to be combined on to the
same line if required.

Field delimiters for the output can be
defined so if the database into which you
want to load the data has strange
formatting requirements this system is
versatile enough to cope with just about
anything.

This is all very useful but it has one
serious flaw which had me irritated

within seconds (though it will only ever
bother me that one time): I know I should
have read the manual first but who does?

I started to play around with the currently
selected format and having reached a
point where it was all a complete mess I
decided to stop and re-start. So I looked in
the window for a reset button, there
wasn't one.

Okay, I thought, I'll close the window
without saving, but when I re-opened it
the mess was still there. Surely closing

50

Preferences

Quick Check hotkey Cut Tub

Guess beforesearch

J Street | Posttom
J Locality | County

I Interacth «• search

Quick Cheek

Matches

Default format

Generic Text

Generic Text 13|

Save

Defaultsettings for the program'spreferences

Acorn User January 1999
http://www.acornusor.com/

...and here's just a few of them, from Bathto Dartford to Devon

down the application and re-starting will
fix it? No, it had clearly saved the mess as
the new format - even though I had not
clicked the Save button at any time. Not
good.

Preferences
The preferences window allows you to
change the hotkey for the Quick Check
pop-up window, more of which in the
next section. It also allows you to modify
the behaviour of the search from the

Enquiry dialogue.
You can select "Guess before search"

on any of the street, post town, locality or
county fields and this has the effect of
doing a match with the list of names first
and choosing the closest match on each
of the specified fields before performing
the actual search.

The "Interactive search" window

performs a match every time you press a
key in the Enquiry dialogue, so you can
see how well what you're typing is
matching and click on the right item to
speed up data entry.

Finally you can specify which output
format will be the one that's used as

default in either the Quick Check and
Matches windows.

Other matters
The program does have one very nifty
idea which is the hot-keyed Quick Check
feature: What happens is that you are
typing away at a letter and you want the
proper address. You press Control+Tab
and up pops the Quick Check box, enter
the post code and the house number, if
any, then select the output format (if
necessary) and click ... the result is typed
straight into the document, just like this:

Media House

Adlington Industrial Estate

Adlington

Macclesfield

Cheshire

SK10 4NP

Except I cheated, instead of the house
number I typed in the name of the
building and then had to separate the first

two lines - but it was less arduous than

entering the whole thing. And now I
know what the real address ought to be -
not that we're changing.

There are quite a few fairly stringent
rules that apply to this software, for a start
what you get is a single year's worth of
usage, this is sensible because the PAF is
going to need updating. Other rules
include being unable to make the
software or data available to any third
party in any way. The Royal Mail
themselves are very strict about the use of
PAF, hence that gets passed on to the
buyer.

So who would use .'Addresslt?

Obviously it's not intended for private use
- though there's nothing to stop
individuals buying it. However it's key use
is for business to ensure that the address

database is correct and useful.

The program appeared just as Tau Press
began operations and for a company
whose whole business is in addresses it

was a welcome addition. We've been

testing addresses against the database
especially where, for example, the writing
on competition entries hasn't been
entirely clear, or has omitted the postcode
completely. It has been very useful despite
what I perceive as flaws in the format
interface.

Along with Octopus Systems' CallerlD
it provides another weapon for the
marketing arsenal that has been available
to non-RISC OS machines for quite a
while and adds another argument for
showing that Acorn machines can be Aj,
business machines as well. /1U

Produc

Product:

Price:

Supplier:

Tel:

Web:

E-mail:

:t details

lAddresslt

£199

Fabis Computing, 48 Charles
Street, Church Gresley,
Swadlincote, Derbys, DE11 9QD

[+44] (0)1283 552761

www.fabis.demon.co.uk

sales@fabis.demon.co.uk
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Rise PC £35.00
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"HTMLEdit [v3] is

the outright winner"
Acorn User. Sept 97

'The only HTML editor
worth considering"

Acorn Publisher. August 97

"[HTMLEdit] is going
to be hard to beat"

Rise User. July 97

"Using the program
is simplicity itself"

Archimedes World. June 97

"The editor and

browser are superb..."
Archive. September 97

Locksmith £15

& PCSound Pro 2

now out too! £40

All-new Versions!

HTMLEdit
Next Generation

WWW Authoring For RiscOS

All the tools you need for £105!

The press agree with us when we say that our RiscOS Web
Authoring solutions set new standards in power and ease of use.
Now, in our quest to produce an even more integrated and
powerful solution, we've put together a single pack containing:

HTMLEdit 4+: Java support, sound and music, link and image
checking, syndax colouring and OLE.... £53

Enhanced Web Toolkit: Visual frames, tables, animations,
maps, palette control, drawfile conversion... £30

A complete HTML-aware spelling checker £15

The latest version of our hot new browser with

frames, tables, forms, sound and JavaScript. £25

Also, check out our new SiteMaster for absolute control over your whole site! £25

R-Comp, 22 Robert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6PS

WebSpell:

Webster XL:

Email: rcomp@rcomp.co.uk rci@rcomp.co.uk



-Comp Interactive have reeled out a
good number of hits over the last few

months, with Abuse, Syndicate+ and Descent
all delivering many hours of gripping
gameplay.There's a slight change of subject
material with the release of their latest

conversion - instead of futuristic settings and
advanced weaponry, Heroes II unfolds to
bring you the story of the bitter struggle
between two brothers, princes in a mediaeval
world.

Prince Roland is the kinder of the two,
whereas Archibald, the black sheep of the
family, has a decidedly darker character. Their
father, the good King Ironfist, has recently
died and treachery has twisted the usual
procedure of succession. Forced to flee the
castle while Archibald crowns himself king,
Roland escapes to a remote castle, and
begins to plot his revenge.

Heroes II, released on the PC by New
World Computing, is a blend of strategy and
role-play, and the Heroes of Might and Magic
series is a spin-off from another family of
titles named Might and Magic. Whereas
the Might and Magic range concentrated on
the role-play elements of the game and
presented the fantasy world to the player via
a three-dimensional Doom-style walkabout
interface, the Heroes saga follows the
fortunes of the major characters revealed in
the earlier series, and adopts an interface
reminiscent of games such as Sid Meier's
Civilization.

Installation is straightforward, although
there is one fairly major catch for people
whose hard drives aren't particularly large.
The installer requests 85Mb of disc space
before it will install the game; it's not small, by
any stretch of the imagination. Coincidentally,
it was about this time when I first experienced
Iomega's Clickof Death,just as Iwas trying to
archive older material onto Zip discs. That,
however, is another story.

Alter you've agonised over which games
or packages you can safely delete, it's
just a matter of following the instructions -
the two labelled floppy discs contain all
of the Acorn-specific material, and the rest is
copied and converted from the PC CD-ROM.
This takes a few minutes, so boil the kettle
before you start. However, once you've

I

Steve Mumford indulges himself with a
strategic masterpiece from RCI

finished, it's possible to play the game
without the CD in the drive - ideal if, like me,

your CD-ROM drive isn't directly linked to the
Acorn's sound system and you want to play
the in-game music through a conventional CD
player.

Heroes II is a turn-based strategy game,
and each player has to make all of their
moves before passing on control.This system
brings both advantages and disadvantages;
although it isn't as frenetic as games such as
Age of Empires or Command and Conquer, it
does mean that you can plan your domination

of the world much more carefully. A turn-
based approach also makes multi-player
gameplay much easier to implement - more
of which later.

The game's interface is easy to use and
consistent - if you're wondering about the
effects or status of an object, clicking on it
with the right-hand mouse button will pop
open an explanatory window. This works in
many places throughout the game and is a
particularly nice feature, helping to ease the
learning curve for new players.

As its name suggests, Heroes //continues
__ where its predecessor left

H off, and having waded
' through the first few

pages of the manual
reading about 'upgrades',
'character skills' and 'new

hero types', I was a little
concerned that the game
might prove to be
inaccessible to anyone
who hadn't played the
original. However, there's
no need to worry as
there's a descriptive
introduction to the game
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specially designed for those who are new to
the Heroes series.

The tutorial introduces you to the key
aspects of the game - the Succession Wars
are played out on a series of expansive
square maps covering a variety of Enroth's
different terrains, and when the game
begins, a small patch of land around your
home castle will be revealed to you. At the
start of most games, you own one castle on
the map and have one hero under your

control, along with a pretty meagre collection
of troops. The first priority is to explore the
immediate vicinity for minerals or treasure to
bolster the war effort - small piles of
materials such as gold or ore are dotted
around at the start of the game but, as you
might imagine, these freebies disappear quite
rapidly.

If you move your mouse over one of these
hoards, the pointer changes into an icon of a
rearing horse - whenever this symbol

appears, it means there's an event or location
on the map that you can visit or trigger.
Examples are plentiful and, as well as clumps
of treasure, mines full of precious materials
and other resource stations, you'll find more
unusual places to investigate. The windmill,
for instance, provides the first visitor every
week with a gift of minerals or gems, and
there are all manner of temples, relics and
magic fountains to pep up the strength of
your party.

Of course, you're not going to get far with
only one hero, and increasing the strength of
your armies is vital. Each castle that you own
will produce a certain number of troops
per week, but this depends on the
accommodation available within. Every day,
assuming you have adequate supplies of the
raw materials required, you can add a new
location or object to each town you own.
These range from new abodes to attract
different creatures into your realm, to features
such as wells which increase population
growth. There's also the chance to fortify a
castle with turrets and a moat - these

prove very useful if your castle stands a
chance of being marauded by nearby
opponents, which brings us neatly on to the
subject of combat.

Battle between two parties is a rather
stylised affair, but it's very simple to learn and
has distinct advantages over some of the
more involved systems seen in other strategy
games. The two opposing forces line up on
opposite sides of the battlefield, and the
commanding heroes control the battle from a
safe distance. Each side then gets a chance
to move one of their groups of creatures
(each party can have up to five different
creature types) and attack the enemy if
possible. This is where you'll first encounter
the great diversity of creatures available in
Heroes II - there are six different hero

classes, including Knight, Warlock and
Necromancer, and each class has its own

preferred selections of creatures it can raise.
The Knight recruits peasants, pikemen and



Acorn C++ HALF PRICE £ 125

RiscOS PRIM'S Voll-4 HALF PRICE £ 55

17" SVGA Monitor 3 year warranty 0.27ag £ 280

8.4GB IDE IBM/Quantum Fireball Hard Disc £ 200

Internal Zip Drive with IDE interface & 1 disc £ 165

Canon BJC4300 Colour bubblejet £ 150

Parallel Scanner Plustek Optic Pro 600x300 optically inc Acorn S/W £ 125

New High Res Plustek OpticPro 1200x600 optically inc Acorn S/W £ 160

New Epson Scanner GT7000 SCSI with S/W £ 275 inc Transparency adaptor £ 350

PC Card 5x86 133MHz 512k Cache £ 300

New A7000's 8MB from £ 390, A7000 System inc Monitor £ 500

S/H 9MB RiscPC's from £ 550, A5000's 4MB £ 350

RiscPC System A 32MB, IV, 1.2GB, CD-ROM & 14" SVGA £ 1175

RiscPC System B 32MB, 2V, 5.1GB, 5x86 133Mhz 512K, PC Pro, Windows95,
15" SVGA & CDROM £ 1750

For RAM pricing please phone (prices rising fast!) - 32MB £ 55? but 64MB Now £ 105

Chocks Away^£25
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Stunt Racer 2000 - £35

Ground Hog - £12
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Cyber Chess - £35
The Fourth Dimension, 78 Brighton Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN11 2EN

Tel: 01903 213361 Fax: 01903 523679 Email: 4d@cje.co.uk Web: www.cje.co.uk/4d/
' Prices and specifications are correct at the timeof going to press. All prices are fully inclusive. E&OE.
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CJE4DV02

All prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
& Delivery. Official Orders Welcome E&OE

CJE4DV02

Super Snail places you in the control ofSam the Snail.
Sam's a snail quite unlikeany other - infact, he's not like

any any snail you 'II ever have met before.

Morph

£25
U'UZ
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Morph is a massive new 4D adventure, you work your way
around the castle collecting the bonuses and solving
puzzles as the game progresses.

CJE Micro's

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cje.co.uk http://www.cje.co.uk

RiscOS 3.1, RiscPC and

StrongARM compatible.
Please specify computer

when ordering

Real McCoy 6

Technodream

Silverball

Bloodlust

Carnage Inc.

Real McCoy 6 - £35
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Pushy - £12
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Drifter - £35



Game Show

Heroes ot Mightand Magic 2

of Might and Magic

affM^i|gft»iW^

cavalry whereas the Necromancer prefers to
use the forces of the undead.

Each creature has its own method of

fighting, whether it's hand-to-hand combat or
missile attacks, and some of them have innate
resistances as well - the Iron and Steel

Golems, for instance, have limited resistance
to magic. If you've invested in a spellbook for
your hero and built a Mage Guild in one or
more of your castles, magic spells can be cast
to attempt to alter the course of the battle -
these range from simple shield spells to
devastating fireblasts that affect an area of
the battlefield. By targeting your attacks
carefully, you can neutralise the major threat
of an attack before the opposition has a
chance to damage the strength of your party
- and the fewer new recruits you will need to
bolster your numbers, the more money you
have availableto spend on powerful upgrades
to your castles.

In summary
If you enjoy strategy games, Heroes II has
plenty to offer. R-Comp Interactive have made

fttfiiwiiiiillMBMMMBlBCaia^UWJi^VJl f IIT" ''I*. I"iMMMJMfliMiMMIMItiMW

an excellent choice in converting this title;
although its name isn't as immediately
recognisable as Doom or Descent, it survives
the port to the Acorn almost fully intact, and
the gameplay is identical to that of the PC
version. The only features we've lost are the
fullscreen video introductions that are used

to set the scene; instead, the plot is revealed
with a slideshow of images carefully taken
from the film and overlaid with subtitles.

The sound is a wee bit gritty, but other
than that, the conversion is faultless - they've
even improved on the original by improved
file cacheing and reduced disc access.
Admittedly, it would have been nice to be able
to play the game in a desktop window, but I'm

••••:c^^iijM „P.-{.1Sw^w.^^fc^>^r
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being a bit unfair - that would really just be
the little plastic figure on the icing on top of a
very large, moist cake.

As seems to be becoming a characteristic
trait of games released by RCI, you get very
good value-for-money - as well as a solid
conversion of the original game, complete
with map and scenario editor, a further
CD was included in the Heroes II box.

The Desecrated Lands disc is full of extra

levels with which to test your skills, and
represents some of the best levels made
available over the Internet after the game's
original release.

Add to this the hotseat multiplayer
capabilities of the original, allowing up to six
people to sit around the machine and
play against each other using exactly the
same game mechanics as the single-
player version, and this gives months of
absorbing gameplay. Finally, the high-quality
packaging and manual simply reinforce
the game's professional heritage and
solid conversion, making this an absolute
classicand a game I'll be playing for a AJT
long time to come. Jlx)

j King Archibald requires you to defeat
!l( ; the three enemies in this region. They
,$-. are not allied with one another, so they

will spend most of their energy 'OMCliJ'CfE
I fighting amongst themselves. Tou will . 2000 TJold

•'$ win when you own all of the enemy
•>{ | castles and there are no more heroes 3nage s Ring
.?. left to fight. f Timor Scroll

.*A!W3\!R!DS

1 Product details
1 Product: Heroes of Might and Magic II
1 Price: £35

• _ R-Comp Interactive, 22 Robert
Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford,
Cheshire WA16 6PS

I Tel: (+44/0)1925 755043

1 Fax: (+44/0)1925 757377

1 Web: http://www.rcomp.co.uk/

H E-mail: rci@rcomp.co.uk I
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Panasonic KXP-1180 printer,
comprehensive paper han
dling, very good condition and
in original box, with
handbook, four new ribbons
and perspex stand, £60 ono.
Telephone 01252 409138.

RiscPC600, RISCOS3.6, 24+1
Mb, 3.2Gb Hd, 486/33 PCCard,
CDRom, AKF60, Speakers, Lots
of software, 190+ Mag Disks,
Manuals, Original Boxes, £525
Tel: 01582 615183 Luton

Games Sale: Simcity, Pacmania,
Gods, Flashback, Virtual Golf
Wentworth & Augusta, Break
147 & Superpool also available,
Olivetti JP-150 Inkjet Printer,
Logitech Mouse Tel: 01926
450478

Archimedes A420, 4Mb, ARM3,

RISC OS3,Morley SCSI 1/F,
540Mb SCSI, Video Enhancer,
Digitiser + Loads of software
including Techwriter, Personal
Accounts, etc. £500 o.n.o
01530 411288 / 0498 773671

Archimedes A310M, RGB
Colour Monitor, RISC OS 3.01,
MEMC1A, 2MB RAM, Ifel 4-
way backplane, Dual Serial
port, Joystick, Armadeus
(sampling) software, Various
games incl. Elite. 3 years worth
of ACORN USER and RISC

USER back issues. £100. Tel:

0961 403741

Rise PC 600, 26Mb RAM,

410Mb HD, 486 Card, Sportster
modem, 17" AKF85 monitor,
CD ROM + software. Excellent

condition. Offers £500.

Bridgnorth 01746 765732

Rise PC 233Mhz StrongARM,
32MB RAM, 2MB VRAM, 2.4GB
HD, 24x CD-ROM, 17" Ilayma
Vision Master Pro Monitor,

Colour Handscanner, £1,100
ono. Buyer Collects
(Cambridge). Tel: 01954
230488

Acorn A3000 4Mb RAM,
RISCOS 2.0, Acorn RGB
Monitor, Games, Manuals,
Learning Curve software and
manuals, BBC Basic manual,
Beebug C software and manual.
Tel: 0141 649 8367 after 6pm.

Games going for a song! Birds
of War, Virtual Golf, Augusta,
Stunt Racer 2000, extra tracks,

Cyber Chess, Chequered Flag,
Break 147, Tel: 0958 746440

A5000, 4Mb, hard drives

162/511 Mb. Excellent
condition - monitor, CD Rom,

Star LC24-200 printer,
joysticks, speakers, Ovation Pro,
games, lots of software. £550
Tel 01206 766578.

RPC700, 26MB, 850MB-HD,

with PC-Card, CD-ROM,
Acorn-C/C++, PRM, various
software and books, Many

To submit a free ad to Acorn User,
complete the coupon on page 70.
25 words maximum per ad.

Magazines. £950. Offers
welcome. Phone Robert, Work:

01279-402135, Eve: 0181-

9266760.

Games for sale (20+) and
gamepads. Nearly all excellent
condition, includes Alone/
Dark, Flashback, Star Fighter...
E-mail malt.morrison@usa.net

or ring (01725) 552024, ask for
Matt.

A7000, 8mb,CD drive,good
condition little used original
boot intact, all manuals

etc.some software £375, AKF60

£90 or £425 for both 01254

702980

Sibelius 7 latest version (v3.5).
Strongarm compatible.
Registered copy, all rights
transferable. Complete, boxed
with up-to-date manual. Would
cost £700 from Sibelius.

Absolute bargain at £400. Steve
(0113) 226 4912 (Leeds).

A5000, 8MB RAM, SCSI1 with
POWERROM, 2xCDROM,
Viper 150 Tape drive + 9 Tapes,
Ether3, AKF18, 1.6GB HD,

400MB HI), Linux installed,
£395. Tel Chris: 01285 713514

A4000, AKF60, immaculate,
loads of quality software,
upgraded Quantum HDD.
Excellent for WP/DTP,
education £220 ono. Phone

Rob after 5pm 01299 270834

Rise PC 600 12Mb, 400Mb HD,

CD ROM, Impression,
Pipedream, games and apps.
£850. Tel: 01252 871292

(Yately, Hampshire)

A3010 4MB RAM, 60MB HD,

AKF17 14in monitor, Canon

BJ200, mono bubblejst printer,
Pipedream 4, Ovation etc. £150
ono. 01993 776853 (Witney)

CJE59 PC Card, PCPro, PC

Exchange, disks, booklets,
£190. Canon 610 printer plus
CC Turbo Driver and lead,

£100. Tel: 01422 364089

(Halifax) Buyer collects

A4000 210HD, 4Mb, Loads of

quality software, games and
clip-art: £200. (Redditch,
Worcs).

Photodesk Lite £50; Pro-Artisan

24 £30; Composition £30;
Artworks (dongle and SA
com pat) £35; Squirrel Database
£15; Ovation £15; CC Turbo

printer drivers BJC600 £15 and
BJC 800 £15. Tel: 01268 734215

Rise PC 700 RISC OS 3.6, 18Mb

RAM, 800Mb HD, Windows 95,

PC486 card, CD ROM Quad

speed, Mustek MFS6000CX
scanner and card. Plus various

software £500ono. Tel

evenings: 01354 692966
(Cambs)
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Dave Lawrence and

Dave Acton pun their
way through more

programming ditties

Tesselate than never Author: Philip Mellor

Tesselation window and when exporting
as a drawfile. Note if you have used
'Unjoined points' in your design, you
may not be able to fill the shapes in Draw
properly. If this is the case, either redesign
the shape not to use unjoined points, or
leave the tesselation as an outline.

The Arrangement window lets you
alter how the shapes are arranged and
repeated to make the tesselation. All
numbers are in OS units. It is

recommended to use the Presets menu

first to get the computer to estimate the
best way to tesselate the shape, then fine-
tune the result manually if necessary.

'*info

*

Three methods of tesselation are available

from this menu. The Horizontal and

Vertical Spacing variables control the gaps
between each row or column, the Offset

variables control how far each new row or

column is indented and the Copies
variables control how many times the
shape is repeated.

You can save your work as a Tesselation
file which allows you to re-load it for
further editing later, or as a Draw file,
which you could import into a word
processor or simply print from Draw.

A number of examples are provided in
the directory called, er, Examples.

•••

Tesselate is a program from the prolific
author Philip Mellor that generates
tesselating drawfiles. You first create the
shape(s) to be tesselated using the design
window - click select on the iconbar icon

or choose Window -> Design from the
main menu. Opening the tesselation
window (adjust click on the iconbar)
shows you the output. One further
window, Arrangement, allows you to
control the layout and spacing of the tiles
in the tesselation.

The design window consists of a
workspace where you can control the
shape that will be tesselated. Clicking on
a point selects it and an adjoining line,
highlighted in red. You can move the
points on the shape by dragging with
SELECT. If the 'Gridlock' icon on the

toolbar is selected then the point will be
moved to the nearest spot on the grid.
You can add another point on the
midpoint of the selected line by clicking
the 'Add point' icon on the toolbar (a red
square). You can delete the selected point
be clicking on the 'Delete point' icon on
the toolbar (a dustbin). Clicking the 'Add
new shape' icon on the toolbar adds a
new triangular shape to the design.

Clicking the 'Joined points' or
'Unjoined points' icons on the toolbar
decides whether the selected line is visible

or not. This is useful for creating gaps in
the shape outline. Unjoined points are
shown as dashed blue lines in the design
window, and are not visible in the

. v^-nTT-,;
Tesselation

Q

D

0

Design
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*info

Ivor feeling there may be a pun coming Author: Ivor Clarke

There are those who would suggest that the sole criterion by
which we judge the printworthiness of an item is how useful the
name of the author might be in punning terms. This is an
outrageous suggestion of course, tantamount to slander in fact.
Ivor Clarke's submission was chosen purely as a high quality
item and has nothing to do with the fact that his forename is
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16 all out Author: Nigel Stoner

unusually flexible in the pun department. Just thought we ought
to get that clear from the start. We now return you to your
regular programs...

We have long said in *Quit that you can send us almost
anything as long as it isn't more than 100K and doesn't smell too
bad. As long as it might be of use to, or entertain the great *Info
readership, we'll be glad to stick it on the disc. Ivor proves the
point with two fonts and a drawfile.

Curiously, one of the fonts goes under the same name as
its creator. Ivor(the font) is used by Ivor (the chap) since it looks
like Ivor (the chap)'s best handwriting. The other is called
Technical, and is a redrawn, scaffolded, skeletoned version of a
font used by Ivor's son for university design work. I am sure you
will agree that both are well worth copying into your Wonts
directory.

To demonstrate his fonts, and indeed, any others you might
care to, Ivor has also included a drawfile called, not-quite-eleven-
letteredly, FontDispla. Each Ascii character from the Latin set is
shown in its own numbered box - just Select All and change the
font from the Draw menu as required.

If you have a font or two to share with us, or a handy drawfile
like Ivor's, why not share it with the world?

You've all seen this kind of thing on the
Crystal Maze. And you know that in just
two and a half minutes from entering the
Aztec-style chamber, the civil servant
from Didcot is going to meet with a
barrage of frantic cries of "Come out,
come out!" Well, with a bit of practice
using Nigel Stoner's AHOut game, you
might just get the extra crystal you need
to win that abseiling holiday in Norwich

you've always dreamed of.
The object of the game is to turn all

of the green lights red. Clicking on a
light will change its colour but will also
change some of the neighbouring ones
too. And therein lies the puzzle - work
out the pattern and find the shortest
number of pressed to produce sixteen red
lights.

By default the level is set to Easy.

Medium and Hard await the experts and
you can even customise the game by
designing your own pattern. The
middle light in the little customise
window represents the one clicked on.
Select what happens to the neighbours
and click Done when finished. And for

the biggest challenge of all, select
Randomise and try and solve a new puzzle
each time.

*Put that in your pipe
and copy it (rather slowly) Author: Roddy Graham

Roddy Graham has been exploring the wonder that is PipeFS...
"Several years ago *Info ran a competition to find the most

useless system call. I never found one: instead, this is my
submission for your Most Useless Filing System comp, which I
expect you'll have on the go within minutes of reading this.
|Sure thing - all entries to the usual address please...)

"pipefs219'is a one line basic program which provides access
to the pipe: device by way of an icon bar icon, giving a sort of
flexible RAM disc. It's a memory hog, using whatever is in the
'next' slot, and you have to quit it via the Tasks display, but hey
- it's a One Fine Filing System.

"pipefs219 was written after I discovered the pseudo-filing
systems lurking within my A3000.1 thought l might end up with
something similar to an Amiga ramdisc (using just as much
memory as files needed, and releasing it when no longer
needed), which would be handier than the Arc's version. [You
need MemFS for that.] Sadly it was not to be."

Of course the PipeFS is used to pipe information through from
one task to another when doing so by other means would be
fiddly. Although it isn't of much practical use to open pipe: as a
filer window, it is interesting enough to do once. It's a read-once
filing system - files read from the pipe are deleted.

OpenAll is a simple obey file that opens filer windows for all

l>l) Acorn User January 1999
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the pseudo filing systems. Again, not very useful but quite
interesting. Note that devices:$ contains pseudo files Parallel and
Serial (and Eastl'arallel). Clicking on Parallel you half expect it to
load a picture of your printer. And dropping a text file onto the
kbd: filer should make the keys go up and down of course.

I xf p;pe:$ .j

|g*|Zap

IralxJ

WR/ Directory DEADDEAD DEADDEAl

i idevices:$

FastParaiiel

Parallel

Serial

W/

WR/

WR/

0

0

0

Device

Device

Device

08:50:23 19 Nov 1998

08:50.23 19 Nov 1998

08:50:23 19 Nov 1998
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The whale is not a fish - it's an insect

*info

Author: Jan Vibe

Our Danish friend Mr Jan Vibe has been
turning his attention to matters factual,
although even in this territory he seems
unable to resist manipulating the odd
sprite mask or three.

"This application displays interesting
facts on the screen. It started as an

experiment using the font system,
but now, it is a full blown application,
which displays interesting facts using
some special methods of revealing the
text.

"The text used by this program is the
text file with the name Text placed in the
'.Pacts directory. 'The program will
randomly select a text, placed between
the separator characters %%.

"The selected text is shown on the

screen 3 seconds for each line, so a text

with 3 lines is shown for 9 seconds. By
tapping the keyboard, a new selected text
can be made to appear."

In all there are twelve methods used to

reveal the next message and these can
be found within the main CASE

statement. All are quite simple, most
involving a FOR...NEXT loop or two
and the obligatory SpriteOp calls to
switch output to a sprite mask and back
again.

Cool tools and

funky hour

Cocw»-C«,N. Hires Root t'^er ^nd Lh. K-, *»e«- wore al!
introduced n. *he same yeaiy ?$?>»'
John Pemberton, *hfi inventor o» <^oca~Coia ret*>~cd to i
" KsltSemed-BraiWro^*- and Jnteiler^t^il^&civcra^«.^!»*2? >>-- ~-
3>JU p was originally Valletf* f>ib-r^N^Litt.tarJC^:.'^x^^^lOR.-l:fl(>B.v.
§&J*4r*vfceifkrwasinvented in l*29j O^^^s^
Tlie 7 ?sf«* the oi iginai size - 7ouu"es - and the i 'p w^,
u:'- "'hoftorvs i»p." The first advertising <togan for 7-Up -,•>--a-, ''Ft
fakes Jhtouen j»yt of groudi*"

You only ring twice Author: Justin Fletcher

Q: How can you tell
ringing?

A: You can hear it ring.

if the phone is

OR you plug a modem into the line,
connect it to your computer and run
Justin Fletcher's latest module. This
monitors the 'Ring Indicator' line on the
serial port and when it detects a ring, uses

the Speak module to say "Ring Ring" (!).
Of course, the action chosen is not the
important bit - you could easily change it
to do some other task; possibly even
something useful. Justin suggests you
could switch off the computer sound, or
pause the CD player. Source code is
provided in Basic and in Justin's own
'JFPatch' format.

Author: Mark Wilmer

Great galloping gaskets
Author: John Whitington

This is not the first time that Sierpinski's famous gaskets have
appeared in these hallowed pages, and I doubt if it will be the
last. It may be the first time we've seen bouncing red, green and
blue gaskets though, and we have John Whitington to thank for
bringing us this whole new fractal experience. Just run and
enjoy.

You might be forgiven for thinking that *lnfo has slipped into a
bit of a Jazz Club mode. (Great) Just a bit of desktop jazzing-up
though, courtesy of Mark Willmer.

CoolTools is just your regular desktop revamp with a new set
of tool sprites. We get a lot of these at *Info and although most
are quite fun, there aren't that many that we could live with on
a day-to-day basis if you know what I mean. CoolTools is
refreshingly liveable-with (hough - even the twirly poles along
which the subtly shaded sausages slide. (Hang on while I wipe
the saliva from the monitor.)

FunkyHour gives a makeover to your hourglass. Punkyl'lour was
created using Jon Ribbens' llourMake utility and the original
sprites arc included should you wish to linker further or merely
admire them. Particularly nice is the mini-hourglass which is
used as the percentage indicator.
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'Special Offer

All the programming
help you could need

Program^*

YES! Please send me:

~2 Basic Programmers Toolkit for £7.50
] Wimp Programmers Toolkit for £7.50

• Both Toolkits for just £13.50
Free P&Pin the UK only

~2 Add £1 P&P per item if ordering from Europe
] Add £2 P&P per item from outside Europe

Value of order £

Basic Programmer's Toolkit and
Wimp Programmer's Toolkit just £7.50

each or £13.50 for both

These complementary discs provide programs
and utilities to make the task of creating Basic
programs and multitasking Wimp programs
that much easier allowing you to concentrate
on the important parts of your work.

Name....

Address.

Written by
programmers who
know the pitfalls, these
two disks provide
genuine help for you to
build up your skills and
abilities in this potential
minefield of difficulties.

Available now
so order today

Postcode.

E-mail

I wish to pay by:

~H Cheque/postal order (payable to Tau Press Ltd)
]] Credit Card (Visa/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Access)

Send your order to:
Toolkit Offer, Tau Press,
Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP

The Basic Programmers's Toolkit
contains the following applications
with explanatory handbook:

• Basic Program Printer
• Basic Program Formatter
• SWI Manager
• Basic Program Analyser
• Basic Program Cruncher
• Basic Program Differentiator
• Basic Program Monitor
• Basic Help
• Library of Basic Routines

The Wimp Programmer's Toolkit
contains a complete handbook
and these applications:

• Window Template Editor
• Menu Template Editor
• Wimp Monitor Utility
• Template Information Utility
• Icon Locator

• Shell Wimp Program
• Single Window Shell
• Wimp Flags Generator
• Poll Mask Generator

• Basic Procedure and

Function Analyser
• Basic Variable Lister

• Wimp Debugging Utility
• Multitasking Memory Viewer
• Wimp Message Monitor
• Wimp Library

Credit Card No:

Expiry Date: /

~] Please lick here if you do not wish to receive promotional information from other companies
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Watch it - Floating lenses are trouble! Author: Darren Green

Okay, okay, we have to admit that we
have no idea what Wiflat stands for,
We've searched Darren Green's little

game for clues but found nothing. Maybe
that civil servant from Didcot might have
more luck... Whatever it stands for, Wiflat
is a fun little game that borrows a little bit
of Repton; a soupcon of Xor; a sprinkle of
Sdkoban, served with a coulis of sliding
block puzzle.

Play takes place on a grid of
multicoloured squares. You use the Z, X, /
and ' keys to move a cursor around this
grid. The object is to collect the treasure
squares coloured pink (1 point) and
yellow (5 points) before moving on to the
next level. Of course life is never quite
that easy - firstly, you are playing against
the clock. If you run out of time, you lose
a life and the level is restarted.

Secondly, contact with a floating
eyeball is equally deadly (isn't it always?).
The main hazard though is the special
squares that are dotted liberally about
each level. You will come across deadly
red squares; icy blue squares; fruity keys;
speed-up pills; magic mushrooms and
even the occasional purple bonus
treasure. The full list of special squares
and their effects can be found in Darren's

help file.
If you get completely stuck in a

corner, F11 will dock a life and restart

the level. F12 ends the current game
and Ctrl+Escape quits the program
completely.

Knowing the *Info populace we
predict we will now see a steady stream

ON ERROR PRINT SOMETHING

USEFUL FOR A CHANGE

of screen editors, desktop
and probably even an
driven computer-play vers
uses a wimp filter to display
board in the title bar of

manager.

Author: Scott Boham

versions

interrupt
ion that

the entire

the task

We've all suffered at the hands of the fateful abort on data

transfer. I'm still not quite clear what a data transfer is exactly,
and why it might be aborted. But if you're determined to get to
the bottom of such problems, this little programming example
from our old friend Scott Boham could be just what you're
looking for.

It's nice to publish a program whose second line deliberately

generates an error. It does so to test PROCerror. This simple error
handler looks for an address in the error message. If so, it extracts
it and then uses SWI_DebuggerI)isassemble to list the bit of
program around where the error occurred. The offending line is
picked out in green. Obviously you can adapt the routine to
your own requirements - you could even print the disassembly
to a file and then prompt Zap to load it.

88887FE8
88887FEC

88887FF4
88887FF8
88887FFC
88888888
88888884

0808888C
88888818
88888814

.nternai trror: flbort on transfer at &

88888882
8888883B
88888888
FFFFFFFF
88888882
8888883B
65746E49
6C616E72
72724528
283H726F
726F6241
6E6F2874

RNDEQ R8,R8,R2
RNDEG R8,R8,R11,LSR R8
DCD &
SWIHU &FFFFFF
RNDEQ R8,R8,R2
RNDEG R8,R8.R11.LSR R8
LDRUSB R6.CR4,I*-&E493!
STCUSTL CP14,C6,CR1D,«-&1C8
RSBUCS R4,R2,#R888B8888
EORCSS R7,R18,PC,R0R **4
RSBUC
MCRUS .,3

88888824 61287265 Undefined instruction

Press SPACE or click mouse to continue

at 1ine

*♦* use of NU

= 3657
= 456

=1<<27 non-std const

= 1856
="a" C97)
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*

This train is for whoaaaooaaoooh! A^m*^

Now I'm not sure what picture you conjure up in
your minds when contemplating the scene of we
Dave's tapping away to write these five pages of stuff
and nonsense. Perhaps you
see a gleaming state-of-the-art workspace in glass and
chrome; perhaps a dingy attic room, with rising
damp and falling masonry. But curiously, I'm writing
this particular bit of *Info on the 13:08 from
Paddington to Oxford.

Now I wouldn't normally mention this (well, I
probably would actually) but this train, like all
Thameslink ones features one of those scrolling notice
boards. To maintain your attention, said board
employs many cunning scrolling techniques. Text
comes on from the right, goes off the left and
sometimes flashes a bit. How different commuter-life

might be if (and here, we finally get to the heart of the
matter - we thank you for your kind patience) - how
different it would be if Mark Adcock's 3D Scroll
routine were employed to announce that the service would stop at
Slough and Maidenhead. People would sit up and take notice. And
then probably feel a bit sick from the violent perspective.

Like all the best *Info doodles, 3D Scroll is highly customisable
as its creator describes...

"Look inside the program and there are some variables to
change. You can just stick to the combinations I've
recommended or you can experiment. Explanations of the
variables are given below. The last set of values needs a fast
processor ie a StrongARM - you only get 35fps on my RPC700.

"The program Convert takes the file Source and generates the
letters. It's not pretty - I've only released it so people can add
better character sets (mine is rubbish, but took me far longer
than 3D Scroll itself). Each character sprite has three different
colours - white, red, and green. A light texture (tex2) is
substituted for the green and a dark one (texO) for the red. The
white part is somewhere in between {text)."

"You can change the message it uses by changing the file
message, but be warned, only ASCII 33 to 95 are included in the
character set, to save space on disc. Each character is 64 by 64 =
4K, so a full set would use a lot of memory. But I'm also too lazy
to draw a full set...

"The positions of the top of the letters are controlled by a sine
wave (from now on called the "vertical offset wave" or VOW).
The height of the letters is controlled by another wave, the

62

QUIT
All programs, applications, hints, tips, drawfiles, fonts,

music and more to our regular abode if you please:

*INFO,Acorn User,

Tau Press, Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP

or, e-mail us (including your real address please) at:
starinfo@acornuser.com

No e-mails longer than 100K please. Screenshots, background
info and ideas for customising your program are most welcome.

Cover-disc space is limited, so we won't be able to carry massive
programs however brilliant.

Please put your name, address and program title on every
disc and include a text file containing your name, address,

disc contents and program details. An SAE will ensure your
discs are returned. If you are responding to one of our

challenges, please mark your envelope accordingly.
'info submissions only please.

Acorn User January 1999
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height wave (HW). The VOW progresses at wave2speed%
sixteenths of a pixel per frame and its peak-to-peak amplitude is
amp2% pixels. The variables \vavc>1speed% and ampl% do the
same for the HW. The speed of the text in pixels per frame is
textspeed'Yo. When the program is set up, the VOW and HW are
put into tables and some data is calculated. For a normal
scrolltext as far as I can work out, you do this:

textpos=0

for x = 0 to 319

PROCplot_vertical_Sliver_of_a_character
textpos+=l

next x

DEF PROCplot_vertical_Sliver_of_a_character
character = textpos»6

x_position_within_character = textpos AND 63
plot sliver
ENDPROC

"As you can see, the character is 64 pixels wide and the x
coordinate of the actual character is contained in the bottom 6

bits. If you like, think of it as a fixed point number, with the
bottom bits being the part after the decimal point. The 'plot sliver'
bit plots a vertical sliver using the height of the HW and at a
position determined by the VOW. The 3D Text works like this:

textpos=0

for x = 0 to 319

PROCplot_vertical_Sliver_of_a_character
textpos+=constant / HW(x)

next x

*

*
"How much you add to textpos is determined by the reciprocal
of the height of the sliver at that point times a constant. So for a
tall sliver, you will add a small value, and the letter will therefore
appear more spread out on the screen. Because it is more spread
out, it will move quicker than smaller (further away letters). This
gives you the 3D effect.

"In fact, you have a choice about how textpos is increased
depending on the sliver height. It can be a reciprocal of the
height (HorizScale%=\) or proportiaonal to a constant minus the
height all squared (HorizScaie%=2). The former is perhaps 'better'
because it uses a division, hence is probably closer to 'real' 3D,
but occasionally type 2 looks better. The tables set up at the
beginning calculate how much is added to textpos as well as the
HW. They also contain data which prevents you having to Ajj
use a division in the sliver plotter." •/iU



*** New Premises ***

During the course of November we will be moving into new
premises. We will be aiming to expand our list of products

and services. Meantime we can still be contacted at the

address below.

Phoebe / Rise PC 2
Due to the unsettled future of this product we are
unable to give details of pricing. We are still
optimistic about the likely appearance of the new
machine under the guidance of a new company.

SA Rise PC & A7000+ Systems
Thanks to Castle Technology we will be able to
continue to supply and support the existing Rise PC
and A7000+ systems. For current pricing please
contact us at the address below.

Network Computers
We can offer complete NC solutions running the
Topcat software and Citrix Metaframe from a
Windows NT server. We can offer the full package
from installing the network cables through to supply
and configuration of the server, nc's and the
software. Call for more information.

Components & Peripherals

4Gb IDE Hard Drives £95

24x & 32x Hitachi CD ROM drives from £35

16Mb EDO RAM (tested for RPC) £16

32Mb EDO RAM" " £32

64Mb EDO RAM" " £call

CTX 15" Monitors (3yr warranty) £120

CTX 17" Monitors (3yr warranty) £210

We also supply a full range of printers, expansion
cards, modems etc. Please call for more info

Clearance Corner

Ethernet Cards for A3000/A4000 £50

Rise OS 3.11 Upgrade (new) £28

A3000 Computer + Monitor, Mouse £100

HP Turbodriver Software (new) £30

Canon Turbodriver Software (new) £30

Plus much much morel!

Tel 0141 644 4952

Fax 0141 644 5299

http://www.tecs.co.uk
E-mail sales@tecs.co.uk

140 Busby Road, Clarkston, Glasgow G76 8BG

NB ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT @ 17.5%

/JKALATV
am.Publishing

P.O.Box 231, Barton, Bedford MK45 4HQ.C7
Tel. 01582 881614 fax 01582 881614
Email: akalat@kbnet.co.uk

Volume 5 tai* i
DexuhtsWi

>TLi]blislji<B3r
DESIGNING FOR

BRITISH AEROSPACE

GENEALOGY JOURNAL

CERILICA VANTAGE

SCANNINC
PART FOUF

H^ 'f
&>..*

Volume 5 Issue 2
Includes part 4 in
our major series on
scanning And image
processing. You can
still subscribe to
Acorn Publisher and
get parts 1,2 &3 of
this series for just
£5*for the set of
three magazines.

This is the series

which no Acorn user

can afford to miss.

If you use applications like Impression, ArtWorks
Ovation Pro, Studio24, Photodesk, HTMLEdit
fordesktop publishing, image processing and
web site creation then Acorn Publisher is the

indispensable guide you musthave.
Still only £24.95* for ayear's subscription, and
we'll send you theissues with parts1,2 &3 ofthe
scanning series for just £5*extra. Why wait!

nipe £2&95, - 54.95t£6 Europe, io elsewhere

gooks on desktop publishing and the Internet
Latest title from
Robin Williams:

TheNon-Designer's TypeBook
Everything you ever wanted to know
about choos'mq and using fonts.

£13.95
Other best-selling titles by Robin Williams:
The Hon-Designer's Design Book £14.95
The Non-Designer's Web Book £16.95

allbooksplus£2 each p&p (UK.)

The

Non-
Designer's
-*Type
Book

taoMafininuM] ntllfff

nans

Clip Art
Still the best clip art collection.
Supplied with full colourmanual
and all software needed.

5TILU29,
SEE US ON STANP SW25 at 13ETT13-16 JAN 1999



Bids are welcome. Please help the auction!
Contact:

The Great Acorn Auction
in aid ofComic Relief

77 Station Road
Haydock

St. Helens
WA11 OJL

Tel: 01744 600733 (all times) or 0161 295 4015 (day)

Email: auction@physchem.fireeserve.co.uk

MANY THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING

SaaaArm flT — — ,.. \V: — .^ SrrcnMrm

mm Acorn

David Pilling BBffH

icORNUSER The power to control

software

Alternative Publishing Ltd.
30 Clyde Place. Glasgow G5 8AQ

Tel: 0141 418 0881 Fax: 0141 418 0889

PINEAPPLE
SOFTWARE

msnssm

Jaffa
-J %JLJsoftware

o



Advice and help
QUESTIONS Publishing (0121-212 0919) have
launched what they call a 'one-stop-shop' for
educational services for schools and homes.

Promising resources and services for pre
schoolers to university students all you have
to do is log onto: www.education-quest.com

There are nine services so far on the site

ranging from an online book shop to an
educational training exchange designed to
help teachers in the classroom and parents at
home. This bookshop have over 300,000
books, videos and photocopiable resources
and educational software.

The Professional Practice Library consists of
articles on sound practical and theoretical
advice to support their work. To help find
what you need articles are grouped as literacy

Use IT
BACK in 1997 the Science Museum launched

the STEM Project to encourage schools to visit
the Science Museum in South Kensington and
share their learning with other schools over
the Internet. The Prime Minister gave his
support to the project which follows the route
the Government is taking of encouraging
schools to use and exploit the Internet. This
led to the STEM Awards for schools (teachers
and students) who create the best web-based
resources.

The 1999 Awards have now been

and learning, maths, science, ICT, professional
development, school management, resource
management and school travel. In addition
there are search options to help as well.

In the section marked as Classroom

Materials teachers can find curriculum-

mapped lesson plans, photocopiable resources
and worksheets for primary and secondary
students. Added to this are sections on

vacancies, legal advice, discussions groups, a
searchable database of school equipment and
services, and a list of subject-specific courses.
Most of these services are free with the

exception of the Professional Practice Library
and Classroom Materials sections which cost

£75 a year each while the online legal advice
costs £25 a year.

announced and entries must be submitted by
21 July 1999 and are split into three categories
under lis, ll-18s and adults. Furthermore,

this year's awards is asking for entries from
outside the formal classroom by involving
visitors to the Science Museum's two sister

museums - the National Railway Museum in
York and the National Museum of

Photography, Film and Television in Bradford.
You can get full details from

http://www.nmsi.ac.uk/education/stem/ or by
ringing 0171-938 8096.

r Education News

Top marks
FIVE Star Marketing (0181-950
4973) have produced an
Educational CD-ROMwhich consists
of over 1Gb of software for only
£25.75. But what of the content?

Five Star's Norman King promises
a massivecollection of clip-art,
fonts, and resources for the entire
curriculum as well as a collection of
useful web sites. For instance, the
History section comes with
chronological information as well
as information the two World Wars
but also a sectionon Hungary.
There are also 50 programs for your
Pocket Book and a host of utilities
and even the odd game to play
when no one is looking.

Animal magic
FED up with the computer looking
grey and boring? Setting up a new
interactive/role-play corner and
want to incorporate the computer?
Then take a look at Monimals.
Madefrom fur fabricyou can slipa
cow, lion, moose or sheep over your
monitor for a snug fit. Thesewillfit
14 or 15 inch monitors and Sherston
(01666 843200) can also supply
Monimals for 17 inch monitors too.

The cost is £12.75 each.

Words, words, words
ANGLIA (01603 615151) have
announced a new Primary Literacy
series - although only Level One
and Three will be available initially.
Level One is targeted at Year One
requirements of the National
Literacy Strategy and takes children
through the program with three
new friends: a robot, pirate and
wizard. Word, text and sentence
levelwork are all covered using
these characters and providing five
fun activities which would fit well
with the recommended carousel
approach.

Sochildren maywell find
themselves creating a book usinga
branchingstory, working on muddle
activities placing words to make a
sentence or using traditional games
such as Snapin a new setting to
buildword blending skills.

Correction
In the Geography round-up in the
last issue we stated that Mapsand
Landscapes Volumes 1 &2 were
published by AVP. While it's true
you can get it from AVP, the
publisher is actually Chalksoft
(01775 769518).

Contacting me
You can contact the Education

page by writing to me,
Pam Tumbull at Acorn User,

Tau Press, Media House,
Adlington Park, Macclesfield

SK10 4NP or e-mail:

educ@acornuser.com

January 1999 Acorn User
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RISC DISC 1

£10inc VAT

RISC DISC 2

jL lVinc VAT

RISC DISC 3

El dine VAT

The Hisc Disc was the first low cost CD designed to net
both as a resource and a demo disc lor users who had jusl
bought a Hisc PC with CD-ROMand want something to
show oil its features to their Iriends.

II contains 5 main sections on the disc each accessible
Irom the Rise Disc Iron! end which is a graphics based
browsor and searcher. The live sections are:-

Commercial demonstrations

PD/Shareware (iles

Photo-CD images
Resources

Usolul Text Files

Followingon Irom the success ol The Rise Disc Volume
Ono major loalures in Rise Disc 2 include oven taster pago
display IromCD and over COOMB ol data.
Contents include PD/Sharowaro, Commercial Demos,
Resources tiles includingArtworks.AVI, MPEG, FLI,MIDI,
Digital Symphony, Armadous.Replay,Sprites, Drawliles.
JPEG. Electronic Books etc. Aspecial section ol inlo and
resources lor Clan members and linally a complete
interactive Virtual World Wide Web.

Using tho PD browsers and commercial Web browsers you
can exploro over 100MBol Web pages Iromaround the
world without having to actually own a modem.

Followingthe lealutes ol Tho Rise Disc One and Two,
Volume 3 has sections on Commercial Demos, PD/
Shareware, Resources tiles (includingArtworks.MIDI,
Replay,Sprites,Drawliles, JPEG. GIF.ElectronicBooks)
and much more.
The PD I Shareware section has the latest soltware and
includes over 30 Games, 35 Graphics programs and 28
Internet utilitios. in tact over 400 programs in total.
Essential utilities include ZAP and StrongED as well as a
large numberot graphicstilesand utilitios suitable lor
creating your own Web pages.
Amajor teature is tho lull 1.2 Release ol RiscBSD along
withthe latest StrongARMintoand updates Irom Acorn.

All prices INCLUDE VAT POSTAGE andPACKING £2.00 incVAT All itemssubjectto availability.

Uniqueway Ltd - 3 Clarendon Road, Cyncoed, Cardiff, CF3 7JD
Tel: 01222 464020 Fax: 01222 440071

www. uniqueway. co. uk
email: sales@unigueway.co.uk

Fullrecognition of OvationPro Styles.
Including SmaUCaps andTitleCaps.

'Best Fit'of text sizes giving clearer
presentation on the Internet. HTML
Fulltext colour support for HSV, CMYK
and RGB at anytint level.

Acorn graphic support - including conversion
tointernet graphic formats.

Includes Internet GIF import filter for OvationPro.

SOFTWARE
pressingtherighIbut

freephone 0500 121 242
Email softuiare@levens.co.iili

111 eli ujujujJ6vens.co.uk/softujare

Ovation Pro to HTML Converter

single user licence £40
primary school licence £60

secondary school licence £65
business site licence £70

P#P - UK LI.50, EU £.2.50, OtherCountries £6
All site licences are unlimited

Copy Prices include VAT



Education Reviews

Picture thi
IF PictureBase is new to you let me explain

the concept. Available as individual
modules you can mix and natch to create a
highly personalised encyclopedia. You may
just to want to concentrate an one aspect of
history for instance. Tien you'll be
provided with an overview, a selection of
photographs, maps, original documents,
paintings, videos and nternet links.
The images follow an ever t or movement
in chronological order with text (which can
be read to you) and imaj.es as well as a
section to make your own notes and
observations.

AVP have also grouped modules
together to follow a particular theme or
aspect of the National Curriculum. One of
these is The Making of the United Kingdom,
1500 to 1750. In effect this is five modules

on one CD-ROM: The Tudors, Early
Stuarts, English Civil Wars, Eater Stuarts,
and 1689-1750.

An important

Pam Turnbull gets to
grips with a resource
package covering 250
years of information on
the creation of the UK

PictureBase screen is split into description,
picture, tools and notepad panels.

The main component is the box on the
right featuring a video clip (with its control
buttons), photograph, or map. Click on the
key in the toolbox to see the keywords
associated with the image. A nice touch is
the ability to add your own keywords.

The description box gives scrollable
background information on the image.

You can't change the
content of this text

though you can change
the font size to suit your
needs, print it or save it to
disc or text editor. As

you'd expect images can
be saved and printed too.
I found I needed to

change some of the
language used for younger
users so I transferred

-!S d 'J—

benefit of this is

that you can
follow particular
movements or

individuals

between modules

or work back to

see the origins of
a problem. This is
a huge collection
of information which touches on the arts,
European history and empires, as well as
looking at freedom of the press and the
satirists of the eighteenth century,
religion and society. However, the main
emphasis is the political upheavals of the
time their causes and solutions.

I found myself concentrating on the
English Civil Wars due to some work we
were doing on the novel Children of the
New Forest and I wanted the children to be

able to follow and evaluate events

sequentially as well as search for
particular personalities The basic

h»b#»cmvim

.. For a short lew

days. Charles « reefy
do teei M* a K.-ng

Then. »«n Je.ooo
iron C'O1'hviioo

arrived •! Worcester,

and arier 3 hours, on

the 3rd September
1651. it was e» over

Charles managed lo
escape. Out 4.000

mamaaejji
Oi**«i n Hih-Q f. OaKcOf ivaec C*<n

I
• At first sight Boscobei

^^^^ stems like any other
Shropshire larrr. But

Iit's a place with a story
lo toll

|»H:m|
?$r*ffi Jtrs a story which might

have changed the

"My good Sir. chop his
head oW

Moduli li

Installed

IT

Picture T
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\ Mntnt
: ..',. I.

IK Vk>«i

Dk s.c,v

this to the notepad and edited it there,
hiding the original description panel
through the security options, but still
presenting the notepad panel with the
new text in it. You can save notepad
panels to disc as well.

The tools (also accessed via the

• Erft»ir»C-v»V -.-...-.•

I

I. ... These were, however, the
beflinnings ol the Second 0M War. and

Lthey were backed up oy two additional
'acres: widespread loyalty to tie K>ng
and. where its inriuence was strong.

;resentment agarat Puritanism. The
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/
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•;»| icharios
• Iwime.

ficf.«-tv
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mouse's menu button) allow you to step
through page by page hearing the words
read by clicking the speaker button. The
portfolio button lets you see all the
images in a particular module a single
click revealing the title, a double-click
taking you to the complete entry. The
contents button is especially useful
revealing a list of the modules you have
installed on your computer with a brief
textual review of the content. Highlight a
module and the picture titles are listed
which you can then scroll through and
access as you wish.

Good searches are essential and text in

all panels can be searched. The find
button allows a simple search of words
and phrases, while a filter search permits a
Boolean search and provides a set of
pictures matching your criteria.

1 found the set up and manual
unfriendly though comprehensive.
However, the program itself is quite
straightforward with shortcut buttons, for
searches, speech, contents and so on. You
do have to turn security off though if you
want children to add their own thoughts
to the database. I liked the autoplay
option which made it a good initial input
device plus the ability to make your own
slideshows/picture trail is useful though
fiddly. A fascinating era is successfully
captured by a good choice of images.
Overall a good sound school resource
which you can use at different Aj,
depths dependingon your needs. /1U

Prodiu

Product:

Supplier:

Tel:

Fax:

Ages:

Price:

Web:

E-mail:

;t details

PictureBase: The Making of the
United Kingdom 1500-1750

AVP, School House Centre,
Chepstow, Monmouthshire,
NP6 5PH

01291 625439

01291 629671

11-14

£69

www.avp.co.uk

avp@compuserve.com
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Education Reviews

Send in the clowns
SINCE the early days of Granny's

Garden - which still challenges each
new generation of children - 4Mation
have continued to publish interesting and
stimulating pieces of software, often in
collaboration with their antipodean
associates. Maths Circus has been popular
for some years now all around the world.
The arrival of a second set of puzzles will
be welcomed by many users.

The basic format remains the same

with twelve puzzles on a circus theme.
Each puzzle has five progressive levels of
difficulty with the harder levels sufficient
to challenge the most determined user.

Progress through the puzzles and their
levels is monitored by the program.

Some of the puzzles have parallels in
the original version while others bring in
different strategies such as sorting and
pattern completion. The manual contains
hints for solving the problems, which
should prove reassuring for adults. It
also gives many suggestions for related
activities that could be used to reinforce

the ideas and strategies used to solve the
puzzles. A collection of worksheets for use
in such activities is included in the

package.
Now to the puzzles themselves ... the

Seals need objects sorted according to
colour and shape. Higher levels involve
the AND and OR concepts with NOT and
brackets needed later on.

Coloured hexagonal Mats have to
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Di Hillage looks at the
maths fun to be had

under a Big Top
be rotated and fitted together with
matching colours aligned. Some maths
teachers will recall the Association

of Teachers of Mathematics 'beer mats'

on seeing this section.
The tightrope walkers need to build

Towers to hold their ropes from the pieces
available. The simplest level is very

straightforward but much
more thought and
experimenting is needed
as you move through the
levels.

Feeding involves sorting
'vitamin pills' as they drop
through a maze of tubes
and gates to arrive in
various feeding bowls. At
level two the steps are
entered and carried out

immediately. At levels
three and five the

instructions have to be

given in advance,
introducing the ideas of
programming.

Acrobats is based on the

Towers of Hanoi problem.
Geometry and spatial
awareness are needed for

the Packing problem.
Various polyominoes have

Fit everything into the yellow box.
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m
to be packed into a given case. Each can
be moved or rotated as necessary until the
case is completely filled.

In Seats you are shown a rectangular
block of seats the size of which can be

varied until you have the correct
combination of seats in three different

colours. Knowledge of multiplication
facts and factors is needed here.

The Lights puzzle develops the use of
the logical operators AND, OR and XOR
in using the various switches to produce
the required combinations of coloured
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Mats are being put out

for the acrobats.

The ringmaster likes them arranged

so that all the colours match.

lights. The lowest level only needs the
wire for each light to be traced back to its
switch. From level two onwards the

various operators are introduced giving a
neat introduction to Boolean algebra,
which is increasingly important in our
electronic age.

Basketball involves dropping a ball
onto a sloping platform, thence to a
seesaw and finally into the basketball net.
The various pieces can be moved in
different levels. Moving on, Shopping gives
some practice in basic arithmetic with the
figures in a simple array of items of
clothing, their prices and the total cost
being manipulated.

In Paint clowns throw balloon paint
bombs with a designated number of lives,
with the last throw ending on the clown
with the umbrella to shield him from the

paint. A good deal of planning and clear
thinking is needed to achieve this at the
higher levels.

Finally, Folding Rugs provides bands of
different colours which have to be folded

to give a prescribed pattern. This is is easier
if some practical folding is carried out first.

This is an excellent package which will
challenge and occupy children for many
hours. Each puzzle is short enough to be
used to fill the odd gap in a lesson.
Alternatively a teacher can use them to
develop work covering a number of
lessons, most suitable for pupils working
in Key Stages 2 or 3. However, it will be
equally valuable at home, particularly if
parents and children work and 1_T
discuss strategies together. /iU
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Education Reviews

Count with me
ORIGINALLY published for the BBC B

in 1989 as Animated Numbers this is

now available as 123-CD. The target
audience is the same: pre-school and
Reception-aged children who need
to know the number words in the

right order, can put a number to every
object they count, work out numbers
when some objects are taken away
or used, know when to stop counting
and understand that the number name

relates to the amount or value of a

group.

This learning process is broken down
into 11 different activities which in turn

are split into two groups: Wizit's Number
Workshop and Wizit's Number Fun. Wizil is
a little wizard who'll reward correct

answers with a variety of antics. All
instructions are spoken and all words -
such as the game names - and read out so
pre-readers can access this easily.

Number Fun consists of four activities

two of which {OneBun in the Sun and One,

Two Come on You) are nicely illustrated
and animated rhymes counting to 10 in
ones and twos respectively. Although you
can't adjust the numbers in the rhymes, if
you don't want your children to go to 10
on the other games then you need to
access the Teacher options on the title
screen.

This I found incredibly useful and
proves yet again that Sherston's programs
are written by teachers who understand
the problems children can have. You can
present numbers numerically or
randomly or isolate groups or individual
numbers you want a child to work on. In
addition you can choose which of the
activities you want to use and how many
turns you want to have.

Staying with the Fun section there is a
Ladders and Slides game which means you
have to move Wizit with the on-screen

arrow keys to the match the digit with the
number of onions in the box. The

Updated and re-issued
- Pam Turnbull looks

at the new basic

number program
children I tried this with loved it though
wished they could get off ladders midway
when there was a platform there.

Dress the Teddies is quite challenging
too as you must drop a numbered teddy
into the container showing the right
number of dots presented in an

arrangement of two which is used
elsewhere in the program and helps
distinguish odds and evens as well as
recognising numbers by sight. The
challenge is to see how many you can
dress before the sand runs out in the

hourglass.
Turning to the Workshop it's here that
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you'll find seven activities which work on
enumeration, cardination and

conservation of number. Counting Out
Loud provides you with a flock or sheep,
shoal of fish and so on. Click on each and

they walk or swim to their field or pond.
With each click they are counted and
when in place they are counted again and
the numeral appears.

Hide and Seek I particularly liked
though it is very simple. Numbers are
counted in order (as a number of doors or

beds) and are then covered as the beds are

made or doors shut. You then have lo find

Twinkle who is hiding at a particular
number. Run out of tries and the numbers

are counted in order again and you get
another go. The voices are supportive and
non-judgemental and allow children to
make mistakes and work out their own

strategies.
Moving on, How Many?asks children to

count the number of items in a basket by
clicking on each apple for example. As they
click the numeral appears, when all
counted children are asked for the total

number. Get it wrong and the activity is
repeated with more support. This is

then extended into

Wizit's Basket and

matching sets.
Count with Wizit

wants children to

move a certain

number of frogs
into position then
the numerals are

introduced and the

a p propria! e
number needs to

be clicked. New

mathematical

language is used in More or Less? as
children as asked to make sets with

fewer or more objects than in Wizit's
basket. None is accepted as fewer which
is correct but needs watching to
see if children have really understood what
they need to do or are just finding
shortcuts.

You can access activities in any order
but in this run through the final one is
How Many More? I found this just the
thing for one child l was working with
who was confused about conservation.

You have to count objects, click on the
right number, the objects then move
around into a different pattern which you
need to count again.

As well as a useful and practical
manual there are 10 colour pictures with
which to make a wall frieze and the ever-

useful photocopiable worksheets. Simple
and varied games which teach and
reinforce important basic skills. 'lu
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The software part of
Mike Cook's LED

display project

Last month we saw how to make a

large scrolling display, this month
we'll see how we can make it scroll. The

secret is in the software but with this

project there is software at both ends, the
PIC and the Acorn. What we need is an

easy way to set up messages and effects
without resorting to programming. The
solution is to use a form of scripting
language that is read from a simple text
file.

But let's look at the PIC software first.

Last month I showed you the PIC
software that would handle the

multiplexing of the LEDs, mapping the
LEDs to its internal memory. Now we
must add some commands that allow us

to transfer data from the computer into
the display. While there is room in the
instruction bytes for eight commands, I
have only implemented four of them,
leaving the other codes free for you to
experiment with. The first command, or
more accurately group of commands,
permit the setting and clearing of the
display memory along with blanking the
display. When the display is blanked all
the LEDs are off but you can still input
data to the PIC, then they can be
revealed, or the display made to flash.

The other commands allow data to be

input to the PIC display memory and also
displace or scroll the data that is already
there.

Command 1 inputs new data on the
right side and scrolls the other data one
place to the left, with the left most
column disappearing for ever. Command
2 does the same only from the right.
Command 3 inputs data from the bottom
of the display and moves the rest up.

Due to the width of data needed here,
this command works only on one of the
four LED matrix displays at once, so to
move the whole display up you need to
use this command four times. Also,

f Mike Cook's hardware series 1

because of the way the data is organised
inside the PIC, to make the multiplexing
shifting operations simple, scrolling up is,
to use a technical phrase, a bit ofa bugger.
However, by using a series of masks and
multiple sweeps through the memory I
have managed to do it.

If you want to implement a scroll
down you can follow similar logic. Apart
from this the other command that you
might want to implement is an X - Y
switch, that is to be able to control any
LED by giving it's X and Y coordinates.
The way I envisage this being done is to
have a command to write to an X register
and another command that would give
the Y coordinates and set or clear the

appropriate bit. There is plenty of room in
the PIC's memory if you want to
implement these but you can achieve a

The virtual LED displaymimics LED block0

Part 2

great deal with the commands I have
already implemented.

The source code is on the cover disc

called MultyP. Note that it takes a little
time to implement a command, especially
the scrolling, which involves moving a lot
of memory about. While the PIC is doing
this it can't respond to new commands so
if it is sent commands too rapidly it will
ignore them until it is ready. So if you find
the display ignoring a command just give
it a little time to complete the last one,
we'll see how later.

Now in order to test the PIC there are

some simple programs to drive the display
with test patterns. These are in the folder
called "simple". One of these programs
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Mike Cook's hardware series

The real LEDs in block0 will display the same as the virtual lights

(LED3) makes use of a data file who's full
path name is hard-coded in the program.
This means that you will need to copy it
onto your hard drive and edit the path
name if you want it to work, otherwise
you will get a "File not found" error.

While these programs are fine for
testing the unit they are not very user-
friendly when it comes to actually using
the display in anger. What we need is a
simple way to input messages by using a
text string. In order to do this you need to
have a character font file. There are two

ways you can do this, design one from
scratch or pinch one. I chose the latter
and wrote a small program to put the
computer into a simple mode and print
out each character in turn, each one was
then scanned by looking at the screen
pixels and the results stored in a file.

The program is in the simple folder.
This resulted in a chunky 8x8 file so 1 had
to do a little tweaking to make characters
with lower case descenders like q and y to
make them fit on a 7-bit high display. A
thinner character set could be devised

along the same style as I used in some of
the simple programs, this would have the
advantage of being able to fit more
characters in any given display setup.

Having worked out a font we now
have to decide how to use it, my solution
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is the application '.LEDs on the cover disc.
This is a virtual desktop version of the
actual display, to drive it you simply drop
a text file onto it and it will respond to
the commands exactly the same way the
hardware will. The only limitation is that
this virtual display always has an ID of
zero where as the real ones can have an ID

of 0 to 15. The text file it reads contains

two types of commands, high-level and
low-level.

The low-level commands are simply
passed straight to the display and take the
form of the letter D followed by three
numbers in either decimal or if preceded
by a & in hexadecimal. The first number
is the command, the second is the data
and the third is the display the command
is addressed to. If that is zero the on

screen LED array also responds. Note here
the computer does the job of combining
the command and address plus setting
the most significant bit on the data byte
so it is a little simpler than sending the
commands directly.

However, the power of the application
comes in the high-level commands, these
are translated into a series of low-level

commands to send to the PIC by the
application. These consist of one letter, a
number and sometimes a string. The
number is always the delay time in

centiseconds to use. So, for example to
scroll a message in from the left quickly
you could use:

L 1 "The Message"

Whereas making the number something
like 50 would force it to take a lot longer
to scroll. The command II 100 would halt

the display for 100 centiseconds or 1
second, where as B 50 would blank the
display for half a second. S 40 would
scroll the existing message off the top of
the display as there are 7 rows it would
take 7 x 40 = 2.8 seconds to complete the
operation. There are others, see the help
file inside the application for a full list of
these and what they do. Also there are a
few example script files for you to play
with, even if you haven't got the
hardware you can get an idea of what it
can do from the virtual display.

While this project is complete in
itself like all good projects there is plenty
of scope for enlarging it to suite your
own needs. For example there are now
multi coloured LED matrix displays
available, you could use some of
these to make a colour display system.
However, 1 am aware that this is one of
the more expensive projects I have
described, look in next month for a jL-r
much cheaper one. /AU



THE DATA STORE
Dedicated to serving the Acorn community

From Data Store

Software...

New control panel with
many improvements

including'compass' knobs
New border effect
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FONTFX
User-definable shadow length and direction

Our existing customers know the wide range of
products we supply, but if you've never purchased
from us before, here are just a few of the names...

Canon Printers • Epson Printers and Scanners
HP Laser Printers • Olympus Digital Cameras

liyama and Shinho Monitors • Plustek Scanners
Yamaha CD Writers • Iomega Zip and Jaz Drives

Eesox CD-ROM Drives • Psion Palmtops
Computer Connections 'Swap Drives'

Audio Dynamics MIDI Cards
Fatar MIDI Keyboards and Accessories

Roland MIDI Sound Modules and Keyboards
Yamaha MIDI Sound Modules and Keyboards

Typhoon and Primax Speakers

and if it's not in this list, we can probably stillget it!

F©^

New

toolbox controls

TFX
New rainbow fill option New 30 Shadow effect

^tfx VERSION*
New grow and shrink feature

Version 6.02 now available!
PRICE £31.95 inc.VAT and postage

SITE LICENCES AVAILABLE
Upgrades at special prices for owners of

earlier versions: phone for details

SPECIAL OFFERS
IDE hard discs

for RiscPCs and A7000s

3.2GB £115

4.3GB £130

6.5GB £159

56k External Modems

including cable
£89.00

Scanner bundles

Plustek 9630P (Parallel)
£179

GT7000 (SCSI) £279
including ImagcMaster/TWAIN (orAcorn and

separate software forWindows.

SIMM DRAM

(RiscPC/A7000)
16MB £29 32MB £58

THE DATA STORE
microcomputers

The Data Store is proud to
have served the Acorn

community for over 15 years,
from the days of the BBC
Micro and the Electron, and
we remain committed to

serve Acorn users for the

foreseeable future. If you're in
the Bromley area, just 10

miles south-east of central London, why not visit our
well-equipped showroom? If not, our mail and telephone
order service is second to none. If it's made by Acorn or
for Acorn, we can supply it, and at competitive prices.

Come and join our ever-growing family of satisfied
customers!

SIBELIUS
THE MUSIC NOTATION SOFTWARE

NEW LOW PRICES...

Sibelius 7 £620

Sibelius 7 Student £320

Sibelius 6 £105

Optical Manuscript £275

And new...

Sibelius for Windows £695

The Data Store is one of the few dealers in the

country which offer full, detailed demonstrations of
Sibelius software. Ifyou want to find out how the

best just got better, ring us NOW for an
appointment - you'll need at least an hour!

There are THOUSANDS of software titles availablefor Acorn Computers! We stock hundreds of the most popular
titles on our shelves for you to browse and try, and can obtain most of the rest within a few days -

so there's NO EXCUSE not to make full use of your Acorn machine RIGHT NOW! Place an order today!

OPENINGHOURS 6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 0181-460 8991 • Fax 0181-313 0400

Web http://www.datstore.demon.co.uk/
Email info@datstore.demon.co.uk

ALL PRICES IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT INCLUDE VAT @ 17V2%



fHints &tips )

I came across something strange while
developing this month's hardware project.

When I was running the LED program
sometimes the computer wouldn't shut clown
properly but would just hang with the
hourglass. Pressing Mt+Break invited me to
shutdown an unknown application. If 1 did
this the shutdown would proceed as normal.
I finally tracked this down to a couple of
bytes being left in the serial output buffer. I
used the' fact that they were not removed to
test if any hardware was attached but I had
failed to flush them out. 1 didn't know that

would cause shutdown trouble, just shows
that you never stop learning.

There appears to be a problem with my
software on the December cover disc, the
main application is just an empty directory
so I have put it on this month's disc again.

Several times I have had readers saying
that they couldn't justify buying the
Programmers reference manual, especially
just for BasicWimp programming. Well this
month I came across a much cheaper source
of much of the information, its on the next
at:

http: / /www. comlab. ox. ac. uk/oucl /
users/robin.watts/Docs/index.html

Last month Jason Strong was after a
mathematics package, well I came across
one on the net, here's what its author had to
say about it:

"Rlab is an interactive, interpreted
scientific programming environment.
Rlab is a very high level language
intended to provide fast prototyping and
program development, as well as easy
data-visualisation, and processing.

"Rlab is not a clone of languages such
as those used by tools like Matlab or
Matrix_X/Xmath. However, as Rlab
focuses on creating a good experimental
environment (or laboratory) in which to
do matrix math, it can be called
"MATLAB-like" since the programming
language possesses similar operators and
concepts.

"Rlab does not try to be a Matlab
clone. Instead, it borrows what I believe

are the best features of the Matlab

language and provides improved
language syntax and semantics. The
syntax has been improved to allow users
more expression and reduce ambiguities.
The variable scoping rules have been
improved to facilitate creation of larger
programs and program libraries. A
heterogeneous associative array has been
added to allow users to create and operate
on arbitrary data structures.

"Rlab is copyrighted with the GNU
General Public License, and is free (in the
GNU sense) for all to use."

The place to find out about it is
http://www.eskimo.com/~ians/rlab.html

Mark Leggett has been digging through his
junk box and came up with an old scanner:

"1 have a black and white scanner that

was connected to an Amstrad PCW and
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Rambles through

Mike Cook examines some wild flowers

was wondering if I could connect it to my
Archimedes A3020. It is a Naksha

Scanner, hand-held, it has a 8 pin DIN
plug on it. I haven't got any diagrams for
connections. I don't think it would be

possible but it is worth a try."
This is not really a practical proposition,

it probably could be made to work but you
would need full information on it and also

the ability of writing your own driver. In the
end the effort would far out weigh the value
of the scanner, especially as they are so
cheap nowadays.

Louise Slattery has had a small accident
with her computer:

"I have an Acorn A7000 and recently
the name of the hard disk has been

changed by accident; this means that
whenever I start the machine I get a
message telling me to insert floppy disk
"HardDisk4" previous hard disk name, I
have been able to get round the problem
by holding down Shift while booting up
but 1 would like to resolve the problem
and have the computer working as
normal once again, can you help me?
Also, how do I configure my computer so
that the printer driver loads when the
computet is booted up?"

What has happened is that the name of
your hard disc has been written into the boot-
up sequence. There are three possibilities:
Firstly it might be the Acorn boot sequence
itself, there were some versions which had
the hard disc name "hard-wired".

Alternatively someone who's been
installing software on the machine has
hard-wired the hard disc name while doing
it. Finally it's possible that a program that's
being run correctly has itself got the hard
disc name hard-wired into itself, but I don't

think this is the case here.

When you hold down Shift the
computer bypasses the boot sequence and

comes up with default options. You can do
this and then use the Name Disc option on
the hard disc menu to change the name
back to HarclDisk4. This will stop the fault
from occurring.

Now you need to take a look inside
IBoot.Choices.Boot the files you want are the
Desktop and PreDesktop files. Load these into
a text editor - such as '.Edit, '.Zap or IStrongEd
- and look for places that contain the name
of the disc, you can use the search function.
What you might find something like this:

Filer_Boot ADFS::HardDisk4.$.
Apps.!Alarm

What you need to do is replace every
instance of ADFS::HardDisk4.$ with Boot:A

like this:

Filer_Boot Boot:A.Apps.!Alarm

Now try changing the hard disc name again.
If the fault recurs, load up the files
IBoot.'.Boot and IBootJRun and look for any
mention of the old disk name. In this case

it'll probably be something like:

If ... Then Run ADFS: :HardDisk4.

$.!Boot.Something

Change the ADFS::HardDisk4.S.!Boot. lo
Boot: so you get:

If Then Run Boot:Something

Make sure you make copies of all these files
before you start fiddling with them, just in
case you make a mistake. If the problem still
persists it's something more hidden and it
will take quite a lot of searching for.

To configure the computer so that the
printer driver loads, find the IBoot.Choia's.
Desktop file and add an extra line:

Filer_Run Boot:A.Printers.!Printers

Which assumes your '.Printers application is
in the S.Printers directory of the hard disc.
Chris Stedham from the University of



Sussex wants a bigger hard drive:
"1 have an A4000, I want to increase

the hard disc for a larger one. I believe I
can use any 3.5in IDE drive but if it is
larger than a certain size I can't use the
full capacity. I have heard that it is
possible to use partitioning software to
access drives up to over 1Gb. Is this
information correct? If it is can you advise
me which software, in your opinion is the
best. I hope to get quite a large hard disc."

Versions of the operating system prior to
3.6 imposed a 512Mb limit on the size of
attached hard drives. Therefore as you say if
you want to use a larger disc on the older
operating system you will need to split it up
into a number of partitions. As far as I know
there are not many alternatives for
partitioning software. Simtec have produced
an IDE module which enables you to attach
larger hard drives and also lets you use an
ATAPI CD ROM on the A310 and upward
including the A3000 and A4000 series
computers.

The upgrade software for this board
allows you to partition your discs. An
alternative is the software from Yellowstone,
this will also allow you to partition your
discs. If you have RISC OS 3.6 or 3.7 you can
have drives up to 16Mb, but due lo a feature,
if your drive is over 2Mb only format or
initialise it using the beta version of UIForm.
Acorn advise initialising it if formatting does
not work, but you must set ADFS buffers to
0 to guard against a bug in the ADFS filecore
that could possible damage the data on your
disc. I am told that RISC OS 3.71 on the

A7000+ has this one cracked.

Shawn Eendley is puzzled about the PC
capabilities of our machine:

"We have an A5000 computer and a
friend who has the same machine has PC

capabilities. She insists this that this is on
an installed chip, PC card, but a dealer
has told me that you can not get a chip
for the A5000. Is this so or if you can get
a chip , how much does it cost and who
would supply it?"

I think you are confusing a 486 processor
card, available only for the Rise PC, with a
PC expansion card, available as a podule for
any Acorn machine. The podule cards were
at one time being sold by Atomwide but I
am not sure if they still sell them as they
tend to cost very much more than a
complete 486 system nowadays."

Matthew is wanting to mind his language:
"I am currently studying for an A level

in Computer Science and I have been told
we are going to have to program in
Pascal. Is there a version of Pascal

available for the Acorn machines,
preferably free?"

I have managed to track down two
versions of Pascal: Acornsoft ISO-Pascal is

still in the Acorn Product directory. It is
listed against Oak Solutions but I'm not sure
that you would be able to get hold of it.
Cambridge Pascal is listed on the Acorn

Cybervillage under Liquid Silicon Online
Shop. Neither are free.

J. A. Ilodgkinson sent this to me before last
month's article on programming in Java
which for me is next month's article, this is
doing my head in:

"I'm am currently studying a
Computer Science and Ncurosciencc
degree, and we are learning Java on the
Unix systems. I am not familiar with the
Internet as yet and I am trying to find an
Acorn Java compiler, and the necessary
software to run it, for a Rise PC. Please
could you send me some info on how
download this from the Internet or any
other method.

Asyou saw in last month's article there is
a Java compiler available for free. Just to
remind you you can get it from:
http://free.prohosting.eom/~chocky/java/g
uavac/

Downloading from the Internet is as
simple as clicking on the download button
from your net browser when you are on that
page. It's about 1.7 Mb so you just can't
squeeze it onto a floppy. Acorn have a Java
interpreter which they sell for £40 on CD
ROM, this should be available from any
Acorn dealer.

However there might be an alternative
high tech solution to your problem. If you
can get the Linux operating system to run
on your machine (it's possible but not
Simple) you can get several Linux Java
compilers. Check http://www.freshmeat.
net/ for the latest releases in the Linux

world.

Linux can be downloaded from the

Internet but is quite large (well over
100Mb). If you want to find Linux on the
net then try http://www.arm.uk.linux.org/.
Mowever be warned that it eats system
resources and you require at least a free
500Mb drive and 32Mb memory to get it
running satisfactorily.

Mr C T I'endley has an eye on expansion
before he has even got his computer:

"I will soon be getting a Rise PC 600
and I would like to know if this is

upgradable. I mean like putting a better
mother board and things like that?"

There are no motherboard upgrades. The
main thing you can do to a 600 is to
upgrade the sound to 16 bit audio, this
brings it up to the 700 audio standard.
However, if you really want to make it fly fit
a StrongARM processor.

D.A.S. from Warminster wants to speed up
sprite plotting:

"What is the fastest way of plotting
sprites (or graphics in general) in Basic?
Currently I am using SYS &34+256.
Would sprite plotting be faster using
C/C++ and if so which compiler would be
the best to use? 1 am also currently
teaching myself ARM assembler. Is there
an easy and fast way of plotting sprites in
assembler? Is it worthwhile purchasing a

f Hints & tips B

copy of the Acorn assembler?"
The quickest SWI call to plot a sprite is

SYS(&2E),28,pointer to control block, sprite
pointer, action. In addition by using the +256
you are plotting by name whereas if you
find the sprite pointer and use +512 the
plotting code can go straight to the right
place.

Using C or assembler isn't faster because
you're using a system call and all the work is
done in machine code by the operating
system. But the surrounding code will be
faster in C or Assembler but you don't need
to buy Acorn Assembler because there's an
assembler built into Basic anyway.

The only problem with using these calls
is that they are designed to work with most
combinations of sprite/screen mode and the
flexibility does take time. If you are working
on a game which requires rapid sprite
plotting your best bet would be to develop a
few machine code routines to plot your type
of sprite into your screen mode or use one of
the free games libraries.

Bell has the sort of problem 1like, not only
does he pose the problem but then a week
later he goes on to solve it too:

"I am writing an application and I
want to read window title data. This is all

right but sometimes this data is
indirected. SYS"Wimp_GetWindowInfo"
gives the pointer to the original
indirected title data at the time the

window was created or when it was read

as a template. But applications can
reallocate the memory used, once the
window exists, which is why the location
no longer necessarily contains the data.

"I've even tried using SYS"Wimp_
GetlconState", using the title bar icon of -
4, but this doesn't work cither. The Wimp
must keep a copy of the title data
somewhere else. But where? And how can

I read it?"

And then the light dawns:
"I've done it. You have to use SYS

"Wimp_TransferBlock" to get the
complete window block from its owner.
Don't bother with this problem any
more! Thanks for being there."

Finally someone just signing himself Kato is
keen to throw down a challenge to any
programmers with spare time:

"This is a request to all the
programmers out there. On the PC is a
piece of software called WinAmp, which
is fairly (all right, very) impressive, it's a
music player which is user configurable
to the extent of modifying the interface
style, it can play almost any format (by
adding in various plug-ins), from MODs
to MP3's, and it also looks quite cool,
with some rather nice demo-style plug ins
to do full screen effects while playing
music. Is there any chance that a similar
program could be produced by one of the
programmers out there? One of the main
features is it's extendibility, as it ,|TT
adds enormously to it'scapabilities."/lU
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THE INTERNET EXPERTS

Two new ways to
get a MONTH'S

FREE TIME ONLINE

If you are already a subscriber to ArgoNet you
can geta whole month FREE just by taking out
a Direct Debit subscription to the Acorn User
magazine.

Direct Debit is the easiest way of subscribing
to Acorn User - you get the convenience of
doorstep delivery plus easy payment terms of
just £9.99 every three months AND you get that
extra free month of connection to ArgoNet.

HOW TO GET THAT EXTRA MONTH:

Fill in the Acorn User subscription form on
page 79 and make sure you tick the "Free
Month On Argonet"
subscription offer.

Are you oneofAcorn
User's Direct Debit
subscribers? Do you
want to join the biggest
group of Acorn owners
in the world?

As a special
reward to you
as a dedicated
subscriber we can

give you the very special offer of four month's
free connection if you subscribe to ArgoNet.

For example you could take the Surf at Speed
offer that includes a fast 56K modem, the
Voyager software and get 3 months online plus
the one extra month if you take up this offer at
the time of ordering.

HOW TO GET THAT EXTRA MONTH:

Using one of the connection offers given by
Argonet on page 47 ring the freephone number
and mention you're an "ACORN USER DIRECT
DEBIT SUBSCRIBER"

To advertise in

contac

John Snowden on

01625 ZJ2J^^J^--x

•

We thought we'd
tell you something
about Frak...

but what can we say?
WEST YORKSHIRE

THECHOICE OFEXPERIENCE For the best service inYorkshire
(we think)

CALL US! for A7000,HUcPC 6c. Pocket Book II

Visit our Showroom
Gpen9.30to5.30

Men, Tues,Weds, Sat
9.30to7.30

Thurs&FW.ibavyn Computer Services
Primers. Ribbons, ink Cartridges,
Refills
Expert Advice&After Sales Service
Mail Order Alas ici CV; id. Visa.Switch
Ringfor I'rices
Sen ice i Repair to all Equipment ^^"i^ir^
I-nil Range "/ Acorn Hardware &Software Ul ^mm «
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Acorn !
Pocket Book II ta$CKl!?liraSS „.....JH33I Canon

WILTSHIRE
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Acorn d Specia
Experiem

Educational Consultancy Training and Support
Acorn Computer Supply and Installation

Software Upgrades and Repairs

Tel- 01225 764863

Fax- 01225 761437 email itscon@argonet.co.uk



SOUTH COAST

Hardware

Software

Installation

irs

Open 6 days a week

BERKSHIRE

HMMUIra....,,.

\KER
4>rintmektrv^twk/

iMii

JofcAcom
l£,k\\M2&custom sizes

Vinyl cutting and screen printing also available

qui m im

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

Tel: 01903 523222

Fax: 01903 523679

sales@cje.co.uk
With demonstrations available http://WWW.CJe.CO.uk/

HIGHLANDS

Ward Iaw
Surveys
Authorised Acorn

Dealer, for all your
needs from supply,

service, repair & full
after sales.

Tel/Fax:

01463 831214

MIDLANDS & OXFORD

% %
Providing Acorn Solutions For Over 16 Years

Tel :0121 706 8933
Fax : 0121 706 4306

HOW TO FIND US

DacoSystemstMM
459-4WW»r*4ckRoM Ty»toy Birmingham B112JP

hnp7.Www.daco-systems co.uk
MHl lnfoQdA&>-«ys(«m«.co.uk
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STRATFORD-UPON-AVON

Analogue-digital &digital-analogue Anp/nAP
converter interface cards Ml/W UMU

• Single width eurocard, to fitAcorn Rise PCs.
• 16 analogue input & 2 analogue output channels
• 16 digital channels (add-on cards can increase

capacity to up to 64 digital input/output channels)
• Input sensitivity normally ± 10 volts
• Connect to the outside world via 50-way IDC plug.
• With powerful and versatile software suite:

Analogue Digital Control; DAC slider; Digital 10;
Data logger; DPMs; Waveform Generator; XY
plotter.

Price for 34 channel I/O card, Si-Plan software suite,
Software manual (ex delivery & VAT) £450.

Contact us for

• full specification
• free software

demo disc

Si-Plan Electronics Research Ltd
Wenue Farm Industrial Estate, Stratford-upon-Avon CV37 OHR

+44 (0) 1789 205849 email adc@si-plan.demon.co.uk

THE.DATA STORE
microcomputers

1983-1998

15th Year

If
OLD OR NEW, IF IT'S

BY ACORN OR FOR ACORN,
COME TO US!

Visit our well-equipped showroom
for the best service around.

For more information, see our
full-page ad elsewhere in this issue.

THE DATA STORE
6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN

Tel 0181-460 8991 • Fax 0181-313 0400

Web http://www.datstore.demon.co.uk/
Email info@datstore.demon.co.uk
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

LONDON & ESSEX

Pineapple
^ Software

Pineapple have been in the Acorn marketplace for over eleven
years and we have recently moved into large new premises
where you can see a variety of Acorn equipment in action. We
specialise in building RiscPCs to your specification and wc also
supply scanners, printers, harddrives or anything else you may
need for your Acorn system. We also undertake repairs and
upgrades to Acorn computers. Come and visit us for a chat!

Open 0900 -1730 Mon - Sal
352 Green Lane, Ilford, Essex 103 US

Phone 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

Hllull:- sik'-'W |.ii|.-,i|ik-..k;!''.ti...i..i::,
lill|>://vtvivt.|)iiii-:i|>l(.'.dt-fiii>;i.to.uk

NORTH WEST
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(A)\\\ USER «,. ./ ou
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est dealer- |0am - 6pm fK
Mffllfflmiw?* ^Monday - Saturday

=rsa^iftra? - \ " Deskt0P Projects Ltd
'u*'-^0^\ ,-—-^ "-^r^ Unit 2A, Heupiiding Business Pk
*=R ;JylirTS^ Ford Strcc!JsJ' J^^t**^^ STOCKPORTg^S^gT^ Cheshire. SK3 OBT

Authorised Acorn Dealer & Centre of Technology

Desktop ]Pirojeete Wl
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Don't risk missing your Acorn User i
Hand this form to your local newsagent TODAY

and he'll make sure you never miss out!

Please reserve a copy of Acorn User magazine
every four weeks until further notice.

] I will colled
I | I would like il delivered to my home

Name

Address

Postcode

A message to the newsagent: Acorn User .should he availahlc from your local wholesaler.

II'not, contact the Circulation Manager, Darren Whiteman on 01625 878888.
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with aporta**

extease

The most flexible, .
straightforward
and comprehensive
word-processor and
desktop publisher ever. Use it to
make letters, invitations, cards,
banners, notices, posters,
overhead foils, in fact any kind
of text and graphics. It is
designed to be ideal for children

valuable for older

I adults.

MLV EA5

Your chance to

!5C,l Ijlj
own musical score.

Rhapsody allows youto
modify and manipulate mi
processor doestext. You canenter
scoreby hand, noteby note, or, ifa I
Interface is fitted to your computer, you
canplay a tuneusing a MIDI keyboard
and capturethe music in Rhapsody.The

The "On the brink..." video is a non

explanationof the potentialimpactof the Mlilem
in the world's computers and what you need to
it. Nearly £5 off when you order with your subscr
Fullinformationoh page 14.brink
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FREE
d^P £59.99

the world's numb
" Tou already know what a great

magazine ACORN USER is. It is
the only Acorn magazine with up-to-
the-minute Acorn news, in-depth
hardware and software reviews, and
without doubt the best cover discs

available.

What you might not know is that
by taking out a subscription today,
not only are you guaranteed never

1 to miss an issue ofthe biggest and
I best Acorn magazine in the world,

but you can also claim an
excellent free gift or special offer,
available exclusively to all new
ACORN USER subscribers.

Anagram Genius

pare to be
astounded!

Seven years of
development have
produced the world's mos
soohisticated anagram

lerator. Give the software a

ame or piece of text and it will
use powerful artificial
intelligence techniques to

rrange the letters to sa

FREE

nyu Great Wall to Tiananmen Square on
Ifof the Acorn community. Just add your

, „ donation when you subscribe.
|) jj |")cl Mencap aids people with learning disabilities

with education, employment and housing.



er 1 RISC OS magazine

Call our 24-hour
Subscription Hotline

Tel: 0870 608 0424

Fax: 01360 701 187

Email: dbscot@globalnet.co.uk
Please quote code'A9901'when subscribing byphone

SUBSCRIBING HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER
Why not make your subscription even easier and

' subscribe by Direct Debit, spreading the cost of your
DIRECT subscription over quarterly hassle-free payments.
Debit Over a yearyou will receive 13copies of Acorn User.
What's more, you need never worry about missing an issue again,
as the subscription continues until you decide to cancel. Direct
Debitsubscriptions cannot be taken over the phone or by fax.

2 free magazines

User this binder will

hold up to 13 issues
of your favourite
magazine. PLUS
receive an extra two

magazines absolutely FREE! $!! FREE

rgonet for 1 mon
SPECIAL OFFER FOR DIRECT ^

DEBIT SUBSCRIBERS -^--X^-/^'—'

eaDirect Debit ^^J^EE.. you are a Direct Debit
subscriber why not take
advantage of our special
subscription deal with Argonet
- subscribe now and get an
extra free month of connection

time - see page 76 for details.

All our software offers are StrongARM compatible.

Yes! I will subscribe...

9 Name Age.

Address

9

9

Postcode Tel.

E-mail address

Please send me the following FREE Gift/Special Offer (tick one):

4247 • Rhapsody ^QJS^ 4772 • Y2K Video ^ffe
4248 Q TextEase Jffljtr 4771 Q 1month on ^ttfc
4705 [J Binder &2mags-^lJ^

4773 Donation to China Bike Ride £

Argonet
• (New Direct Debit subscribers

Anagram Genius <Qpfr oniy, see page 76)

I would like to donate to mencap via Steve Tumbull's China
Bike Ride (enter donation amount, minimum of £5 please)

There's never been a better time to subscribe so take

advantage of one of these offers TODAY. See section 2.

A990WN \_J UK £39.99 A9901EN O EU £53.99 A9901WN \Z1 World £68.99*

To renew subscription, please tick:

A990WN | |UK £39.99 A9901EN{ EU £53.99 A9901WN [HWorld £68.99*
'UnfortunatelyWorld subscribers are not eligible to receive the free gift/specialoffer

I wish to pay by:

Cheque/postal order made payable to Tau Press

_JCredit card (Visa/Access/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Eurocard/Connect)

©

O

Expiry date /

Card No. [
Signature

Instruction to your Bank or Building ^\
Society to pay byDirect Debit S>REft

Please enrol me as a subscriber to Acorn User.

4210 Q with payments of £9.99 by continuous quarterly direct debit
(See section 2) Your subscription will continue until youcancel

Name of Bank/Building Society.

Address

Name of Account Holder(s)

Bank/Building Society Account No.

Branch Sort Code

Date Signature(s).

Instruction to your Bank or building society: originators idno. 851412
Please pay IDG Media Direct Debits from the account detailed in this
Instuction subject to the safeguards assured by the Direct DebitGuarantee.
I understand that this Instruction may remain with IDG Mediaand, Ifso, details
willbe passed electronically to my Bank/BuildingSociety. Ref No. AU203

Signature.

Date.

Now send your completed form and payment to:

Acorn User,Tau Press, PO Box 9, Dunoon, Argyll PA23 8QQ. Please state if
credit card billingaddress is different fromthe deliveryaddress. Photocopies
or handwrittenversions of the above information are acceptable.

This guarantee should bedetached and retained by the Payer. ff\
The Direct Debit Guarantee sli

• This Guarantee is offered by all Banks
and Building Societies that take part In
the Direct Debit Scheme.

• If the amounts to bo paid or the payments
dates change IDGMedia will notify you 14
working days In advance of your account
being debited or as otherwise agreed.

• Ifan error Is made by IDG Media or your
Bank or Building Society, you are
guaranteed a full and immediate refund
from your branch of the amount paid.

• You can cancel a DirectDebitat any time
by writing to your Bank or BuildingSociety.
Please also send a copy of your letter to us.



f Letters

Write to Acorn User,Tau Press, Media House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP. E-mail: letters@acornuser.com

Sibelius finished
Having read the music article in the
Christmas issue I thought I'd write with
my thoughts on the subject. I am a
professional musician, who through a
combination of circumstances, has found

himself out of work for the past two years.
When I first became unemployed, I

looked around for some other way of
earning a crust, and came up with music
copying. Having struggled manfully over
a number of years with a dreaded PC and
having used an early version of Finale and
testing out Score, I was not too keen on
using any of the software available on
that platform.

Initially I was advised against buying an
Acorn to run Sibelius, because it was

described as "a dinosaur" of a computer,
and that the software was either "too

simple" or, in the case of Sibelius, "not up
to the exacting standards of the publishing
world". However, having tested the
system, I was immediately won over.

When Acorn announced the closure of

the workstations division I, like many
others were shocked, but not so shocked

as hearing that Sibelius Software were
therefore not going to produce the
forthcoming upgrade for the Acorn
platform.

Some months previously 1 had asked
the company a specific question about
versions for other platforms. (I had
recently returned from a trip to
Belgium where colleagues had enthused
about Sibelius, but were unwilling to

More on Linux

Just recently I was reading some news articles that the
open software version of Unix (Linux) is starting to make
itself known on the computing world. Even Microsoft is
taking notice. This is a great and very flexible operating system
that is used on many different platforms including my own
486.

Because it is open software, it means that the source code is
available to anybody that wants it. This is just the thing
that the Acorn platform needs to gain recognition.
Programmers that are unsure about programming on an
unfamiliar platform under an unfamiliar OS. With Linux, you
have all of the same utilities whatever computer you are using
including interpreters and compilers for many different
languages.

Acorn should follow in the footsteps of Hewlett Packard and
give its support to Linux, perhaps even authorising or even
producing a RISC OS version of X Windows. This would be a
brilliant boost for the Acorn market and well worth the
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buy a new machine to use it on.) I was
told in no uncertain terms that under

no circumstances was the program
going to be made available on any
other platform because it was impossible
to do so.

Now we are told that not only is it
possible, but that Acorn is the only
platform that will not benefit from the
new upgrade.

I understand the reason for this, (the

C++ compiler problem) but surely there
must be an answer somewhere. In the

Acorn developers world, especially those
at Sibelius who have profited so much
from their loyal followers in the music
business, is there no-one who could take
what Acorn have developed and finish
the job - or am I being naive?

I am someone that only bought an
Acorn because of Sibelius software, and
now am totally hooked on it. I feel
outraged that I am now being told that I
have to buy a PC if I want to continue

with what is undoubtedly the best music
publishing software in the world,
especially as I had only clays before the
announcement traded in my A7000, and
bought a Rise PC

I should now say that continental
colleagues who have seen the Acorn in
operation call it the "Stradivarius" of
computers.

How right they are.
The one consolation to this sorry mess

is that, like the Stradivarius violin, Acorn
computers (rather than Acorn
Computers) will still be around and
working long after the the latest offering
from MS is in the skip.

Steve Reading
sreading@argonet.co.uk

The way forward?
I agree with some of Mike Kingham's
opinions regarding Linux and Acorns.
However, I do not feel that the situation
has to be all or nothing. The basic Acorn

effort. The brilliant thing about Linux is, it doesn't have to be
Acorn that produces this OS - it can be any programmer that
feels like a bit of a challenge. The hard work of designing the
system has already been done, all you have to do now is make
it run on an Acorn.

Pascal Dennerly

Your enthusiasm is to be admiredbut there are one or two problems.
First of all, Acorn (the company) really don't care about operating
systems anymore, and a version of X Windows already exists for
Acorn machines and has done for many years.

Producing an operating system is a little bit more than a
"challenge", ask thosewho have tried. It takes a vastamountof work
- even thechap who's (only) replicating the GUI in Java, see the I'D
Pages, is requesting help.

There are a lot ofadvantages to Linux, but the thing that makes
Acorn machines the ones that we love to use is RISC OS itself. Take
thatawayandyoudon't have thesamemachine.



Dicky F
Dr Lake from Billericay has a problem
with his Epson Stylus printing "F" on
each page (Acorn Wood - Christinas
issue). 1 had the same problem with
my Stylus Color 400. The cure was to
switch to the disc version of .'Printers

(1.53) and the driver supplied with it
which Beebug kindly supplied. Oddly
enough this is an earlier version than
that supplied with my StrongARM but
it works fine.

John Purser
john@purser.demon.co.uk

/Phoenix/???? should be an NC-based

system, (running RISC OS, TCP/IP, Web-
browser and Microsoft workgroups/
SAMBA from ROM) running with or
without drives depending on situation.

Linux could be run from hard drive on

machines in a more demanding role.
Linux software developers could be
targeted to port their software to ARM.
Ideally extensions to RISC OS allowing it
to run the same binaries as ARM Linux,
would be created, removing the need for
two versions of each program.

All new motherboards should be ATX

based and use PC peripherals. This
removes all other hardware design and
offers maximum flexibility to resellers.
(Upgrade PCs into Acorns, or supply
either with the same build system). In a
standard case, it should be possible to fit
one podule slot above the Keyboard and
other connectors, (some connectors

therefore would have to take up an
expansion slot but there would be more
than enough for PCI).

If a custom case was used the same

mother board could have several podules
fitted. The same board could be used in

any thing from a diskless workstation on
a network or an internet access box via a

TV, to a full blown system. The main
options would be: Network card,
MODEM, LSI20, CD/DVDROM and Hard

Drive. The motherboard should support
LSI20 drives. Since they are IDE this
should remove the need for a floppy
controller.

I would also like to see support for
Sony Playstation joysticks rather than PC-
style ones. Interlaced, anti-aliased
Standard 640x480 and 768x576 screen

modes should be supported on SCART
TVs. The OS needs support built in for

networking to Windows workgroups and
accessing VFAT disks (Win95 names).
Support for the more common Windows
hot keys Alt-P4 Alt-Tab etc would be a
good idea as well.

Since Intel has fallen out with

Microsoft and is now embracing Linux,
and they now make the StrongARM, there
is the possibility that they might be quite
happy to see a large new market for them
(without AMD, Cyrix and so on). Maybe
they will even buy Acorn for its ARM
shares and release RISC OS under GNU

public license to stimulate the market.
More realistically, however, they will
probably not be hostile to the prospect of
StrongARM-based Linux machines.

Jess Hampshire
jess@itworkshop.demon.co.uk

Recycling
I was really pleased to read Chris Tatarn's
letter about using suitably sized storage
boxes for storing floppies and other
media. The approach of finding
something suitable for a task, rather than
just using the off-the-shelf product can
lead to great rewards.

I've always had the problem of storing
a large collection of CDs, many of which
are singles and therefore make bad use of
convential CD racks. I have now found

the perfect solution. The boxes that my
toner cartridges come in, I have an
excellent HP LaserJet 6L and the toner
boxes are the ideal width for CDs. Simply
cut the box in half, strengthen with a few
bits of sticky tape, and hey presto, a
modular, expandable CD storage system
allowing easy viewing and access to all
CDs. The system works well with any
number of markers, to show which CDs
are currently in use and so on, I use old
bits of card.

Richard Adams

r.adams@flipside.co.uk

Air your views
If there's something you want to 'get off
your chest' or you have some interesting
information for your fellow Acorn User
readers, then write in to:

Letters page, Acorn User,
Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield, SK10 4NP

or e-mail: letters@acornuser.com

Please note that we do not guarantee a
personal reply to letters.

Letters

Viewpoint
It seems that things may be beginning
to move at last in the future

developments of RISC OS, which
cannot be anything but a good thing.
Certainly the buzzing ARM Club event
showed how much life there is in the

Acorn market - we may have been
KO'ed but the count hasn't finished

yet.

There is a business philosophy that
says no excuses are permitted, if your
business is going downhill it's no good
blaming outside influences. After all if
you didn't see it coming - or at least,
be able to do something to make it
better - then it's you as manager who
are at fault.

The closure of Acorn's Workstations

is a case in point, essentially the
management claimed (by their
actions) that they could do nothing
about the declining sales of their
desktop machines. It's an admission of
failure, and personally I wouldn't want
people like that running what's left of
Acorn's business - because whatever

happens it won't be their fault, it will
always be someone else's.

The Acorn dealers and developers
however, have got together and said
"something can be done about it."
And they're right. The future of RISC
OS doesn't have to bleak.

Steve TurnbuII

January 1999 Acorn User
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Interview

I
'm in what feels like the aircraft hanger
at the end of the world. Peter Bondar is

making something to fly even closer to the
sun in - a full-size plane he's building from
a kit on the edge of Cambridge airfield. But
it's the day after the dealers' bid (headed by
Peter) to rescue Acorn workstations has
failed, so he's a little subdued.

"1am an open person, I try to portray an
open, very detached view, no hang-ups or
anything," begins Peter. "Basically over the
last two weeks I have tried to put a deal
together and in fact up until Friday
afternoon last week 1 thought I had sorted
it all out. I had found financial backers, I
had found a product company, I had a
memorandum of understanding signed
with Acorn, we had a good meeting and
then for reasons which still aren't obvious

Acorn decided to basically destroy the
whole deal as of now.

"Acorn has essentially gone behind our
back and approached the product
manufacturer who we had identified to

work with. We had a deal, Acorn chose to
break this deal, and there is really no point
us trying to put together any other deals. It
takes everyone to co-operate. I suspect
Acorn was shocked that within two weeks

we had a multi-million deal. I think it was

a political thing."
This is not, of course, the first time that

Peter and Acorn have parted company.
Farlier in the year he was one of a number
of people who left Acorn under unclear
circumstances.

"I was fired as part of a coup d'etat.
Myself, the managing director and two
other directors were essentially fired in a
power struggle. There were two views of
the way forward: the MD, 1 and the other
two thought it should go one way; the
finance director with support from non-
exec board the other. When the shooting
started we had chosen which side of the

line we wanted to be on.

"It was essentially an ideological
difference of opinion which caused the end
of my role in Acorn. I would not have
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wanted to leave Acorn, but in the situation

even if I had not been fired as such, I had
no option but to resign, it was a mere
technicality. I would have resigned if I had
more than 17 minutes between the start

and the finish of the shooting, that is how
long it took."

Tor a variety of reasons Peter decided
not to try and find a job straight
away, recognising a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to build a plane. Every
morning he would drive to Cambridge
airfield, to the South Side Hying Club. Plane
building is highly regulated and the plane
has to be certified OK at various stages of
construction. Coincidentally, Peter came up

i I am an open
person, I try to

portray an open,
very detached

view, no
hang-ups or

anything 9
for air the day before 'Black Thursday'.

"I am a great believer that there must be
a greater god somewhere that looks after
these things," muses Peter. "My father died
a few days before the Rise PC launch; after
the launch I took his ashes back to the

Ukraine. He had left there in the midst of

the Second World War bloodbath.

"I tried to take his ashes as close as

possible to where he came from, but not
knowing exactly I chose a random field.
Then the final night I was in Russia in a
hotel in Kiev when the phone rang. It was
3am and there was person shouting in
Russian down the phone 'Bondar! Bondar!'.
This was Ivan who was my second cousin
and it was only 50 yards from where I
buried my father's ashes to where he lived -

he actually managed to track me 500 miles
and located me down in the hotel after

going to every hotel in Kiev.'
Peter returns to Acorn's recent

problems:
"Acorn decided to pull out. The problem

was that everyone else's livelihood was
affected by it, but because of the fact that in
that sense I had left the Acorn world I had

not any financial interest in it, except for
personal interest. Basically I said I felt I
could try and put a deal together but it
needed a group of other people to pay me,
as you pay a consultant to try and do it.

"The trouble with the Acorn

community is that everyone does things for
free or a contra-exchange black market type
of thing. I could have worked three or four
weeks on this or I could have either been

building my plane or working as I already
had a job lined up.'

Peter openly admits that the Rise PC 2
was later than they wanted, simply because
they got so much business in when ART
started going. They had to deal with the
new technology clients first which meant
the Rise PC had about year of being
seriously deprived of resources.

"I felt it was a very good symbiotic
relationship between the two different
areas of activity," says Peter wistfully. "I
don't accept Acorn's excuse they just had to
trash it. I think the problem was that
people see these very clean companies that
appear to have very few people, huge sales
and massive profits, and thought Acorn
should be one, but Acorn is not that kind of
company."

In the short-term Peter is probably
going to be an interim manager - a
troubleshooter for companies - but putting
together the Acorn deal has got him
thinking about the longer term. He likes
the idea of setting up a a company dealing
with thin client technologies: probably
ARM-based, but not necessarily using
Acorn technology.

"Plus I want to finish my plane." irj
Jill Regan /1U



Special Pineapple RiscPC Computerprice deals
'Bronze' 233Mhz SA, 1.7Gb hd, 8mb, x8 CD

233Mhz SA, 1.7Gb hd, 40+2Mb, x8 CD, 2 slot b/plane
Gold 233Mhz SA, 4.3Gb hd, 64+2Mb, x36 CD, 2 slot b/plane

'High Spec' 233Mhz SA, 4.3hd, 40+2Mb, x8 CD, 586-100 PC Card,
PCPro v2 & PC Ex, Windows98,15Mmon, 120 watt spkrs - £1699 inc vat

Upgrades available with any computer purchase:- Digital monitors 14" £99, 15" £149, 17" £269,
Upgradex8CD to x36CD - £25, Upgrade PCPro to PCPro v3(not inc PC Ex) - £25, Add Studio24Pro - £49
All computers are supplied with Studio 24 vl software and one years sub to the Virus Protection Scheme.

Finance is available on the Acorn items in the above deals, over 12 or 24 months - 9.9% APR

- £ 899 inc vat

- £ 999 inc vat
- £1149 inc vat

New 600 dpi Plustek Scanner - £149 inc vat!
The Plustek 9636 model is now available with Acorn software. This model has a

/ 600 dpi optical resolution and 36 bit colour depth. It comes complete with PC
software (including OCR) and Imagemaster and Twain for the Acorn. It plugs

into the printer port but provides a 'through' connection for a printer, so no
switch box is required. Price just £149 inc vat.

Internet
56,000 Flex modem - Flash U/G £89.00
Acorn !Browse (CD only) £39.99
Ant Internet Suite software £116.33

RiscPC Memory
1Mb VRam £ 69.00
2Mb VRam £ 89.00
8Mb SIMM £ 14.00
16Mb SIMM £ 24.00
32Mb SIMM £ 45.00
64Mb SIMM £ 109.00

Monitors

Iiyama 15" 350 £175.00
liyama 17" 400 (S70IGT) £ 363.00
Iiyama 17" 400 Pro £385.00
Iiyama 19" 450 £487.00
Iiyama 19" 450 Pro !NEW! £ 527.00
Iiyama 21" 501 Pro £821.00
liyama 21 "502 Pro £868.00
CTX mons have (3 year on-site warranty)
CTX 14" Digital Scan £ 139.00
CTX 15" Digital Scan £ 175.00
CTX 17" .28 70Khz Digital £299.00
CTX 17" .26 92Khz Digital £ 385.00
CTX 17" Futura .25 dot £429.00
Acorn AKF60 14" £264.00

General Upgrades
Backplanes
2 slot backplane
2nd Slice (inc 4 slot backplane)
Midi Card

£ 34.00
£ 89.00

MIDIMax II -Midi Card
SCSI Cards

£ 92.83

Eesox SCSI II
CumanaSCSI IJ

SCSI Cable

£145.00
£175.00

£ 16.00

PC Cards & Software

DX4-100 PC Card £ 229.00
586-100 (Acorn) PC Card £ 329.00

586-133 (CJE) PC Card £ 351.33
PC Pro & PC Exchange £ 49.95
Windows 98 £ 79.00
MicroSoft Small Business Ed. £179.00

Flatbed
Colour
Scanners

'here are nowa growing numberof
scanners which will work on RiscOS.
The Plusteks work on theparallel port
so no extra interface is required.
All our scanner prices include Twain
and Imagemaster software. SCSI
scanner prices do not include the SCSI
connecting cable. Studio24Pro instead
of Imagemaster - just £30.00 extra!
Epson GT5500 SCSI £259.00
Epson GT9500 par&SCSl £519.00
Plustek OpticPro9636 600dpi £149.00
Epson Eilmscan 200 (transpar) £435.00
Canon Canoscan 2700F (trnsp) £557.00

SCSI Cards & Cables
Cumana SCSI II Card £175.00
EESOX SCSI II Card £145.00
50 mini 'D' to 50 Centronics £ 16.00
50 mini 'D' to 25 'D' plug £16.00
25 'D' plug to 50 Centronics £ 13.99

Switch Boxes
These are ideal for parallel port
switching betweena printer & scanner
Parallel 2 way £16.99
Parallel 4 way £19.99
Serial 2way' £19.99
25 '!)' plug to 25 'D' plug £4.99
25 'D' plug to 36 Centronics £4.99
Monitor+Keyhoarcl 2 way £19.99
1Sway HD to 15way HD cable £4.99
15way HD fully screened £16.99
Male-male mini DIN keybrd cab £3.00
Mini DIN to 5 pin keybrd adptr £1.50
5 pin DIN to 5 pin DIN keybrd £2.50

Many oilier types alsoavailable please ask

Hard
Drives

Pineapples removable drive system is
available for IDE and SCSI systems.
IDE removable s\ stem £19.00
SCSI removable system £25.00
IDE or SCSI cable £5.00

Bare IDE harddrives
1.7Gb IDE £50.0(1
2.5Gb IDE £99.00
4.3Gb IDE £124.00
6.4Gb IDE £159.00
9.1Gb IDE £199.01)

IDE Expansion
x4 IDE Expansion card £69.00

Bare SCSI harddrives
1.0Gb SCSI £99 00
4.2Gb SCSI £219.00
6.4Gb SCSI £299.00
9.1Gb SCSI £575.00

ZIP parallel port drives
Iomega parallel port ZIP drive £149.00
Iomega SCSI internal ZIP £129.00
Iomega internal IDE ZIP £75.00
(for use with IDE! expansioncard)

100Mb ZIP cartridge £9.99
Pack of 5 Zip Cartridges £45.00

Studio24Pro
'Many Acorn User from cover:
have been created from scralcl
using this program alone,

concrete proofOfthe power of this
creative tool'- Acorn User \hir96

Now just * £99.00*
Users.nolo FRfiEupdate v2.l6 is now available

PAL

TV Coders

We now have Iwo PAL TV coders
available which allow the output of any
Acorn Computer to be displayed on a
normal TV or recorded onto a video
recorder. Both models have S-VHS as
well as standard video outputs. The
VGA converter works in VGA and
SVGA screen modes and is ideal for the
RiscPC. Please ask for more info.
VGA Converter PAL Coder £ 159.00
PLC/4 PAL Coder (mode 12.15) £99.00
lor A3020.A4000.A5000,RiscPC

Pineapples Virus Protection
Scheme has been running
for over live years and is
still being updated with new
viruses on a regular basis.
New software versions are
sent out to members every
three months and the total
number of viruses which
can be removed is over 100.

Joining fee just £28.20
Inexpensive multi-user licences

'Ifyou're interested in virus protection,
join the Pineapple vimsprotection
scheme and buy Killer. Accept no
alternative - 'Acorn User Feb 96

As an Acorn Centre of Technology
Pineapple Software can help you with

ALL your Acorn computer related
problems.

Colour

Printers

('anon BJC80 - portable col £233.00
Canon BJC250 EJ49.00
Canon BJC620 - colour £229.00
Canon BJC4300 £198.0.0
Canon BJC4550 (A3) £287.00
Canon BJC.'5500 (A2) £649.00
Epson Stylus 200 mono £139.00
Epson Stylus 200 coli ur £179.00
Epson Stylus Colour 440 E139,00
Epson Stylus Colour 640 £ I79.0(1
Epson Stylus Colour S50 £279.00
IIPDeskjet 690C £259.00
IIP Deskjet 87.0C 1369.00
IIP Laserjet 6L (laser mono) £279:00

Other Items
Acorn IBrowse(CD only) £39.99
Acorn RiscCafe (JAVA)(CD) £39.99
RiscOS 3.7 upgrade £64.62
RiscOS3 PRM vols 1-4 £99.95
RiscOS3.6 PRM vol 5a £29.75
Sibelius Junior v3.0 £55.00
Sibelius 6 software v.3.5 £ 115.00
Sibelius 7 Student v.3.5 £351.00
Sibelius 7 software v3.5 £699.00
Acorn Nelslation (Ethernet) £351.33
Acorn Netslalion (Modem) £351.33
A7000 upgrade to A7000+ £249.00

Wehave many items in stock which are
notshownin this advert. Pleaseaskfor
anything you require whichmay not he
shown. We also undertakerepairsand

upgradesto all Acorn computermodels.
Collection can bearranged if necessary.

Pineapple Software
352 Green Lane, ILFORD

Essex IG3 9JS

Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:- sales-®pineaple.demon.co.uk
www:-http://www.pineaple.demon.co.uk

Terms:- All prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage £15 on

computer systems. £5 on
most other hardware. Small
items £3 (or less). Phone for
quote outside UK. Official

orders, cheques and all
major credit cards accepted

at no extra charge.

'Pineapple offer some ofthe
finest and friendliest after

sales support yon willfind' -
Acorn User Mar 96

Why not come and visit us and
see most of the Acorn range of

computers and hardware.
Monday - Friday 0900 - 1730

Saturday 10*00-.1700



The

magical ^
Acorn

Web Wizard
The Web Wizard is an extremely fast, internet

ready version of Acorn's popular Rise PC.
Whether surfing the net for recreational

activities or as part of your school's NGFL

policy, the Web Wizard is the best solution.

The free software included gives full Web

browsing capabilities, e-mail facilities,

Microsoft Word 6 and 7 compatibility and

HTML page editing for web site creation.

An ISDN option is also available.

FREE 56.6K external modem...

1.7GB hard drive

32MB RAM & 2MB VRAM

15" monitor + 80W speakers

Acorn !Browse and Java software

Windows pack upgrade option

Acorn
order now by phone on 0990 32 90 70

All trade marks acknowledged. E&OE. All Acorn products arepromoted anddistributed by: CTL Ore Trading Estate
Email: acorn@castletechnology.co.uk Web: httpy/www.acorr
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